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Abstract
Effective separation and purification of biopharmaceutical products from the
media in which they are produced continues to be a challenging task. Such processes
usually involve multiple steps and the overall product loss can be significant. As an
integrative technique, high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), together with the
application of functional magnetic particles, provides many advantages over traditional
techniques. However, HGMS has a number of drawbacks; and its application is limited
because it is inherently a batch process and it is difficult to recycle the magnetic
nanoparticles.
This thesis explores the development of a new type of continuous magnetic
separation process, called magnetically enhanced centrifugation (MEC), which exploits
the interactions of magnetic particles with magnetic field gradients, forced convective
flows and large centrifugal forces. Magnetically susceptible wires in a uniform magnetic
field facilitate the capture and aggregation of magnetic particles on wires, and a
centrifugal force perpendicular to the magnetic force conveys the particle sludge parallel
to the wires in a continuous mode. The primary focus of this thesis is multi-scale
modeling and simulation to understand the underlying physics of MEC processes. The
potential of MEC as an effective unit operation for biopharmaceutical downstream
processing has been demonstrated. Unlike traditional batch-mode HGMS, MEC has a
great advantage in that it can be operated continuously as magnetic particles captured on
wire surface are constantly removed.
A dimensionless model for simulating the trajectories of magnetic particles in
combined magnetic and flow fields has been developed. The model was first applied to
single wire configurations and then extended to multi-wire arrays. It was shown that
modified rhombic arrays can provide high capture efficiency while maintaining low
pressure drop. It is also shown that capture efficiencies based on results for clean,
particle-free wires, may be seriously in error because the particle buildup that
accumulates on the wire significantly distorts the flow and the magnetic fields and thus
influences the particle trajectories. The dynamic buildup growth process was treated as a
moving-boundary problem. Simulation results have shown that the capture efficiency
decreases dramatically as particle buildup volume increases. In addition, the influence of
particle chaining under magnetic dipole-dipole forces on separation efficiency has been
investigated. Magnetic particles form chains as soon as they enter a background
magnetic field, and are captured in the form of particle chains. The hydrodynamic force
on particle chains was calculated using a 3-D CFD simulation. The capture radius
calculated with considering the chaining effect is few times as great as the capture radius
calculated assuming individual particles.
Bench-top MEC experiments have shown that magnetic particle buildup generally
comprises two layers with distinct structures: a spiky layer with all chains parallel to the
magnetic field, and a densely-packed layer near the wire. This unique structure reflects
the dominance of magnetic forces near the wire and of magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions at locations further from the wire. As more and more particles accumulate on
the wire surface, the centrifugal force can overcome the cohesion of the layer or the
adhesion of the layer to the wire, leading to movement of the buildup material. The onset
of such movement can be achieved either by increasing the centrifugal force or by
increasing the buildup height. Energy and force analyses have been carried out to study
various scenarios of buildup movement. For monodisperse magnetic particles, four
scenarios can be expected: chain-like layer collapsing down (I), rigid body movement
(II), buildup breakage (III), and mixed behavior of rigid body movement and buildup
breakage (IV). A set of design formulas were derived to predict buildup structure and
different scenarios. Useful scenario and operating regime diagrams were obtained.
A discrete element modeling (DEM) package was developed to study the
dynamics and rheological behavior of highly concentrated magnetic particle systems. For
monodisperse magnetic particles, simulation results confirmed the four regions of the
scenario diagram as predicted by force arguments. For polydisperse magnetic particles,
DEM simulations showed that the buildup exhibits solid-like behavior when centrifugal
effects are small, and liquid-like behavior with a continuous velocity profile when
centrifugal effects are large. DEM simulations were able to predict the three dimensional
effects, including the buildup profiles at the wire tip.
Taken together, the results of this work provide a general strategy that can be used
as a starting point for the design, evaluation, and optimization of magnetically enhanced
processes that are suitable for biopharmaceutical downstream processing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Approach
In 1982, human insulin, the first FDA-approved recombinant therapeutic agent in
the United States, was successfully synthesized in Escherichia coli by using recombinant
DNA techniques. Since then, the biopharmaceutical industry has evolved significantly-
over 75 recombinant proteins and other biopharmaceutical products (e.g. recombinant
human growth hormone (rhGH), erythropoietin, and interferons) have been developed.
Now, over 500 biotechnology-related drugs are in clinical trials.' In addition, there is
potential interest in replacing bulk chemicals with recombinant proteins in industrial
applications, such as catalysis, due to the high specificity and activity of biological
molecules.2 In 2003, the biopharmaceutical industry provided 2.7 million jobs and $172
billion in real output. It is estimated that by 2014, the total employment impact will
increase to over 3.6 million and the real output will reach $350 billion.3
The separation of biopharmaceutical products from production media has played a
significant role in the development and growth of the biopharmaceutical industry, and
continues to be a challenging task. The search for improvements in processing
efficiencies is actively being pursued by many research groups around the world.
Examples of such separations include proteins from fermentation broth, clearance of viral
particles, separation of DNA mixtures, separation of cells and cell organelles, and
recovery of low molecular weight metabolites, etc.
Separations for biopharmaceutical products are typically more expensive than for
small molecules, and typically more than 60-90% of the total cost.4' 5 There are several
reasons for this. The first is that those products are produced by living organisms and
usually in very low concentration. Thus for a small volume of product, a large amount of
very complex mixture must be processed. The second is that extremes of temperature,
shear stress and pH can denature those products, reducing or destroying their efficacy in
clinical use.6 Thus, separations must be gentle, which eliminates many traditional
chemical engineering unit operations.
Figure 1-1. Biopharmaceutical downstream processing
Four main steps are involved in downstream processing of biopharmaceutical
products (as seen in Figure 1-1): removal of particulate matter, capture of the target
biopharmaceutical product, intermediate purification/separation or fractionation, and final
purification. The general aim of each unit operation changes during the whole
purification process. For example, membrane-based and centrifugal separations are
typically used in the first step to remove particulate matter and to clarify feed streams.
The second step focuses on processing speed and concentrating power of the operation,
and thus, high capacity ion-exchange chromatography is widely used. Chromatography
techniques play important roles in the last two steps, where techniques that are more
specific to the biochemical and biological properties of the target will be required.
In these processes, problems such as scalability, cost, and separation time will
retard the movement of biopharmaceutical production toward industrial scale. For
instance, column chromatography is not easily scaled up, due to channeling and
dispersion effects. In order to get a large amount of product, many small columns must be
used, which results in increase of capital and operating cost. Chromatography is also a
slow process. It takes long time for porous adsorbent to reach adsorption equilibrium. 7 In
order to reduce the diffusional length, smaller particles can be used; however pressure
drop in the column increases with the inverse square of the particle diameter. At high
pressure drops, both pumping costs and shear stresses on the protein properties become
prohibitive. To improve separation effectiveness and speed, small diffusional paths, high
surface areas and low pressure drops are required. One way to achieve this is with very
small non-porous particles that flow with the liquid stream, but a method of recovery is
required. Another problem in the traditional four-step process is the low total recovery.
For example, if we assume each of those four steps gives 90% yield, then the total
recovery after four steps drops to 65.6%. Not to mention that there are usually over 20
steps in the separation and purification of monoclonal antibodies. Therefore,
minimization the number of unit operations in the purification process is could be of great
importance.
Integrative techniques that combine originally independent steps to form new unit
operations are substantial improvements on traditional downstream processing.
Integrative techniques should be able to deal with biological media containing solid
particulates and deliver a clarified product concentrate. Ideally a satisfactory degree of
initial purification of the target product would be achieved, thus combining clarification,
capture of target products, and intermediate purification in a single step.i
Expanded bed adsorption (EBA) and high-gradient magnetic separation or fishing
(HGMS or HGMF) 9 are two promising techniques that have the above mentioned
capability are. EBA technique is based on capture of proteins in stably fluidized beds
created by application of an upward flow to a specialized bed of adsorbent. In this
process, the target molecule binds to the adsorbent while the unbound particles and
molecules flow out from the top of bed with the stream. EBA has in particular been the
focus of much attention in applications involving direct capture of biopharmaceutical
products from crude bioprocess broths without the need for prior clarification steps.10-12
The most serious drawback of EBA is the relatively low fluid processing rates that are
imposed by column and adsorbent design. 13 Another problem is that the macro-porous
adsorbent used in EBA usually has large size which cannot provide sufficient binding
sites for target products.
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High Gradient Magnetic Separation (HGMS) concept has been exploited on a
large scale in the mining and metallurgical fields for over a century. 16 Its use in
bioseparation is more recent and it offers several important advantages over EBA. This
integrated process comprises two successive steps: (i) adsorption of the target product
onto small non-porous magnetic particles; followed by (ii) efficient recovery of the
magnetic particles using extremely high magnetic gradients. HGMS offers the possibility
of using very fine magnetic nanoparticles while maintain controllability of the particles
by applying strong magnetic field gradient. There have been a number of works in our
laboratories. Shen et al. successfully developed stable magnetic nanoparticle suspensions
(magnetic fluids) that are stabilized by monomer surfactants and tri-block copolymers.
The average particle size is 9.3 nm in diameter with a standard deviation of -2.6 nm.
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Further study by Moeser et al. showed that the HGMS separation of particles less than 40
nm in diameter is difficult and incomplete.21 ' 22 Ditsch et al. were able to synthesize
magnetic nanoclusters with size between 50nm to200nm by controlled clustering of
primary nanoparticles. Satisfactory protein separation efficiency and complete magnetic
particle recovery are achieved, 23-25 which demonstrated that HGMS could be a effective
technique for future large-scale protein separation.
However, there are also some problems associated with HGMS. First, it is not a
continuous process since we have to switch the magnetic field on during the trapping step
and rinsing step, and switch it off during magnetic particle recovery step.26 Second,
because iron wires are ferromagnetic by nature, it bears magnetization even if we switch
off the magnetic field. This makes the complete recovery of magnetic particles a difficult
task. In addition, it also has channeling and dispersion effects inside the separation
column. Due to inhomogeneous packing, dead zones exist and could significantly
decrease total separation efficiencies. Moreover, it cannot deal with unclarified broth if
the packing density of separation matrix is too high. It may lead to clogging due to
simultaneous deposition and aggregation of large colloidal biomass and small magnetic
particles, thereby reducing the separation efficiency.
We propose to exploit the interactions of magnetic particles with magnetic field
gradients, forced convective flows and large centrifugal forces to facilitate the recovery
of biopharmaceuticals from the media in which they are manufactured. For large-scale
operations, we anticipate that separation efficiencies can be enhanced by coupling the
magnetic forces with centrifugal forces. One possible benefit is that after magnetic
particles accumulate on high magnetic gradient surfaces under magnetic forces and form
a static buildup, we anticipate that strong centrifugal forces are able to remove the
particle buildup effectively. It can be expected that, although centrifugal force has little
effect on individual magnetic particles, it can have great effect on large particle
aggregates or assembly. By finely adjusting the direction of centrifugal field and
magnetic field, the centrifugal force could be dominant on the direction that magnetic
force and hydrodynamic force are minimal and therefore being able to discharge the
aggregates along the wire or flow channel, finally arriving at some collecting points. This
makes the entire process continuous, increasing the total separation efficiency and
handling capacity by avoid batch mode operation.
Bearing these potential benefits in mind, we have built a theoretical foundation
for the design and development of magneto-centrifugal contactors (MCC). MCC can be
seen as the hybrid separation process of traditional batch-mode HGMS with decanter
centrifuge. The kernel of my thesis will be detailed multi-scale modeling of the processes
to understand the underlying physics. The ultimate goal of this thesis is to start the first
step on developing a new and highly efficient magneto-centrifugal device that can
provide more benefits than EBA, PBC (Packed bed chromatography) and traditional
HGMS processes for the further application in biopharmaceutical processing. The
comparisons of our proposed magneto-centrifugal devices with other processes are shown
in Table 1-1. In addition, we want to generate impacts on the development of other
magnetically enhanced processes for biopharmaceutical processing, such as magnetically
enhanced filtration and sedimentation, through the use of the methodology, theoretical
framework, and numerical simulation tools developed in this work.
Table 1-1. Key differences of MCC, HGMS, EBA and PBC based purification system
Parameter
Adsorbent diameter
Adsorbent type
Adsorption capacity
Ability to deal with particulates
Channeling and dead zone
mode of operation
MCC
0.1-5pgm
non-porous
very high
yes
no
continuous
HGMS
0.05-5gm
non-porous
very high
fair
Yes
batch
EBA
100-300gm
porous
low
yes
Yes
batch
PBC
5-300tpm
porous
Low
No
Yes
Batch
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Magnetic Particles for HGMS
The primary concern for successful magnetic separation is the specific magnetic
and physical characteristics of the substrate particle. Most of the magnetic particles used
in HGMS systems have some form of iron oxide at their core. Typically these iron oxide
phases are ferromagnetic in the single crystal form and susceptible to applied magnetic
fields. We usually require that the magnetic particle has high susceptibility or saturation
magnetization for effective capture by an HGMS separator. Table 1-2 lists the
composition and magnetic susceptibility of some iron-based oxides.
Table 1-2. Composition and magnetic susceptibility of some iron-based oxide27
Mineral name Composition Common chemical name Mass susceptibility
Wustite FeO Ferrous oxide -2 emu/g
Hematite o-Fe20 3  Ferric oxide -1 emu/g
Maghemite y-Fe20 3  Ferric oxide -70 emu/g
Magnetite Fe30 4 Ferrous-ferric oxide -90 emu/g
It is also found that when the diameter of single crystal exceeds a limit value (the
superparamagnetic limit), the magnetic particles will have remnant magnetization even
after the applied magnetic field is removed.27 This phenomenon usually leads to
permanent particle agglomeration and severely hinders adsorbent reusability and ease of
product elution.2 8 Thus the single crystal size must be small enough (<30nm). This
restricted size range defining superparamagnetic behavior also defines the size range with
suitably high specific surface areas. The maximum binding capacities of the particles can
be estimated from the dimensions of protein molecules, e.g. the ellipsoidal lysozyme
molecule has the dimensions 30x30x45A 3, a tightly packed single protein layer of 2-2.5
mg.m -2 will correspond to complete coverage. 29 Thus, a specific surface area higher than
50m 2-g'-1 will be necessary for satisfactory capacities (of-100 mg-g-').
However, in order to maximize the magnetic force upon magnetic particles,
individual particle sizes should be as large as possible. Therefore, we have to balance the
need to eliminate magnetic memory effect with the need to maximize the binding
capacities. This is usually achieved by mixing quantities of magnetic nanocrystals with a
polymer, to form a magnetic bead28 or nanocluster 23. The magnetic nanoclusters
developed in our lab have diameter 50-200nm and can be captured very efficiently
(>99%) at high flow rates. 24 Another very important property of magnetic particles used
in magnetic separation is that they must be coated with polymeric layers to protect the
iron oxide contents and to create a surface amenable to derivatisation for desired binding
affinity to target molecules.
1.2.2 Magnetic Particle Colloidal Dispersions (Magnetic Fluids)
Before we apply any magnetic field on the separation system, the adsorption
process has to reach equilibrium as quickly as possible. Thus, relatively uniform
magnetic particle dispersion is required. Agglomeration is energetically favored in the
dispersed state due to van der Waals force. In order to maintain dispersion state, the
particles must be stabilized against agglomeration, and the energy barrier to
agglomeration must be sufficient to maintain the metastable dispersed state. There are
two ways to stabilize magnetic particles in aqueous system, either coating with a polymer
layer, or adsorption of a surfactant bilayer. Since the surfactant layers are not covalently
bonded and may be removed by desorption or displaced, and the surfactant layers cannot
provide sufficient binding sites for target molecules, when used in bioseparation process
the best stabilization is achieved by grafting polymer layers on the magnetic particles.
The DLVO theory can be used for calculating the inter-particle forces and
estimating the colloidal stability of magnetic particles. This theory claims that there are
two major long-range interactions: electrostatic force and van der Waals force between a
pair of colloidal particles. 30  Typically the electrostatic forces are not sufficient to
stabilize the particles alone, and steric stabilization is required. When magnetic particles
come in close contact, the coating interpenetrates, causing an entropic penalty due to lost
conformations.3
When a suspension of magnetic particles is placed in an external magnetic field,
in addition to the interaction force considered before, there is a strong magnetic dipole-
dipole interaction, expressed as16
F.(dipole) 3m 2 {- (i n)t + 5(ni • tij)x (n- tij)i- [(n. -tii + ( ti]} (1-1)
where ni is a unit vector denoting the direction of magnetic particle i, m is the
magnitude of particle magnetization, rij is equal to ri -rj, ri and ri are the position of
magnetic particles i and j, tij is a unit vector given by ri, / r., and Pri = ri 1. The
tendency of an assembly of magnetic particles under magnetic dipole-dipole interactions
to reduce their magnetostatic energy, resulting in the formation of particle aggregates or
particle chains, is called magnetic flocculation. Usually, all dipoles in the aggregates or
chains are aligned with external field, and the resulting particle chains are also parallel to
the external field. In magnetic separation, magnetic flocculation can often play a positive
role by increasing recovery efficiency.' 6' 32, 33 This is because the magnetic force effect
takes dominance over hydrodynamic drag force when the size of aggregates becomes
larger and gets higher volume magnetization. However, for magnetic separation to be
applicable in biopharmaceutical processing, magnetic flocculation must be in secondary
minimum and reversible. Once magnetic field is removed, the particles can relax back to
dispersed state.
1.2.3 Application of Magnetic Particles and Magnetic Fluids
Most industrial applications of magnetic fluids are organic solvent based and
typically with surfactant coatings instead of polymer coatings. Magnetic fluids have been
used as seals for rotating parts, since the magnetic fluids can be kept in place with
permanent magnets, with lower resistance to rotation than solid seals such as rubber
gaskets.34 The damping properties of magnetic fluids are used in making motor breaks 35
and loud speakers.36 Recently, magnetic fluids have been found to be able to enhance
mass and heat transfers. 37-39
Biomedical application of magnetic particles and magnetic fluids includes drug
delivery4 , image contrasting41, 42 and hyperthermia 43. Magnetic particles carrying anti-
cancer drugs can be targeted in the affected area in vivo to a tumor by manipulating an
external magnetic field. In diagnostic application, functional magnetic nanoparticles
have also been developed as contrast agent substitute of traditional ferric salt solutions
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with enhanced imaging properties.44 When
magnetic particles with attached monoclonal antibodies targeting cancer are placed in an
oscillating magnetic field, heat can be generated to increase local temperature to kill the
cells.45
Magnetic fluids and suspensions of submicron magnetic particles have been
applied to many different biological systems to separate cells 46 and proteins 7, 28, 47-49. In
most biological separation applications, the magnetic particles are used as tagging-agents
for the biological species, and the processes usually involve functionalizing the magnetic
particles with ligands or other functional groups that bind reversibly to the target species.
The target species can then be removed selectively from a complex mixture via magnetic
separation. For example, a magnetic fluid with functionalized maghemite nanoparticles
has been used to separate erythrocyte cells. Most of the magnetic fluids used for cell
separation have been developed for lab scale use only, and are typically made with
expensive coatings, such as monoclonal antibodies and dextran. The separation of
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therapeutic recombinant protein involves a huge market, and the application of functional
magnetic particles to separate protein has attracted more and more attention. Surfactant
coated magnetic nanoparticles imbedded in a polymer matrix have been used for protein
separation based on ion-exchange 5o and dye-affinity48' 51-53 types of interactions. However
the particles are few microns to few hundred microns in diameter and are much too large
to be colloidal stable, and the magnetic properties in this case is to stabilize or retain the
particles in many setups, such as magnetically stabilized expended bed.53' 54 Recently,
much smaller magnetic particles (50nm-10micron in diameter) have been used in order
to increase the adsorption capacity to target proteins. The separation setup has also
shifted to high effective way by using high gradient magnetic separation. Protein
separations using colloidal magnetic nanoparticles stabilized with surfactant have been
performed by Bucak et al.7 These particles are coated with phospholipids layer and can
bind to target protein based on charge interaction. An adsorption capacity of 1,200mg/mL
has been achieved which is the highest reported value among all the known studies.
Ditsch et al. has developed a way to synthesis magnetic nanoclusters of 50-200
nanometers in size. These nanoclusters can be efficiently separated using HGMS while
still maintain high adsorption capacity to cytochrome c (horse heart muscle protein).25
Several techniques involving the use of magnetic particles for environmental
applications have been proposed and demonstrated at the research level. 55 59 Usually,
these processes use micron-sized particles that are coated with functional layers for
selective adsorption of target solutes, such as radio-nuclides55, heavy metal ions58, and
water soluble organic compounds56' 57. Other techniques include using highly porous
magnetic beads that are effective in removing metal ions59 from water and using charged
magnetic particles that aggregate with bacteria and solids to purify water60 . Magnetic
fluids can also be used to exert body forces on non-magnetic substances that are
immersed in the magnetic fluids, in order to separate them based on size. This type of
magnetic separation is referred as magnetophoretic separation and has recently applied to
cell separation. 61, 62
1.2.4 High Gradient Magnetic Separation
The main reason that magnetic particles are useful for separation is that, unlike
most colloids, they are readily removed from solution with magnetic filtration. Thus the
advantages of small, dispersed particles can be coupled with easy recovery and re-use.
HGMS has been used extensively in kaolin clay benefaction, where the removal of iron
oxide improves the color of the clay, as well as in steel and power plants, where small
metal particles are recovered. Another more recent application is to recover water
treatment sludge by magnetic seeding.60, 63 When a magnetic particle (superparamagnetic)
dispersion is put into a uniform magnetic field, individual particle attains an induced
magnetization due to the external field. It can be calculated that the magnetic particles
simply align with the external field and are not subject to a net magnetic force.
However, when an inhomogeneous field is applied, a net magnetic force is generated on
the particle. For a particle that is composed of soft magnetic material, this force is
calculated as
FM = PoVpMVH (1-2)
where M, is the particle volumetric magnetization, Vp is the particle volume, H is the
scalar magnetic field at the location of the particle, and , is free space permeability.
Since the magnetic force is proportional to the volume of the magnetic core,
larger particles are more easily trapped. As we discussed earlier, there is a tradeoff
between increased capture efficiency with large particles and higher surface area with
small particles. The most suitable magnetic material for magnetic particle preparation is
magnetite because of its low price and high magnetic susceptibility. Magnetite particles
are intrinsically superparamagnetic, meaning that the volumetric magnetization, Mp, is
described by a Langevin function of the magnetic field.31 However, for most cases, at
magnetic fields greater than approximately 0.1-0.5T, the particle cores become
magnetically saturated and the core magnetization essentially attains a constant value.
Thus, only increasing the background magnetic field strength is not enough for higher
capture efficiency.
High gradient magnetic filter Magnetic flux density around iron wire
Figure 1-2. High gradient magnetic filter and magnetic flux density distribution around a
single wire. On the right, different color shows different magnetic field strength value.
Highest magnetic field gradient is obtained on the wire surface.
It is can be seen from Eq.(1-2) that higher magnetic field gradient also increases
the magnetic force. In order to get a large magnetic field gradient necessary for particle
capture, usually small iron wires or meshes are added in to the magnetic field. The iron
wire or mesh has induced magnetization and acts as a small magnet. Therefore there will
be a high magnetic field gradient on the wire or mesh surface, as seen in Figure 1-2. For
magnetic particle capture to occur, the magnetic force must be sufficiently strong to
overcome fluid drag force and thermal diffusional force. Under strong magnetic force,
magnetic particles are trapped to the wire or mesh surface to form static buildup, and are
released when the magnetic field is removed.
1.2.5 Biological Centrifugation
When colloidal particle suspensions without stabilization forces are put into
gravity field after several minutes, sedimentation occurs. The rate of sedimentation of a
particle can be derived from Stokes equation, which describes the movement of a sphere
through a liquid in a gravitational field by balancing the gravity force, buoyancy force
and hydrodynamic drag force. The biological separation process usually requires higher
gravitational force. This is achieved by spinning the container about an axis. The particle
experiences a radial centrifugal force that moves it away from the axis of rotation. The
centrifugal force is expressed as
F, = V, (p - PO) 2RRR (1-3)
where p, is the particle density, Po is the density of the media, Rro, is the length of the
rotation arm, ir is a unit vector in the outward radial direction, and Q is the angular rate
of rotation. The particle velocity under a centrifugal force, can be expressed as
d (pr, -pO)>2R
VP = r (1-4)18p
In the above equation, dp is particle diameter, p is the viscosity of liquid, and vp is
particle velocity. As we can see, the most important factor determining particle velocity
is particle diameter. The larger the particle, the faster it moves in a centrifugal field. Also
important is the density difference between the particle and the suspension medium.
Table 1-3. Size and density of some subcellular organelles and magnetic particles 64
Particle
Nuclei
Plasma membrane sheets
Mitochondria
Lysosomes
Peroxisomes
Vesicles
Magnetic g-particle
Magnetic nanoparticle(cluster)
d (upm)
4-12
3 - 20
0.4 -2.5
0.4 - 0.8
0.4-0.8
0.05 - 0.4
0.5-5
0.05 - 0.2
P (g/cm3)
>1.30
1.14-1.19
1.17- 1.21
1.19- 1.21
1.18-1.23
1.06- 1.26
1.1 -4.0
1.1 -4.0
The effectiveness of centrifugal separation relies highly on differences in particle
size or in particle density. Generally, there are many kinds of particles in a cell
homogenate. They have different size and density, as shown in Table 1-3. In this work,
we are more interested in the combined effect of magnetic force and centrifugal force.
Calculations have shown that the centrifugal forces acting on a regular magnetic particle
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are significantly lower than the magnetic forces and dipole-dipole magnetic force, while
for non-magnetic substances, the hydrodynamic drag force is dominant over the
centrifugal force, because the density of most subcellular substances is close to that of
water. Once magnetic particles are captured and form static particle buildup, the total
centrifugal force acting on the entire buildup may be sufficiently strong to discharge the
buildup. If we design the MCC separator carefully, the overall effect could be tuned to
allow for the complete separation of magnetic particles from cell debris and other
nonmagnetic particles.
1.3 Research Goal
The overall goal of this thesis is to provide conceptual design and theoretical
investigation of new continuous magneto-centrifugal devices suitable for downstream
processing in the biopharmaceutical industry. Specific aims include:
1. Conceptual design of magneto-centrifugal devices. Different designs based on the
magnetic particle properties and the external field distributions are explored.
2. Simulation and modeling of particle motion, aggregation and deposition behavior
on the separation matrix. Based on the conceptual design, different simulation
techniques and multi-scale modeling are performed in order to completely
describe the behavior of magnetic particles in the MCC.
3. Experimental characterization of the MCC process, as well verification of
simulation and modeling results.
4. Evaluation of the feasibility of conceptual designs. Theoretical framework based
on modeling, simulation and dimensional analysis can be used to evaluate and
optimize the overall performance of the MCC.
1.4 Magneto-centrifugal Contactor
1.4.1 Conceptual Design
In traditional HGMS process, since the magnetic field gradient near the wire
surface is huge, magnetic particles are subject to very strong magnetic forces and deposit
tightly on the wire surface, forming large particle aggregates. When the static buildup
reaches its maximum volume, the separation efficiency of the wire essentially decreases
to zero.2 1 Thus, if there is no other external force, the entire processing cannot be carried
out continuously, instead, we have to switch the field off and remove the static buildup.
However, with a centrifugal force component in the direction parallel to the wire, the
particle aggregates are subject to a body force and therefore could eventually move along
the wire to the wire end. Once the particle aggregate leaves the wire, since the dominant
force acting on the entire aggregates is centrifugal force, the aggregates move in the
direction of the centrifugal force and finally arrive at predesigned collecting position.
Non-magnetic
Protein- laden * (Cell debris: 20nm-12pm)
Magnetic particle *e.g. Nuclei, plasma membrane,
mitochodria)
Convection magnetophoretic
0 A Feed
Ma etic Recovered
magnetic particle
t
4 View from
radial direction
Cell debris passing through
S are View along the wire
Centrifugal
Cell debris
Magnetic
(MEC), and the device is called magneto-centrifugal contactor (MCC), as depicted in
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Figure 1-3. The contactor is composed of an inner rotor that has many magnetizable
wires perpendicularly aligned with the external magnetic field, and an outer wall. The
inner rotor rotates at very high RPM, providing strong radial centrifugal force. The wires
distort the magnetic field and generate very high magnetic field gradients around them.
When the feed stream containing protein-laden magnetic particles and fermentation
homogenate enters the contactor (a premix step of functional magnetic particles with
fermentation homogenate is required), the magnetic particles are captured onto the wire
surface due to strong magnetic forces, while non-magnetic substances such as the cell
debris and other undesired particulate substances are carried away by the flow due to
hydrodynamic drag forces. The captured magnetic particles form static buildups on the
wire surface. As more and more particles accumulate on the wire surface, at a certain
point, the total centrifugal force acting on the buildup overcomes the barrier for buildup
movement or overcomes the total friction force between particles and the wires, sending a
partial or the entire collected particle buildup along the wire towards the outer wall. The
outer wall can continuously convey the particle sludge out of the contactor, as in a regular
continuous decanter centrifuge.
1.4.2 Feasibility Analysis
In order to evaluate the feasibility of this design, three important questions have to
be answered: will the magnetic particle buildup move under centrifugal force? How does
the magnetic particle sludge move under the centrifugal force? What would be the
centrifugal force required for buildup movement? Some previous works provide hints
on these questions. Kalyon et a165 investigated the rheological behavior of very
concentrated suspension (76.5vol%) and observed significant slip at the wall in both
torsional and capillary flows. The relative slip velocity ranges from about 0.001 mm/s to
60mm/s depending on the applied shear stress. The reason for the wall slip phenomena is
believed to be the applied shear stress being able to overcome the weak interaction
between particles and the wall. At low shear rate, the bulk particle sludge deforms
slightly and it is non-slip on the wall surface. However, when the shear rate exceeds a
critical value, wall slip happens and the bulk particle sludge moves like a rigid body.66
It is believed that the mechanical and rheological properties of the dense colloidal
particle sludge are determined by particle size and size distribution, inter-particle forces,
external forces, as well as particle sludge microstructure. 67 Discrete type of particle
dynamics simulations, such as Brownian dynamics simulation can be used to study large
shear deformation of particle gels and provide insight and understanding of
microstructure and rheological properties of the particle gels. 68 Based on these
references and the unique properties of magnetic colloidal particles, we expect that
magnetic particle buildups on the wire surface will exhibit unique mechanical and
rheological properties if subjected to a strong centrifugal force. We anticipate that the
shear force provided by the centrifugation could be large enough to overcome the
interaction energy barrier required to detach particle buildups from the wire surface.
Thus, the net effect of combining high gradient magnetic separation with
centrifugation would be that the existence of magnetically susceptible wires in a uniform
magnetic field facilitates the capture and aggregation of magnetic particles on wires and
then centrifugal force that is acting on the perpendicular direction of magnetic force helps
to convey the particle sludge. The overall process could be operated in a continuous
mode.
1.5 Research Overview
My research work has been focused on developing various modeling and
simulation tools to help understand the underlying physics, facilitate separator design and
process scale-up, and evaluate the feasibilities and effectiveness of the contactor. The
values for some key parameters used in this thesis should be practical and achievable in
industrial application. Specifically, my doctoral thesis contains the following seven
aspects:
1. Particle trajectory model to track particle migration and capture onto magnetizable
wires, including single-wire and multi-wire arrays
This part looks at the particle migration in the bulk solution and will be discussed
in Chapter 2. Bulk solution means the flow region far away from the iron wire surface.
We neglect Brownian effects, particle inertia effects and particle-particle interactions.
The trajectories of individual particles under combined flow and magnetic fields are
solved by balancing hydrodynamic drag force with magnetic force.
2. Dynamic model for particle buildup growth
When calculating capture efficiency of a separator, it is not always accurate to
assume that the wire is clean and particle-free, since the magnetic particles that
accumulate on the wire surface can distort the surrounding flow and magnetic fields, and
thus influence the capture efficiency. In Chapter 3, the dynamic buildup growth process
is treated as a moving-boundary problem, in which the growing front of the buildup is
tracked explicitly by marker points evenly distributed on its surface. The questions as to
how particle buildup develops, how it influences the flow and magnetic fields, and how
single wire capture efficiency evolves with time are addressed based on this dynamic
model.
3. Verification of the dynamic buildup growth model
In Chapter 3, Monodisperse magnetic particles are synthesized using the
distillation-precipitation polymerization method. The magnetic particle suspension is
injected into the flow cell, and the buildup growth on the wire is observed and recorded
using a microscope. The experiment results are compared with buildup growth simulation
to evaluate the model developed in Chapter 2. The question as to how particle chaining
can help separation effectiveness and how we should adjust the current model and
simulation tools will also be discussed.
4. Magnetic particle chaining effect
Magnetic particle chaining and its effect on magnetic particle capture in single-
wire HGMS has will be experimentally studied in Chapter 4. It was found that magnetic
particles form chains as soon as they enter a background magnetic field and are captured
in the form of particle chain. Theoretical analysis and 3-D CFD simulation will be
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performed to develop a hydrodynamic drag force model that takes into account the
magnetic particle chaining effect. Based on the model, corrections are made to the
critical capture radius correlations for single particle obtained in Chapter 2, and the
resulting critical capture radius is expressed in terms of Re, iK,, and the number of
particles in the chain Nc .
5. Experiment with bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor
A bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor has been built at the University of
Karlsruhe. In Chapter 5, we will show some experimental results describing the
phenomena in the contactor, such as separation mechanism, efficiency, buildup shape and
microstructure, as well as transient and equilibrium particle buildup height. Different
buildup movement scenarios under centrifugal force will also be discussed.
6. Theoretical analysis on the dynamics and onset of magnetic particle flows along
magnetizable wire
In Chapter 6, a theoretical framework for the structure and behavior of magnetic
particle sludge on magnetizable wires is developed based on energy and force analysis. A
set of design formulas expressed in terms of dimensionless numbers are derived to
predict buildup structure and scenarios of buildup movement under centrifugal force.
Analogy is to be made between magnetic particle flow on magnetizable wires and
granular flows on inclined surfaces under gravitational force.
7. Discrete element modeling of magnetic particles
In Chapter 7, the behavior of magnetic particle sludge on magnetizable wires is
studied using discrete element method. For this purpose, I have developed a DEM
simulation package to address problems such as when particle buildup starts moving,
where particle buildup dislocation takes place, and whether or not the buildup moves as a
rigid body. The results will be compared with experimental data from Chapter 5 and
theoretical analysis in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 8, an overall conclusion of the thesis is given and future prospective on
the development of pilot and production scale MCCs will be discussed.
Appendix
The key parameters and their values used in this thesis are listed in Table 1-4.
Table 1-4. Key parameters used in this work
Parameter
Particle size
Particle magnetization (Mass)
Magnetic flux density
Feed stream velocity
Diameter of steel wire
Centrifuge rotation speed
Length of rotation arm
Temperature
symbol
d, or 2ro
M,
Bo
Vo
dw
CO)
R
T
Range of value
50nm-10tpm
10-78emu/g
0.1-1T
0.001-0.1 m/s
200 gm-2mm
500 10000rpm
0.10-0.50m
273.15~313.15K
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Chapter 2
Magnetic Particle Capture onto Single Wire and
Multi-wire Arrays
2.1 Abstract
High gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) has long been used as an efficient
solid/liquid separation technique in mining and metallurgical industries. Its potential
applications in food, biological and pharmaceutical areas have recently attracted
increasing attention. In this chapter, we develop a general methodology for the design,
evaluation and optimization of HGMS process. The methodology is based on particle
trajectory model in which the movement of individual magnetic particle in an HGMS
separator is simulated under combined flow and magnetic fields. In order for the model
to be scalable, all governing equations are non-dimensionalized, and two dimensionless
numbers, Reynolds number and dimensionless characteristic magnetic force, are used in
the analysis. Given separator specifications and operating conditions, the exact solutions
for flow and magnetic fields are obtained using the finite element method (FEM). The
model is first tested for single wire capture, and the critical capture radius is correlated to
the dimensionless numbers. The results are applicable to a wide range of Reynolds
number, as compared with existing literature results that assume potential flow. The
model is then extended to multi-wire arrays where more complicated geometries are
considered. Based on particle trajectories, the separation performance and pressure drop
is evaluated and compared for three different multi-wire configurations: rectangular,
rhombic and modified rhombic configurations. The influences of the dimensionless
numbers and geometry factors on capture efficiency are investigated in detail. At the end
of this chapter, a set correlation equations is obtained with non-linear regression, for the
purpose of determining the design parameters and evaluating the performance of HGMS
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separators. Although developed based on HGMS process, the model and the
methodology can be extended and applied to magnetically enhanced centrifugation and
other emerging magnetically enhanced processes.
2.2 Introduction
Functionalized magnetic particles together with high gradient magnetic separation
(HGMS) processes have recently been extended to biopharmaceutical operations with a
number of successful demonstrations of their potential in the past 10 years or so. 1 Low
cost, high selectivity, excellent operational flexibility and ability to treat complex
feedstocks all make HGMS a promising technique relative to traditional chromatography.
The optimum size of magnetic particle is a primary concern, because of the trade-off
between the ease of separation and the specific surface area required for adsorption
capacity. The size of commonly used magnetic particles ranges from 10nm to 5pm in
diameter. Batch adsorptions of proteins using micron-sized (-1pLm) ligand-binding
magnetic particles have been extensively studied. 2-4 In our group, we have extended the
studies to smaller particles on the order of 20 to 200 nm. Moeser et al. used amphiphilic
polymer coated magnetic nanoparticles (-20nm in diameter) with high adsorption
capacity as extractants for organic molecules, but these particles could not be completely
recovered when the particle diameter was smaller than 50nm, due to Brownian diffusion
effects. 5, 6 Ditsch et al. successfully synthesized magnetic nanoclusters with diameters
from 50nm-200nm, which could be removed efficiently in an HGMS separator. 7, 8
To date, most research work has been done in laboratory scales and there are
currently no commercial applications of such high gradient magnetic separation processes
in biopharmaceutical industries. In addition, the capacities of existing processes are
relatively low, given the fact that they are operated in batch mode with each batch having
a volume of 10-100L and taking about 30-60 min. After extensive study of the particle
capture process, researchers have now begun to improve particle release and recovery by
applying certain external force field, such as ultrasound, cross-flow, centrifugation, and
mechanical vibration. 1 One of the ideal cases is that, by finely tuning external forces,
magnetic particles could be removed at the same time they are being trapped onto
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magnetizable wires or surfaces and thereby making the entire process continuous and
easily scalable. This is where the magneto-centrifuge idea comes from.
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Figure 2-1. Single wire HGMS configurations: (a) longitudinal configuration; (b)
Transverse configuration;
The simplest geometry of HGMS is single wire setup where only one wire is
placed in a uniform magnetic field. Based on the relative direction of magnetic field and
background flow field, there are basically two configurations: a longitudinal
configuration in which the magnetic is parallel to the flow field; and a transverse
configuration in which the magnetic field is perpendicular to the flow field, as shown in
Figure 2-1. For longitudinal configuration, magnetic particles are captured on the top
surface of the wire, while for transverse configuration magnetic particles are captured on
the sides.
Figure 2-2(a) is the magnetic field around a wire that is infinitely long in z-
direction. Figure 2-2(b) is the flow field for Re=l for the same geometry (longitudinal
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configuration). As we can see, the bulk area can be divided into an attractive zone and a
repulsive zone based on the direction of magnetic field gradient, meaning that particles in
the attractive zone are subjected to magnetic force towards the wire surface, and in the
repulsive zone subjected to repulsive magnetic force pushing them away from the wire
surface. The position where a magnetic particle enters the simulation block is defined as
R,. Obviously the magnetic influence of the wire upon the particle motion falls off with
R,. Beyond a certain region, the magnetic influence is so small that the particle trajectory
is very much similar to the flow streamline. The particle trajectories can be divided into
two categories, depending on whether the particle is captured or not. The value Rc where
a particle is just captured is called the critical capture radius R,*. This can be seen in
Figure 2-2(c). R,* has been used to evaluate the capture efficiency of single wire HGMS
system.9 10 However, single wire HGMS cannot meet the capacity needs when it comes
to large scale industrial magnetic separation. Often times, magnetic separators with
multi-wire matrix must be used.
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Figure 2-2. (a) magnetic flux density distribution around a iron wire; (b) flow field
around the wire for Re = 1; (c) attractive zone and repulsive zone for longitudinal
configuration; critical capture radius is defined based on particle trajectories.
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Figure 2-3. Geometries of multi-wire arrays in x-y plane: the circular cylinders parallel
to z-direction are magnetizable stainless steel wires; the inlet flow velocity is parallel to
background magnetic field (longitudinal configuration)
The most important part in developing continuous magnetic separation processes
is to design effective and efficient separation matrix based on particle trajectory
simulation. We believe that for a continuous process, the separation matrix would better
be regularly structured to minimize the inhomogeneous pattern of magnetic and flow
fields. Also, the regular arrays can be easily scaled up to real application, and the study
of such regular arrays can give us more general hints and conclusions on matrix design
and performance. The most studied regularly structured arrays are the rectangular and
the rhombic lattice arrangements (as seen in Figure 2-3). One serious problem associated
with rectangular arrays is channeling at high Reynolds number (>50), which leads to low
separation efficiency. The rhombic lattice is found to have much higher capture
efficiency than the rectangular lattice under the same particle, flow and magnetic
conditions.1" The distribution of magnetic field in a multi-wire matrix can be simulated
well by the superposition of single wire magnetic fields' 2' 13 or alternatively, by direct
calculating with finite element method which will be used in this study. For flow field,
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instead of making approximations, such as potential flow and viscous flow,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the standard method for highly complicated
geometry", 14, and is adapted in our work. We also consider the modified rhombic multi-
wire array configuration which is similar to rhombic array but with lower packing
density, as shown in Figure 2-3.
We developed a particle trajectory model comprising of a set of non-
dimensionalized equations and two dimensionless numbers, investigating the effects of
various structural and operational parameters on capture efficiency and pressure drop.
Fluid Dynamics model and AC/DC model in Comsol Multiphysics are used to calculate
the flow field and magnetic field distribution numerically. The model is flexible and can
be extended to study many types of HGMS separators, regardless of the structure and
operating conditions.
2.3 Simulation Block, Flow and Magnetic Fields
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Figure 2-4. x-y plane showing the simulation block (modified rhombic array as an
example); round circles represent magnetizable stainless steel wires
The simulation block representing the multi-wire separator is shown in Figure
2-4. A uniform background magnetic field B0 is applied to the wire array in the negative
y-direction. A feedstock containing magnetic particles with radius ro and magnetization
M, flows through the array, also in the negative y-direction, with a superficial velocity
Vo. In this work, we choose longitudinal configuration as our system, in which the flow
field is parallel to magnetic field, because it is easier to apply a vertical magnetic field in
a real magneto-centrifugal contactor using electromagnet. The entire multi-wire array is
assumed to be infinitely long in the z-direction and, hence, can be treated as a 2-D
problem. The dashed lines depict the boundaries. At boundary b , the y-component of
the flow velocity is set to -Vo and the x-component is set to zero. At boundaries b2 and
b3 , slip/symmetry boundary conditions are used for the flow field, which in our case
means that the x-component of the velocity is zero. At boundary b4 , the dynamic
pressure of the flow field is set to zero. The boundary conditions for the magnetic field
on all boundaries are set to B = 0,B= B0 , where B, and B, are the x- and y-
components of the magnetic flux density, respectively. Comsol Multiphysics is used to
numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equations, continuity equation, and the Laplace
equation governing magnetic potential to get the flow and magnetic field distributions at
a set of discrete points. Thereafter, 2-D interpolation is used to obtain the flow velocity
and magnetic field values at any given point.
2.4 Particle Trajectory Model and Dimensional Analysis
In this work, magnetic particles are simplified as magnetic cores (usually
magnetite) coated with polymer layers that provide desired capture capacity for target
products and colloidal stability in water 8, as shown in Figure 2-5. The radius ratio R,,io
is the ratio of the particle radius to the magnetic core radius, denoting the content of
magnetic core inside the particle.
Four types of forces are acting on a magnetic particle in HGMS process:
magnetic force, hydrodynamic drag force, Brownian thermal motion, and particle-particle
interaction. The driving force in magnetic separation is magnetic force. For particles
comprised of soft magnetic materials, this force is given by: 15
F, = a VMPVH (2-1)
where u,0 is the free space permeability, VP is the particle volume, Mp is the particle
volumetric magnetization, and H is the scalar magnetic field at the location of the
particle. For a magnetic particle to be separated from the stream, the magnetic force has
to compete with other forces such as gravity, hydrodynamic drag and Brownian thermal
motion. The separation effectiveness depends strongly on the relative importance of the
magnetic force to other forces.
Functional polymer coating
Magnetic core
Radius ratio
ro
2rcore R rcore
2ro
Figure 2-5. Simplified magnetic particle model
The hydrodynamic drag force is calculated via Stokes Law:
Fh - 6gro (u- ) = 6 ro u- dr (2-2)
where r7 is the fluid viscosity, r0 is the particle radius, u is the background flow velocity
at the location of the particle, vp is the particle velocity, and r is a vector denoting the
position of the particle. Stokes law is only applicable when particle size based Reynolds
number is very small, which is always the case even at relatively high velocity(-m/s)
because the particles are very small(<100micron). In this work, on the other hand, we
assume the size of the magnetic particle to be larger than 100nm and the particle
suspension to be quite dilute (<1% volume fraction) so that the Brownian force and inter-
particle forces are negligible in the bulk solution 5 .
The magnetic field H is governed by the Laplace equation with appropriate
boundary conditions 6 :
VX " = 0  (2-3)
H = VX (2-4)
where X is the magnetic potential, and the flow field u by the equation of continuity
V -u = 0 and the steady state Navier-Stokes equation":
p(u Vu) = qrV 2 u- Vp +pg (2-5)
where p is fluid density, p is thermodynamic pressure, and g is gravitational
acceleration.
By balancing the magnetic forces and hydrodynamic force, and neglecting the
inertial effect, we can obtain the governing equations for the particle trajectory, which are
further non-dimensionalized by choosing proper characteristic quantities: length is scaled
by wire diameter 2a, time is scaled by 2a/Vo, and force is scaled by 6z;rrfVo. This
gives the dimensionless equation for magnetic particle trajectory:
dr*
dt = K_ F(V*B*) + u (2-6)
where ri 1 and r are the particle positions at time t 1. and time t* , respectively, At* is
the time step size and equal to ti, - ti . Two dimensionless numbers are used to simplify
our analysis. The wire Reynolds number is given by
Re = 2pVa (2-7)
The dimensionless characteristic magnetic force, which measures the relative
importance of the magnetic force relative to the hydrodynamic drag force, is defined as
(2-8)K~V = aspcBO
12;r7,Va
where Vc is the volume of the magnetic core and is equal to VP Rratio3 , Pc
of the core, a, is the (mass) magnetization of the core.
is the density
Vp, op can be also written as
If we neglect the influence of magnetic particle accumulation on the magnetic and
flow fields, then the dimensionless magnetic flux density at point ri^ is a function only of
system geometry and M,/(2Bo),
B* =B*K M*Geometry, , '
2B 0
(2-9)
MW is the magnetization of the wire. For most cases in which the wire is not
magnetically saturated, the value of Mw/(2B0 ) is equal to 1.
Similarly, under these conditions, the dimensionless flow velocity at point r*
should be a function only of Reynolds number and geometry
S= u* (Re, Geometry, r*)
V, M, .
(2-10)
Clearly, Eqs. (2-6), (2-9) and (2-10) indicate that for a fixed geometry, the particle
trajectories, and consequently, the clean-wire capture efficiency, are functions of only the
dimensionless groups Re and K. These equations must be solved numerically: Eqs.
(2-9) and (2-10) are solved using Comsol multiphysics to get the magnetic field and flow
field distribution, and the particle trajectory equation (2-6) is then solved based on the
solution of Eqs. (2-9) and (2-10)
As for the geometry of the system, specifically, for single wire system, we only
need to specify the relative direction of magnetic field and flow field; for multi-wire
arrays, we must in addition specify the number of wire layers, the type of configurations
(rectangular, rhombic or modified rhombic), and the spaces between wires. The spaces in
x- and y-direction are also scaled by wire diameter 2a. As shown in Figure 2-6, given the
same inter-wire distances, the rectangular configuration has same packing density as the
rhombic configuration, while the wires in the modified rhombic array are 25% less
densely packed. This could indicate that fluid flow in modified rhombic wire array can
have lower pressure drop than other configurations, which benefits the overall
processing.
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Figure 2-6. Geometry parameters: wire distance in x-directionL,, wire distance in y-
direction L, , packing density. (a) rectangular; (b) rhombic; (c) modified rhombic
2.5 Particle Trajectories and Capture Efficiency
In this work, we directly simulate the particle trajectories within the entire wire
array, and calculate the total capture efficiency. In addition, we can probe the flow
patterns around the wires and the total pressure drop by means of CFD simulation.
The simulation algorithm goes as follows. A number (-1000) of uniformly
distributed magnetic particles are released at boundary bl. The position and velocity of
every single particle is monitored and once the particle touches any wire in the simulation
area it is considered to be trapped permanently by that wire. The total capture efficiency
(CE) is defined as the ratio of total number of particles trapped on the wires to the total
number of particles released from the inlet boundary. The effective capture efficiency
(ECE) on individual layer/repeating unit is defined as the ratio of total number of
particles trapped on a particular layer/repeating unit to the total number of particles that
are still available to that layer/repeating unit. Mathematically,
CE = # of particles captured (2-11)
Total # of particles released
ECE = # of particles captured on a layer/repeating unit (2-12)
# of particles still available
One assumption we made here is that the accumulation of magnetic particles on
the wires does not distort flow and magnetic fields. Therefore the capture efficiency
calculated here is called the clean-wire efficiency, or initial capture efficiency. This
assumption overestimates the efficacy of the separator and makes the results valid only
for the very beginning stage. In Chapter 3, we will develop a dynamic buildup growth
model considering magnetic particle accumulation and its effect on flow field, magnetic
field, and separation efficiency.
2.6 Results and Discussion
2.6.1 Practical Ranges of Dimensionless Numbers
Table 2-1. Practical range of dimensionless numbers
Dimensionless numbers used in simulation Range
Reynolds number Re 0.1- 200
Dimensionless characteristic magnetic force KF 0.001 -1000
Distance between wires in x-direction L. 1.5-4
Distance between wires in y-direction L , 3-8
Packing density of wire (volume) 2-18%
As we discussed earlier, to set up a simulation, we need to specify few
dimensionless parameters: the geometry of the system such as array configuration, L *
and L,,* (dimensionless form of Lx and L), Reynolds number Re and dimensionless
characteristic magnetic force K ,. As a guideline to setting up the values of these
degrees of freedoms used in the simulation, the ranges of operating parameters used in
most HGMS processes are summarized in Table 1.4 in Chapter 1. Based on these
parameters, we can calculate the practical ranges of the dimensionless numbers, which
are listed in Table 2-1.
2.6.2 Critical Capture Radius of Single Wire
2.6.2.1 Gerber's Analytical Solution
Critical capture radius is the entering position of magnetic particles in x-direction
beyond which the particle is not captured. It is a very straightforward indicator of the
effectiveness of HGMS processes. Gerber et al obtained approximate analytical
expressions of single wire capture radius by assuming inviscid potential flow. 9 When
MF'r , the dimensionless capture radius (scaled by wire diameter) is given by4
3= (4K)1/3[-1 (4c)-23 (2-13)8 L3
Eq. (2-13) is valid for both longitudinal and transverse configurations. When K'F -< 4
,the dimensionless critical capture radius in the longitudinal configuration is given by
R = CKF (2-14)
and in the transverse configuration,
R* = 2K, (2-15)
In all these expressions, the critical radius depends only on IK. and not on
Reynolds number. This is due to the inviscid flow assumption, which neglects the viscous
term in the Navier-Stokes equation. As we can see from Eq. (2-6), although only KMF
appears explicitly in the particle trajectory equation, the Reynolds number does play an
role in determining the spatial variation of flow velocity. It would be helpful to see the
effect of Reynolds number on magnetic particle capture for a real fluid. With the help of
CFD, we can simulate the numerical solution of flow field and make adjustment to these
expressions to include the dependence on Reynolds number.
Figure 2-7 is the simulation results showing the trajectory lines of magnetic
particles in both longitudinal configuration and transverse configuration at Re = 1 and
KMF =10. Based on this type of trajectory simulation, critical capture radius can be
extracted.
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Figure 2-7. Particle trajectories for Re = 1,
transverse configuration
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K F, =10. (a) longitudinal configuration; (b)
Figure 2-8 compars Gerber's analytical solution of Eq.(2-13) with numerical
simulation. The dependence of single wire critical capture radius on Reynolds number
decreases as we increase Reynolds number. When Re> 50, the capture radius seems to
be almost independent of Re and the analytical solution gives acceptable agreement with
simulation results. However, at low Reynolds numbers, Gerber's solution overestimates
the capture radius by up to 20-50%.
Figure 2-9 (a) and (b) show the dimensionless capture radius as a function of KMF
in the case of KMF -< , for longitudinal and transverse configuration respectively. The
slopes given by (2-14) and (2-15) are far different from simulation results.
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2.6.2.2 Adjustment to Gerber's Solution
Similar to Gerber's treatment, we consider two ranges for K.
r-
* For > 2.
4
(KMF, < 2 / 4) at
-r . ........ i- ..... f 7
__
Since Eq.(2-13) is not quite accurate for a large range of Reynolds number, and
based on the qualitative dependence on Reynolds number that we found in Figure 2-8, we
can add a new term to Gerber's solution accounting for the variation in Re.The modified
form of Eq.(2-13) is proposed to be,
R=a (4 1 2 (4K)-2 Re - Re8 3 (2-16)
where a, a, f are constants. Numerical simulation results were fitted into Eq.(2-16)
with nonlinear regression to obtain the values for these constants.
configuration, we obtain
For longitudinal
a = 0.86, a = 0.018,,6 = -3.514 (2-17)
and for transverse configuration, we obtain
a = 0.739, a = 0.026, 8 = -3.064 (2-18)
The prediction plots are shown in Figure 2-10. The modified correlations give
much better agreement than does Gerber's solution, and are applicable for > -2 and
4
Reynolds number ranging from 2 to 200.
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Figure 2-10. Prediction plots for modified correlation equations and Gerber's analytical
solution for KMF 2 : (a) longitudinal configuration, and (b) transverse configuration
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We see from Figure 2-9 that Gerber's solutions Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15) is far from
accurate. A modified form is proposed to be,
R = aKi, Ref (1-Rey ) (2-19)
where a, a, f and 7 are constants. Again, we fitted our simulation results into (2-19)
using nonlinear regression to find the optimal values of the constants.
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Figure 2-11. Prediction plots for modified correlation equations and Gerber's analytical
solution for KMF <; : (a) longitudinal configuration, and (b) transverse configuration
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For longitudinal configuration, we find that
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a = 0.552, a = 0.780, f = 0.078,y = -3.791
and for transverse configuration, we have
a = 0.446,a = 0.682, f = 0.012,y = -3.530
(2-20)
(2-21)
and the prediction plots are shown in Figure 2-11.
2.6.2.3 Critical Capture Radius for Small Re
The dimensionless capture radius as a function of KM at different Re conditions
for longitudinal and transverse configurations is shown in Figure 2-12. Similar to the
trend we found for intermediate and large Reynolds number, single wire critical capture
radius increases with increasing KM, and Reynolds number.
critical capture radius seems to be almost independent on Re.
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Figure 2-12. Dimensionless capture radius as a function of KMF for small Re values. (a)
longitudinal configuration; (b) transverse configuration
However, to date, there is no reported explicit analytical solution of the single
wire critical capture radius for Re<<l (creeping flow). In this work, we are not aiming to
develop an analytical solution; instead, similar to previous section, we developed a
-i-- --------r-
4 6
T
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number of correlation equations using nonlinear regression of the simulation results. The
correlatiosn can be directly used in determining HGMS performance for a wide range of
operating conditions. The template correlation equation is proposed based on
Buckingham a theorem, and the (2.02-logRe) term is suggested from the approximate
solution for low Reynolds number flow: 5,18
(2-22)Re = at~K Re (2.02 - logRe) r
* When KE, > 2 / 4, we find for longitudinal configuration,
a = 0.506,a = 0.470,, = 0.005, y = -0.208 (2-23)
and for transverse configuration,
a = 0.453,a = 0.476,fl = -0.036,y = -0.308
The prediction plots are shown in Figure 2-13.
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longitudinal configuration; (b) transverse configuration
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* When ic / , w find that for longitudinal configuration,a = 0.511,a = 0.704,0 = -0.014, = -0.234 (2-25)
and for transverse configuration,
a = 0.412,a = 0.635, / = -0.021,I = -0.205 (2-26)
The prediction plots are shown in Figure 2-14. A complete list of the obtained
correlation equations and their applicable ranges are summarized in Appendix of this
chapter.
2.6.3 Magnetic Particle Capture onto Multi-wire Arrays
Figure 2-15 (a) and (b) show typical flow and magnetic field distributions in the
simulation area for a modified rhombic multi-wire configuration obtained from Comsol
multiphysics. Figure 2-15 (c) depicts the particle trajectories for this modified rhombic
configuration. Magnetic particles are released from the top boundary line and migrate
configuration. Magnetic particles are released from the top boundary line and migrate
through and interact with the multi-wire array under fluid drag force and magnetic force.
The background magnetic field is parallel to inlet fluid velocity and therefore magnetic
particles are captured on the top surfaces of the wires. The purple trajectory lines are for
captured particles, while the green lines show the trajectories of uncaptured particles.
With local area zoom-ins, we can get an idea as how particle trajectories look like in the
vicinity of wires. In this particular example, there are twenty layers of wires (or five
repeating units) in the simulation area from top to bottom.
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The capture efficiency of a multi-wire array should be dependent on
dimensionless characteristic magnetic force KMF, Reynolds number Re, the configuration
of the multi-wire array, and the number of wire layers (or the number of repeating units).
In this section, we will look at the influence of each parameter and build a connection
between multi-wire efficiency with single wire critical capture radius.
2.6.3.1 Influence of Re and KMF
The feed velocity is a key parameter determining separation efficiency.
Considerable effort has been expended in trying to achieve high handling capacity while
maintaining acceptable capture efficiency; there is usually a trade-off between the two.
Another important parameter is wire diameter 2a, which influences not only the magnetic
field gradient in the vicinity of the wires, but also the local flow pattern around the wires.
The background magnetic field, the particle properties such as particle size and particle
magnetization are lumped in K.. Thus, the effects of all these parameters on capture
efficiency can be investigated by varying Re and K, . If we take a closer look at
Eq.(2-6), we can see that V*B* is order of unity, u* is also order of unity. To achieve a
better capture efficiency, one needs to maximize the influence of magnetic term
KEF (V'B*) relative to the flow term u', which would require large rcm values. The
larger the x, value, the higher the capture efficiency achieved. This is confirmed with
our simulation, as shown Figure 2-16, where we choose Re and KcM as two degrees of
freedom. Also plotted are prediction lines using single-wire capture correlation we
obtained before. The capture efficiency given by these prediction lines can be regarded
as if there is only one wire layer in the multi-wire array, and it is obtained by dividing
dimensionless critical capture radius by L*. Comparison between multi-wire capture
efficiency with single-wire prediction tells us the extent to which certain multi-wire
configuration can benefit the capture of magnetic particles.
For rectangular configuration, shown in Figure 2-16(a), given the geometry
factors ( L= 1.5 and L*I = 3 in this case), the multi-wire capture efficiency seems to be
solely dependent on KrlE for all values of Re tested. Rectangular configuration has poor
performance: a 20-layer array provides only small improvement on capture efficiency
over that of a single wire (1 layer), which means that the subsequent layers after the first
layers provide little contribution to the total capture efficiency. Complete recovery of
particle requires a KcM value as high as 4. This poor performance is not surprising since
we observed significant channeling flow and dead zones for rectangular multi-wire
configurations, as seen in Figure 2-17(a).
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Figure 2-16. Capture efficiency as function of cMF at different Re values:
(a) rectangular configuration, (b) rhombic configuration, (c) modified rhombic
configuration. Range of Re: 1-200; Range of KMF: 0.1-5; L =1.5; L = 3; Number
of wire layers: 20
For a rhombic array (Figure 2-16(b)), the capture efficiency has very small
dependence on Re at large Reynolds numbers (Re > 20). The rhombic configuration
has better capture performance than a rectangular array: a 20-layer array improves CE
multiple-fold as compared to a single-wire and complete recovery of particles requires a
KrMF value of 0.5 under large Re conditions, which is significantly smaller than the KM.
value of 4 that is required to achieve complete capture in the rectangular configuration
case. This is because that each layer in the rhombic configuration disturbs the flow field,
therefore alleviating channeling effect to some extent (Figure 2-17 (b)).
For a modified rhombic array (Figure 2-16 (c)), we see that the capture efficiency
is dependent on both Re and IKc numbers, for the range tested. Similar to the rhombic
configuration, the modified rhombic configuration also has very good performance. We
notice that large Re number can help increase capture efficiency, which indicate that the
flow pattern in modified rhombic array at larger Re number is favored for magnetic
particle capture. In addition, the KMF value required for complete capture decreases with
increasing Re number. When Re is larger than 20, complete recovery of magnetic
particles approximately requires a KM value greater than 0.5. The channeling for
modified rhombic array is the least serious among all configurations tested, which can be
qualitatively seen from Figure 2-17(c).
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Figure 2-17. Flow patterns in different multi-wire configurations forRe=20:
(a) rectangular configuration; (b) rhombic configuration; (c) modified rhombic
configuration. Color bar denotes the dimensionless flow speed.
2.6.3.2 Influence of Array Geometry Factors: L* and L
Figure 2-18 shows the influence of geometric factors L:' and L, of modified
rhombic array at Re= 50 and MF = 0.2. L. has strong influence on capture efficiency
of a multi-wire array, and increasing L: leads to a significant drop in capture efficiency;
while varying L*, value hardly changes the capture efficiency especially when L* is
large, meaning that L has minimal influence. For the modified rhombic array, the
packing density is 0.75LL,. The open data points on Figure 2-18 all have the same wire
packing density of 0.75(LxL,)- with LL, equal to 12. However, same packing density
does not lead to the same capture efficiency. Similar results have been seen for
rectangular array and rhombic array. All these facts indicate that L is the key geometric
factor that determines the capture efficiency of a multi-wire array.
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Figure 2-18. Capture efficiency as function of L and L for Re = 50, KMF = 0.2 and 20
wire layers. Circled data points all have same wire packing density.
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Figure 2-19. Comparison between rhombic array and modified rhombic array: (a)
capture efficiency, (b) pressure drop
Figure 2-19 compares capture efficiency and pressure drop for two multi-wire
configurations: rhombic and modified rhombic configurations. Rectangular
configuration is not included in this analysis because its performance is much worse than
rhombic and modified rhombic configurations. The capture efficiency for rhombic and
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modified rhombic configurations are approximately the same, with rhombic array slightly
better in low Re region (Re < 100) and modified rhombic array slightly better in high
Re region (100 < Re < 200). Pressure drop is also a concern when designing magnetic
separators. According to dimensional analysis, the dimensionless pressure drop should
be only a function of Reynolds number and the geometry factors of the wire array. In our
simulation, two sets of geometry factors are tested and all pressure drop values are non-
dimensionalized with the inertial pressure scale pV 2 . The result indicates that the
modified rhombic configuration has significantly lower pressure drop.
2.6.3.3 Effective Capture Efficiency
One question remaining is how effective capture efficiency (ECE) varies among
wire layers. Defined in Eq.(2-12), the ECE can be used to probe the performance of
individual wire layer and particle capture distribution among wire layers. Figure 2-20 (a)
and (b) shows the accumulated capture efficiency after N layers and ECE of each layer
for rhombic and modified rhombic arrays, respectively. For rhombic configuration, the
red horizontal line corresponds to the value of RJ/L*, where Rc is the dimensionless
critical capture radius for single-wire at the same condition. Ideally, if the wire layers
were not to influence the capture ability of each other, then the ECE provided by each
wire layer would be close to R/L . The discrepancy between the ECE simulation
results for multi-wire arrays and R,:/L, must come from the disturbed particle flow by
preceding wire layers, and even the subsequent wire layers. Thus, comparing the ECE of
each wire layer with Rc/L should help us investigate how the wire layers in a multi-
wire array influence the particle trajectories and flow field. This would also help us
design and evaluate the performance of future multi-wire arrays.
For rhombic arrays, as seen in Figure 2-20 (a), the ECE of the first wire layer is
very close to Rc/L because there is no wire layer preceding it, while for the second
wire layer, its ECE is much higher than Rc/L , which means that the first wire layer
helps the second layer capture more particles by disturbing the flow field in a favorable
way. What we also see is that when the flow field is fully developed (this corresponds to
roughly after the third wire layer), the ECE fluctuates around 20%, for this particular
case. Although slightly lower than the value of Rc /L , for the number of layers tested,
the ECE value exhibits no significant decreasing or increasing trend in the following wire
layers.
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Figure 2-20. Cumulative capture efficiency and effective capture efficiency of each layer
for modified rhombic array with 20 wire layers and L = 1.5, L = 3.0. (a) rhombic
array, Re = 50, Kr = 0.5; (b) modified rhombic array, Re = 50, MF = 0.4.
Unlike rectangular and regular rhombic configurations, each odd-numbered layer
in the modified rhombic array has only half a wire, while each even-numbered layer has a
whole wire. This is why we plot two lines in Figure 2-20 (b). The upper solid line
corresponds to RJ*LI, while the lower dashed line corresponds to Rc/2Lx . Again, we
see that the ECE of the first layer is approximately equal to Rc/2L* because it only has
half a wire and there is no other wire layers preceding it in the simulation block. The first
layer seems also to contribute to the particle capture by the following three layers,
making their ECE higher than Rc /L . Similar to the rhombic array configuration, when
flow field is fully developed, the effective CE in the modified rhombic array approaches
a constant value around R/2L .
2.6.3.4 Correlation Equations for Multi-wire Array Capture Efficiency
When designing a real magnetic separator, sometimes it would be helpful to make
quick estimation of the capture efficiency of a multi-wire array for a given set of
operating conditions and geometry factors. In such cases, developing correlation
equations that are applicable to a wide range of parameters would be necessary.
Correlation equations can help us narrow down the ranges of parameters to be tested with
lengthy numerical simulation, and therefore save the time and effort in designing work.
To date, most correlation equations used in HGMS design are for single-wire
capture efficiency.10' 19 Correlations for multi-wire arrays that include geometry factors
have not been reported in literature. Since the modified rhombic configuration gives
satisfactory capture performance and pressure drop results, it is chosen as the sample
system and its capture efficiency is correlated with dimensionless numbers Re and MF ,
number of layers (or, number of repeating units), and geometry factors L:, and L . A
number of correlation equations are proposed based on Buckingham 7r-theorem and the
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constants are obtained using multivariate non-linear regression. The first one includes all
parameters:
CE = min1 .57'031 2 Re0.054 L-0.944L-O0 .057,1 (2-27)
ranges of dimensionless numbers used in obtaining Eq.(2-27) is:
2 < Re < 200, 0.2 < KF <1.2, 1.5<L<4, 3<L <8 and 20 wireY
prediction plot showing fitting satisfaction is shown in Figure 2-21(a), and most data
points deviate at most by 10% from the predicted values.
By looking at the exponential factor of each dimensionless numbers in Eq.(2-27),
we find that this correlation captures the fact that the capture efficiency has significant
dependence on KMF andL, but small dependence on Re and L*.
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Figure 2-21. Prediction plots for correlation Equations: (a) Eq.(2-27), (b) Eq.(2-28)
If we were to take the critical capture radius of single-wire as the starting point in
the regression, we could obtain another correlation equation,
The
layers. The
CE minK 3.13L 0.999L 043O 0.86 (4K~,)1/3 1 - (4Km)-2 /3 Reo.018 ( - Re-3514
Geometry term 
-Critical capture radius for single-wire
(2-28)
The prediction plot of correlation Eq.(2-28) is shown in Figure 2-21(b). As we
can see, this correlation does not give prediction as good as Eq.(2-27), but it captures an
interesting characteristic of multi-wire arrays. The exponential factor for L* is close to
-1 while the exponential factor for L is very small and roughly zero. This suggest that
the capture efficiency of a multi-wire array can be approximately written as,
CE _min f :L, 1 (2-29)
where R* is the dimensionless critical capture radius of single-wire of the same
configuration (longitudinal or transverse), f is a constant and equal to 3.13 for this
particular modified rhombic array. f can be regarded also as an indicator of how much
having more wires (wire layers) can benefit the capture of magnetic particles relative to
single wire system. It is obvious that the capture efficiency of a modified rhombic array
with only one wire layer should equal to R / 2 , or, i.e. f is equal to 0.5, which comes
from the fact that the first layer of modified rhombic array has only half a wire. Thus, a
20-layer modified rhombic array increases f from 0.5 to 3.13.
Since f must be a function of total number of layers or total number of repeating
units Nru we can perform further regression and obtain a correlation equation for f as
well,
f = 3.18 - exp (-0.402N,,,) (2-30)
where No, is the number of repeating units in the modified rhombic array. The
applicable range for Eqs.(2-29) and (2-30) is 2 < Re < 200, 0.2 < ,,F < 1.2, 1.5 < L < 4
,and Nr, < 5.
With this complete set of equations, we can perform a number of tasks in
designing magnetic separators. For example, knowing R and L , we can estimate at
least how many layers of wires are needed for complete capture. We can also determine
the maximum wire distance in x-direction L required for complete capture at given RC
and N,, values. In addition, knowing L* and Nr, we may calculate R*, and
furthermore, determine the values of Kc, Re required for target separation efficiency.
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Figure 2-22. Comparison of correlation equations with direction simulation for a
modified rhombic array with 20 wire layers (5 repeating units). Other parameters:
Re = 40, iK = 1 and L: = 2.
As one demonstration of the application of these correlation equations, we
perform a set of simulation for a separator with 20 wire layers (5 repeating units) and the
horizontal distance between wires is L = 2. The feed velocity is 2 cm/s; the wire radius
is 1 mm; and the background magnetic flux density is 1 Tesla. We want to determine the
minimum size of magnetic particle we should use in order to achieve 100% separation
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efficiency. Using the correlation Eqs.(2-29) and (2-30), with simple calculation we see
that the critical capture radius R* must be larger than 0.66. Then, we can apply a proper
equation from the appendix and obtain that KcIF has to be larger than 1. This infers a
minimum particle radius of I micron, with the use of Eq. (2-8).
The comparison between the correlation equations and direct simulation results is
shown in Figure 2-22, where we plot the capture efficiency as function of number of
repeating units for a modified rhombic array with Re = 40, K,F = 1 and L = 2. As we
can see, because we dropped the dependence of capture efficiency on L,, the correlation
equations (2-29) and (2-30) overestimate the efficiency by about 2-10% offset from
direct simulation results.
2.7 Conclusions and Future Prospect
We have developed a dimensionless model for simulating the trajectory of
magnetic particle in combined magnetic and flow field with numerical calculation of the
field distributions. Based on this model, we have demonstrated a general strategy for
design, evaluation and optimization of multi-wire magnetic separator systems suitable for
biopharmaceutical downstream processing. This strategy can be also extended to other
applications where magnetic particle migration and spatial distribution are important,
such as MRI, drug delivery, hyperthermia, and magnetic particle handling in micro-
chips20 . The first merit of our model is that we have non-dimensionalized all governing
equations and lumped all parameters into two dimensionless numbers and various
geometry factors, which makes the strategy scalable for a broad range. The second merit
is that we have used numerical tools to calculate the magnetic and flow field distributions
for the entire complicated system, which is more realistic than the analytical solution
developed using single wire.
Dimensional analysis in this work shows that the dimensionless characteristic
magnetic force ag, determines the relative importance of magnetic term and
hydrodynamic term in the governing equation for particle trajectory. In some other
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papers9, 10, people have used V,,/V o instead of K'M, where V,, is given a name of
magnetic velocity. The relation between V,,/V o and K is that 4KMF = V, /V. The
reason for this is that other people have used 2Bo0 /a that is the gradient of scalar magnetic
flux density on the wire surface as the scale for magnetic field gradient; while in our
work, we have used Bo as the magnetic flux density scale and 2a as the length scale, to
be consistent with fluid flow model. For multi-wire arrays, we found that the x-direction
distance between wires L* also plays a very important role, while the y-direction distance
L, hardly influences the capture efficiency especially when L, is large. Among all
regular multi-wire array configurations tested in this work, the modified rhombic array
gives both satisfactory capture efficiency and pressure drop. Based on this configuration,
a series of correlation equations were developed and their application in separator design
was demonstrated.
Some concerns arise when considering a real magneto-centrifuge in which L*
becomes a function of radial position. For large scale centrifugal separator, where the
overall length of wires is small as compared to the rotation arm, the wires can be treated
as nearly parallel, and a constant L* value can be assumed. In this case the results
obtained in this work could be directly applied. However, when L value is strongly
dependent on radial position, separation efficiency needs to be evaluated using the largest
L4 value, so that it provides a lower limit for separation efficiency. Considering the
influence of complicated flow field in such a separator, 3-D simulation of entire flow and
magnetic field, as well as particle trajectory modeling, may be performed when designing
a real separator.
This work, however, only considers the case where the magnetic particle buildup
does not change flow and magnetic fields, and therefore, the capture efficiency data and
the correlation equations should be applicable only for the early stage of the separation
process. In the next Chapter, We will discuss a dynamic model for magnetic particle
buildup growth and investigate the influence of particle retention on flow and magnetic
fields. In addition, this work only studied the regular arrays where wires are arranged
according to certain rules. In our future, study can be extended to randomly-arranged
wire arrays.
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Appendix
Summary on critical capture radius for single wire as function of Re and ic.. A special example for multi-wire array is an
array with only one wire. In this case, the capture efficiency (CE) can be calculated as CE = R, / L,. Comparing this number with the
CE of multi-wire arrays, we can evaluate the extent that having more wires can benefit the capture of magnetic particles. The
correlation equations listed here explicitly correlate capture radius to Reynolds number Re and dimensionless characteristic magnetic
force K . They are based on CFD simulation results and not making any assumption regarding Reynolds number of the flow field.
They are valid for wide ranges of parameter values. The entire set of these correlation equations should be very powerful in designing
high gradient magnetic separators.
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Chapter 3
Dynamic Buildup Growth Model for Magnetic Particle
Accumulation
3.1 Abstract
Magnetic fluids containing nano or submicron magnetic particles and their
application in food, biological and pharmaceutical systems have recently attracted
increasing attention. Magnetic particles can be collected efficiently in magnetizable
matrices (e.g. iron wires) in high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) processes.
However, when calculating capture efficiency of a separator, it is not always correct to
use the results for a clean and particle-free wire, since the particle buildup that forms as
the magnetic particles accumulate on the wire surface distorts the flow and magnetic
fields, and thus influences the capture efficiency of the wire. In this chapter, the dynamic
buildup growth process is treated as a moving-boundary problem, in which the growing
front of the buildup is tracked explicitly by marker points evenly distributed on its
surface. The flow field and magnetic field are calculated using finite element method
(FEM). The particle trajectory model developed in previous chapter is used to calculate
where and how frequently the particles deposit on the buildup surface, and the marker
point distribution and the buildup shape are updated at each simulation step. The
questions as to how particle buildup develops, how it influences the flow and magnetic
fields, and how single wire capture efficiency evolves with time are addressed based on
this dynamic model. The simulation results with this dynamic model showed good
agreement with experimental results.
3.2 Introduction
High gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) is used for the concentration, removal
and fractionation of magnetic particles from fluid streams. It has been applied to the
beneficiation of metal ores, 1 the recovery of metals from wastes 2, and waste water
treatment in the steel industry and in thermal power plants3. Recently, HGMS processes
together with the use of functionalized magnetic particles have been extended to more
complex systems, such as cell manipulation, 4, 5 protein separation,
6-1 heavy metal ion' 2
and non-polar organic contaminant removal from water streams, 1 3 and analytical
applications. 14 Low cost, high selectivity, excellent operational flexibility and ability to
treat highly complex feedstocks all make HGMS a promising technique for these
applications relative to traditional adsorption techniques, including chromatography and
expended bed adsorption.
Various theoretical approaches have been established to aid in the understanding,
design, and optimization of HGMS processes. For example, particle trajectory and
trapping models based on Newton's second law are used to study the migration and
capture of large magnetic particles and nonmagnetic particles to single-wire and multi-
wire matrices in combined magnetic, flow and other external force fields. 15-17 Although
this model is still widely used, 18 it assumes clean wires (particle-free) and, since it does
not account for the effect of particle buildup on the wires, it is only applicable at the very
early stages of the capture process where no significant buildup is observed. The reality,
however, is that as the particle buildup grows, it modifies the effective geometry of the
wire and consequently influences the flow and magnetic fields.15
A static buildup growth model that is able to predict the maximum static particle
buildup on a wire has been developed and tested experimentally by Nesset and Finch.19, 20
In this model, the particles previously trapped are assumed to have been built up on the
wire in a cylindrical configuration with radius a. The flow field around the wire is
approximated to be potential flow. There is a critical value of the cylindrical buildup
radius bLa,, beyond which the particles on the outermost layer subject to strong
hydrodynamic forces and cannot be captured permanently. This critical value bLa is
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called the limit of the static buildup.2 ', 22 This model is found to be very useful when
calculating the maximum buildup limit for weakly magnetic particles; however, it cannot
be used to study the dynamic process of buildup growth as it does not give an indication
of how long it takes to attain this maximum buildup. In addition, since this model
neglects the effect of particle buildup on the magnetic field, it cannot explain sharp,
spike-shaped buildup profiles obtained when using strongly magnetic particles.23 24
In this chapter, we present a dynamic model for particle buildup development on a
collecting wire and study how buildup growth influences the flow and magnetic fields.
Around the wire, we treat the surface of the particle buildup as a moving interface. Such
moving boundary problems can be found in a wide range of applications, including
crystal growth, multi-phase flow, metallic material erosion, plasma etching, and fluid-
structure interactions. 25.26 The buildup growth process is analogous to crystal growth and
solidification processes where we usually have a sharp transition front with liquid on one
side and solid on the other. Such problems with sharp transitioning boundaries are
usually solved by the front-tracking method,' in which the surface of the buildup is
tracked explicitly by marker points evenly distributed on the buildup surface. In our
model, the flow field and magnetic field are calculated using the finite element method
(FEM, COMSOL Multiphysics) at each simulation step. The particle trajectory model is
used to calculate where and how frequently the particles deposit on the buildup surface
under the magnetic and flow fields, based on which the marker point distribution and the
buildup shape are updated. A series of codes written in MATLAB were developed for
the coupling of particle trajectory calculation with FEM calculation of force field from
Comsol Multiphysics.
The model developed here can be utilized for various applications of HGMS and
magnetic particles where significant particle accumulation occurs, distorting the
geometry, flow and magnetic fields around the magnetizable surface. An example is to
generate magnetic particle deposits to induce blockage in blood vessels, inhibiting the
blood supply and thus facilitating necrosis of tumor cells. 27' 28 In general, the
methodology described in this chapter and the idea of coupling Comsol Multiphysics
with MATLAB can be further applied to a wide range of problems where significant
geometry change is incurred.
3.3 Model Development
3.3.1 Particle Trajectory Model
(a) Transverse configuration
07
(b) Longitudinal configuration
Figure 3-1. Basic configurations of single-wire capture model. Solid lines show the
trajectories of captured magnetic particles and dashed lines show the trajectories of non-
captured particles. Permanent magnet usually used for transverse configuration and
electromagnet usually used for longitudinal configuration. Background flow speed is V
and background magnetic flux density is B0. The buildup and iron wire are assumed to
have uniform magnetizations that are parallel to the external magnetic field
As illustrated in Figure 3-1 and discussed in previous chapter, a typical HGMS
process is usually simplified as an isolated magnetically susceptible wire immersed in a
combined flow field and magnetic field. Depending on the direction of the background
fields, there are basically two configurations: transverse configuration where the flow
field is perpendicular to the magnetic field and magnetic particles are trapped on the sides
of the wire; longitudinal configuration where the flow field is parallel to the magnetic
field and magnetic particles are trapped on the top of the wire. 29 The situation where flow
field and magnetic field are at an angle other than 0 and 90 degree to each other will also
be studied in this chapter.
In previous chapter, we have developed a particle trajectory to simulate the
movement and individual magnetic particles in combined magnetic and flow field. The
dimensionless form of particle trajectory governing equation is
dr* ,,=,, V*B*) +u (3-1)
Two dimensionless numbers have been used in Eq. (3-1). Wire Reynolds number is
given by
Re = 2pVa (3-2)
The Reynolds number is the key dimensionless group in determining u . The
dimensionless characteristic magnetic force, which measures the relative importance of
the magnetic force to the hydrodynamic drag force, is defined as
V, = 'cB (3-3)
12 rrTt Voa
where V is the volume of the magnetic core, Pc is the density of the core, o, is the
(mass) magnetization of the core.
As we discussed in previous chapter, the introduction of the dimensionless
number iKMF helps isolate the influence of flow field with the influence of magnetic field.
Its significance can be seen from dimensional analysis. In Eq. (3-1), KMF (V'B*) term
represents the effect of magnetic force that is the driving force for magnetic separation,
while u* term represents the effect of fluid drag force that helps bring magnetic particles
to the vicinity area of the wire, and however, starts counter-acting against magnetic force
and keeping magnetic particles from being captured. Since (V*B*) - 1 and u* - 1, in
any case, a large i M, number is usually desired for high separation efficiency as it
magnifies the effect of magnetic driving force.
3.3.2 Magnetic Field and Flow Field Model
The magnetic field model used in this chapter is different from the previous
chapter where only the magnetic property of the wire is considered. In general, the
magnetic field is governed by the Laplace equation with appropriate boundary
conditions3":
V2Z = 0 (3-4)
H = V% (3-5)
where X is the magnetic potential. A very important aspect of our dynamic particle
buildup model is that it is able to account for the effect of particle buildup on the
magnetic field. The traditional single-wire magnetic field model has to be modified to
include this effect. We use the following sub-domain settings in COMSOL Multiphysics
to set up the magnetic field model in the system.
In the flow sub-domain:
B = 0/,(,oier)H (3-6)
In the magnetic buildup sub-domain:
B= pH + poM and M = Mb (3-7)
In the wire sub-domain:
B = puH +tuM and M = M BIJ (3-8)
In above equations, B, H, and M denote magnetic flux density, magnetic field
and magnetization in the sub-domains, respectively. Pr(,, r)is the relative permeability of
water. Mb and M, are the volumetric magnetization (magnitude) of the buildup and the
wire, respectively. If Mb is treated as zero, then the above model reduces to the
traditional model for single-wire magnetic field. In reality, since the magnetic particle
buildup is dense sediment of magnetic particles, the volumetric magnetization of the
buildup can be approximately calculated as
MI = M, =4 cr3'n, M (3-9)
where M,, is the volumetric magnetization of the magnetic particle and Ob is the volume
fraction of magnetic particles in the buildup. ns is the particle number density in the
buildup and is equal to 1/(2r )3 for simple cubic dense packing. In our study, we assume
that the magnetization of the wire and the buildup are both aligned with the background
magnetic field, as expressed in Eqs.(3-7) and (3-8).
With the addition of the influence of buildup on magnetic field, dimensional
analysis shows that the dimensionless magnetic flux density at point r i is a function only
of system geometry, dimensionless magnetization of the wire M, and dimensionless
magnetization of the buildup M,
B*= B* Geometry, M,,M, r
The dimensionless forms of magnetization are calculated by scaling M, and Mb
with 2H 0 . For most cases in which the wire is not magnetically saturated, the value of
M, is equal to 2.
The flow field u* is determined by the equation of continuity and the steady state
Navier-Stokes equation, and their dimensionless form is given by 31
V* u* =0 (3-11)
Re (u* Vu*) = V*2* Vp* (3-12)
where u* is the dimensionless form of the flow velocity scaled by inlet flow speed V,
5* is the dimensionless dynamic pressure. Similarly, at low Reynolds number
conditions, the dimensionless flow velocity u* at point r* should be a function only of
Reynolds number and geometry,
S=u (Re,Geometry, r) (3-13)
Clearly, Eqs. (3-1), (3-10)and (3-13) indicate that for a fixed geometry, the
particle trajectories, and consequently, the clean-wire capture efficiency, are functions
only of Re and cMF .
3.3.3 Dimensional Analysis and Buildup Surface Advection
In order to determine the rate at which buildup surface advances, we need to start
with mass conservation of magnetic particles. Figure 3-2 (a) shows the simulation block
(3-10)
used in our study. Magnetic particles are uniformly released at y = L2 /2 over the range
x =-L, / 2 - L / 2.
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Figure 3-2. a) Simulation block for dynamic particle buildup growth showing the
geometry, boundaries, and marker points; b) adding new marker point; c) deleting
marker point; d) eliminating topological change
A control volume is specified in the way that all magnetic particles from a
releasing surface element dL finally reach the area dS on the growing buildup surface.
Many control volumes similar to this control volume constitute the entire space. This
control volume, bounded by dL, dS and two trajectory lines, is governed by
conservation of mass,
S+ V -(Vp) = 0 (3-14)
at
or, expressed slightly differently,
- + v, V = -V -vp (3-15)
where 0 is the volumetric concentration of magnetic particles in the bulk suspension.
The boundary conditions are,
S= o 00 (3-16)
on the releasing surface dL , where 0 is the inlet concentration, and
SdRb (3-17)
dt
on the buildup surface dS, where nb is a unit vector denoting the outwards direction
normal to the surface dS, Ob is the particle volume fraction in buildup, and dRb/dt is the
convection rate of surface dS. The value of 0 in Eq. (3-17) is to be calculated in the
fluid phase.
Eqs. (3-15)-(3-17) constitute a complete set of governing equations for the
dynamic buildup growth problem. To evaluate the surface convection rate dRb/dt, one
needs to know the particle velocity v, and volume concentration 0b. The particle
velocity v, can be evaluated using the particle trajectory model. However, the transient
term in Eq. (3-15) makes it difficult to calculate of 0.
We realize that the non-steadiness of above governing equations arises solely
from the boundary condition. To non-dimensionalize Eq.(3-17), we still use 2a as the
characteristic length scale and V as the characteristic particle velocity, but the time scale
for buildup surface convection is chosen to be
(2a = (3-18)
instead of 2a / V . In fact, 0 / is the ratio of the particle volume fraction in feed stream
to the particle volume fraction in buildup, and it measures how dense the particles are
packed in the buildup with respect to the initial particle volume fraction in the feed
stream. With this new time scale, Eq.(3-17) can be non-dimensionalized as,
dRb* 
_b V n (3-19)dT* (Y - ) 0 po b
where T* is dimensionless time and dRb*/dT* is dimensionless buildup surface
convection speed. If we presume the volume concentration of magnetic particle near the
wire in the bulk fluid is in the same order magnitude of inlet concentration, i.e. - d0,
then in above equation b >> , and 0, /(b -) O(1). Order of magnitude analysis of
Eq. (3-1) indicates that v,- 0(1) when K,,<<Ior -0(1). This leads to
dRh*/dT* -O(1), meaning that the time scale defined in Eq. (3-18) is indeed the
appropriate characteristic time for buildup growth.
Eq. (3-15) can also be written as
0 + v °  V* = V_0 -VP (3-20)
Because bb >> 0 , the transient term in above equation can be neglected. In
another word, in a time frame that is equal to the characteristic time of buildup growth,
the accumulation term in the control volume is negligible and we can safely assume
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steady state when solving Eq. (3-20). Since ,4/b is much smaller than 1, the
characteristic time for buildup growth should be much longer than the characteristic time
for particle migration in the suspension. Under this circumstance, Eq. (3-20) reduces to,
vp*. V* = -V* • Vp* (3-21)
By order of magnitude analysis near the wire, Eq. (3-21) gives,
A-0~ (3-22)
Thus, 0 near the wire in the bulk fluid may vary by a factor of 2 or so relative to
40, but it should remain small relative to 4b. One can prove that this is the case even for
K >> 1.
Thus, our presumption of 4 >> 0 is valid everywhere and we can neglect the
transient term when solving Eq.(3-20). With all these simplifications, we only need to
solve particle trajectories to find 0 and v,* at the buildup surface (evaluated in the bulk
fluid), then use Eq. (3-19) to find the convection rate of buildup surface.
3.3.4 Buildup Surface Discretization and Front-tracking Method
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Figure 3-3. Modeling algorithm showing the calculation procedure within a single time
step
We made an important assumption that the magnetic particles have very poor
mobility in the buildup such that the buildup does not restructure. The buildup surface is
discretized and tracked explicitly by a series of marker points distributed evenly over the
buildup surface, as shown in Figure 3-2(a) and Figure 3-3. An alternative way to find
dRh/dT*, and also a numerically feasible way, is to integrate Eq. (3-21) from inlet to
buildup surface along the trajectory line that terminates at marker point Jq, which results
in
OdL* = - (Vp nb)dS* (3-23)
where dL* and dS* are the dimensionless forms of dL and dS scaled by wire diameter,
respectively. In integrating above equation, 0 and v, represent the average values of
magnetic particle volume fraction and velocity on dS*. Substituting Eq. (3-23) into Eq.
(3-19) and realizing ,h >> 0 gives,
dRb* dL* (3-24)
dT dS*
Subscript (i) denotes the surface convection rate at ith marker point, IP. Going one
step further,
-dR* - - * (3-25)
dT* dS* S*(i-i) + S(i,i+l
where Ne,,(i-. is the total number of magnetic particles that deposit between marker point
]_, and marker point P , N(,,,,+ is total number of magnetic particles that deposit
between point P- and point +, . SI,,,) is the dimensionless distance between point _,
and point q, and S*,(ii,,, is the dimensionless distance between point P and point ~.
N,o, is total number of particles released from the releasing surface and L*i = L /(2a) is
the dimensionless length of the releasing surface (boundary 1 in Figure 3-2(a)).
The position of marker point P is updated using
Pi* (t + At*) = P (t*) + nb(i)AT (3-26)
dT* W
where Pi* represents the position of point ]P, AT* is the dimensionless time step, and
nb(i) is the outward unit vector normal to the buildup surface starting from point P
satisfying
nb(i)X nt(i) =0 (3-27)
Here, n,(i) is the unit tangential vector at point P , which can be calculated
numerically as
n() - P 1 (3-28)
Equations (3-25) - (3-28) are used to track the movement of marker points. Since
the buildup modifies the geometry of the system, the geometry should be a function of
the dimensionless time T* and the dimensionless rate of buildup growth dL*/dS*.
Furthermore, since the value of dL*/dS* can be determined by calculating where and how
frequently particles deposit on the buildup surface using the particle trajectory model, as
shown in Eq. (3-25), it concludes that for a given set of dimensionless numbers and initial
geometry, the dynamic particle buildup growth process should also be uniquely
determined.
3.3.5 Redistribution of Marker Points
As the buildup grows, the marker points may move close together or further apart,
and sometimes even cause topological changes, making redistribution of markers
necessary. Three cases are considered here to guarantee robust simulation codes: marker
addition, marker deletion, and eliminating topological change. They are illustrated in
Figure 3-2 (b)-(d).
3.3.5.1 Adding new marker points
A modest marker point density on the interface is required for calculation
accuracy. When two marker points P, and Pi,, grow far apart, a new marker point is
added and the marker point numbering is updated using the follows algorithm,
P, ,zW = Pj o, forl < j < i (3-29)
Pi,new 2 (Piod + Pji ,o)  for= i+1 (3-30)
Po,nct, = Pold forj i+2 (3-31)
3.3.5.2 Deleting marker points
When two marker points P and P, , get too close, they are replaced with a new
marker point and the marker point numbering is updated as follows,
P j,,ew = PJold forl j < i-1 (3-32)
P;,new = Pj+,ol ) forj = i (3-33)
P;,new 2i1 (3-34)
P J,nev = Pi ,,,,J for, >_ i + 1 (3-34)
3.3.5.3 Eliminating topological change
Topological changes in the buildup shape usually cause singularity problems in
the solution of the flow and magnetic fields, and should therefore be avoided. As shown
in the last case in Figure 3-2 (c), if m marker points are involved in a topological change,
all of them are removed and replaced with a new marker point at their algebraic average
position following the simple algorithm,
P =Pj,new j,old
I i+m
m k=i+l
Pnew = Pj].new j+m-l,old
for l<j<i
forj = i +1
for j i+ 2
(3-35)
(3-36)
(3-37)
3.3.5.4 Practical Ranges of Dimensionless Numbers
The range of operating parameters used in most HGMS processes has been listed
in Table 1-4 in Chapter 1. Based on these parameters, the practical ranges of
corresponding dimensionless numbers used in this chapter can be calculated and listed in
Table 3-1, together with the ranges of dimensionless numbers used in our simulation.
Table 3-1. Ranges of dimensionless numbers
Dimensionless numbers Practical range In our simulation
Reynolds number Re 0.1- 200 1- 50
Dimensionless characteristic
0.001 - 1000 0.2- 4
magnetic force ~ic
Buildup growth rate factor /"4 2x10 -4 - 2x10 -2  <<1
Dimensionless characteristic
0 - 1 0 - 0.132
magnetization of buildup Mb
3.3.5.5 Modeling Algorithm
The modeling algorithm is shown in Figure 3-3, in which the buildup shape is
described using a set of spatially distributed marker points. Given the buildup shape at a
certain step, the flow field and magnetic field are solved simultaneously with COMSOL
Multiphysics. With the force field solutions on hand, the particle trajectory model is used
to calculate where and how frequently the particles deposit on the buildup surface, and
the marker point distribution and the buildup shape for the next step are updated
accordingly. As we assumed earlier, once a particle hits the buildup surface it sticks there
and does not move. The complete model is composed of three physics: magnetostatic,
fluid flow, mass transport and buildup surface convection, which must be solved in a
coupled way. The model as well as relevant sub-domain and boundary settings are
summarized in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Domain and boundary settings (in dimensionless form)
Domain Magnetostatic Fluid mechanics Transport of particles
V* .B* =0
Flow
sub- V xH = 0 Eq. (3-11) and (3-12) (0 V1 c0= + V
domain B* *
V* .B-B = 0
V xH* =0Buildup
sub- B* = H* + M* Inactive Inactive
domain
M M B*
Fluid
Boundary Magnetostatic Transport of particle
mechanics
* v 1
=0 u* =0 p , -
Boundary 1 B*~= U =-1
Boundary 2 B1 = 0 Impermeable
Impermeable
and 3 B = 1 No stress
B = 0 Constant
Boundary 4 =1 pressure N/A
B, = 1 pressure
Buildup dRb b *
surface Continuity No slip dRb* - ( m- nb
surface dT* (Ob-0) 0 p
Wire surface Continuity No slip Inactive
Buildup/wire Continuity Inactive Inactive
interface
V* .B* =0
wire V* xH* =0
wire
sub- B* = H* + M* Inactive Inactive
domain
M' =M W 
We use very densely distributed marker points, with average distance between
two adjacent maker points of about 0.01a. The total number of particles released is
chosen to be at least 10,000 to ensure the desired resolution. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied to boundaries 2 and 4 for the magnetic field, and slip/symmetry
boundary conditions were used for boundaries 2 and 4 for the flow field. Magnetic
particles are released from boundary 1 and fluid velocity is assumed to enter boundary 1
with downward velocity V. Zero pressure boundary condition is applied for boundary 3
for the flow field.
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Buildup Shape Evolution
We first show the particle buildup evolution processes for two cases that allow for
and disregard the effect of buildup on the magnetic field. Figure 3-4(a) and (b) show the
buildup growth processes for longitudinal and transverse configurations, respectively, at
the condition where Re = 1, cMF = 1, M = 0 (without considering the effect of buildup
on magnetic field). Each contour line corresponds to a build up shape at a certain time. In
this case, since the buildup does not possess any magnetization, it has no influence on the
magnetic field. Thus, the distribution of the magnetic field is unchanged throughout the
buildup process. The buildup shapes obtained are very similar to those observed
experimentally with weak paramagnetic particles 20, 23. Smooth growing buildup surface
is observed.
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Figure 3-4. Magnetic particle buildup evolution process for cases without the effect of
buildup on magnetic field for (a) longitudinal configuration and (b) transverse
configuration; and cases with the effect of buildup on magnetic field for (c) longitudinal
configuration and (d) transverse configuration
Figure 3-4(c) and (d) show the buildup growth processes for longitudinal and
transverse configurations, respectively, when the effect of particle buildup on magnetic
field is considered, at the condition of Re = 1, K A, = 1, Mb = 0.132 (assuming simple
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Longitudinal configuration
Bo and Vo are downward
Re=1; KMF =1; Mb*=O T* = 5.61
Transverse configuration
Bo is leftward, Vo is downward
Re=1; KMF =; Mb*=O
Transverse configuration
Bo is leftward, Vo is downward
Re=l; KMF =1; Mb*=O. 132  T* = 1.24
11III
T* = 4.73
O
cubic dense packing of magnetic particles inside the buildup; b = 0.524, ,uoM p = 0.502
Tesla; oM,, = 2 Tesla; M = MpA/M,, =0.132). The resulting buildup shapes exhibit
spiky dendritic pattern.
Spiky magnetic particle buildup has been observed experimentally when strongly
magnetic particles are used (Fe 30 4). 23 The static particle buildup model developed by
Nesset and Finch did not consider the effect of particle buildup on magnetic field and
therefore is not applicable to the capture of strong magnetic particles. 20 In fact, when
strongly magnetic particles such as ferromagnetic particles or superparamagnetic
particles are used, the formed particle buildup itself behaves like a magnet, distorting the
original field. In this case, the magnetic field distribution changes with time and has to be
updated at each calculation step. This is why the static buildup model failed to predict the
spiky particle buildup. Detailed comparison of simulation results with experimental
results will be provided later in this chapter.
3.4.2 Influence on Flow Field, Magnetic Field and Capture Efficiency
Figure 3-5 shows the flow and magnetic field distributions at T* =0 and
T*= 2.82 (for longitudinal configuration), or T =1.24 (for transverse configuration),
and provides an indication of how the magnetic particle buildup distorts these flow fields.
These fields after significant buildup forms are quite different from these obtained when
the wire is clean. As the buildup grows, it essentially increases the dimension of the
"wire" (especially for transverse configuration shown in Figure 3-5(c)) and therefore
increases the effective Reynolds number, which means that the incoming particles are
subjected to higher and higher hydrodynamic forces as the buildup grows, and therefore
have less chance to be captured by the wire. This has a negative effect on capture
efficiency. The capture efficiency is defined as
= Number of particles captured (3-38)
Total number of particles released
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Figure 3-5. (a) Flow field at T*=O; (b) Flow field for longitudinal configuration at
T* = 2.82; (c) Flow field for transverse configuration at T* = 1.24; (d) Magnetic field at
T*=O; (e) Magnetic field for longitudinal configuration at T* = 2.82; (f) Magnetic field
for transverse configuration at T* =1.24. The values of dimensionless numbers used in
simulation are: Re = 1, cMF= 1, M = 0.132, L = 4 and L2* = 6
In Figure 3-5, we see that the buildup growth changes the geometry much faster
for the transverse configuration than it does for the longitudinal configuration. This is
why we observe that the capture efficiency decreases with time, and why this trend is
more prominent for the transverse than for the longitudinal configuration, as shown in
Figure 3-6(a). In addition, we see from Figure 3-6(b) is that the capture efficiency drops
much faster for larger Kc , value. This is because that having a larger K,. value leads to
a faster growth of particle buildup and a faster increase in the effective Reynolds number.
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Figure 3-6. Capture efficiency decreases monotonically with dimensionless time: (a) for
different configurations; (b) for different KMFI numbers. Dimensionless numbers: Re = 1
Mb = 0 . 132, L =4 and L, =6
3.4.3 Reason and Onset of Dendritic Buildup Growth
The dendritic buildup growth is caused by the fact that the buildup growth can
indeed influence the evolution of the magnetic field. As is clear from the results for the
longitudinal configuration in Figure 3-4(c), the buildup growth process can be divided
into two regimes. In the early stages of the buildup growth, the buildup grows nearly
uniformly in all directions within the attractive zone, similar to the case where we do not
consider the effect of the buildup magnetization ( Mb =0, Figure 3-4(a)). Later, the
smooth buildup surface developed into a number of dendrites. The transition from the
first regime to the second regimes is a gradual process. In this section, we will discuss the
onset of dendritic buildup growth in depth.
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Figure 3-7. Magnetic particle buildup evolution process. (a) M = 0.132 and M = 2
throughout the test; (b) M b = 0.132 and Ml = 2 before 5th step, and M* = 0 for the rest
of test. (c) M b = 0.132 and M,, = 2 before 5th step, and M = 0 for the rest of test. (d)
continuation of the second test but M, = 2 after 10th step.
We first did a set of thoughtful numerical experiments to see the different roles
that the wire and the buildup are playing. The results are shown in Figure 3-7, where
buildup profiles before the 5 th step are shown in blue color and shown in red color
afterwards, for better visualization and comparison. By looking at the red colored
buildup profiles, we can tell how buildup profile evolution is influenced by the wire, the
buildup itself, and wire and buildup combined. All tests were done for Re = 1, KIcF =1,
L = 4 and L2* = 6. The result for the first test, where M* = 0.132 and M* = 2 were
used throughout, is shown in Figure 3-7(a), which is same as Figure 3-4(c) just for
comparison purpose. Five dendrites (named A, B, C, D and E) developed under the
combined effect of the wire/buildup. The second test is to exclude the effect of the wire
and see what buildup shape will form under the effect of the buildup along. In this test,
we first allowed significant buildup to form under the combined effect of the
wire/buildup by setting M* at 0.132 and M, at 2 for five steps, then we switched M, to
0. In another word, the wire is set to be non-magnetizable after the 5th step. From Figure
3-7(b), we see that a dendrite started developing as soon as the switching is finished.
However, only one dendrite (named A') developed in the end. Contrary to the second
test, the third test is to exclude the effect of the buildup magnetization and see if the
already formed buildup can lead to dendritic growth under the effect of the wire along.
The wire magnetization M, was kept at 2 all time, while M( is originally set to 0.132
and switched to 0 after 5th time step. The result is shown in Figure 3-7(c) that further
buildup kept smooth growing front throughout the rest of the experiment. The last test is
a continuation of the second test but MA, was switched back from 0 to 2 after the 10th step
while M,, was kept unchanged. Once the wire magnetization is switched back to 2,
magnetic particles will again start depositing on the primary buildup. The presence of
dendrite A' alters its surrounding magnetic field significantly, with strong magnetic field
on its top and weak magnetic field on its sides. In another word, magnetic particles will
be subjected to strong attractive force in the area on top of dendrite A', and subjected to
repulsive force near the sides of dendrite A'. The influence of this effect on particle
trajectories is that magnetic particles will find difficult to deposit at areas that are close to
dendrite A' and tend to deposit a bit far from it. As shown in Figure 3-7(d), dendrite A'
kept growing and the wire magnetization helped spontaneous development of dendrites
B' and C'. Two valleys formed between A' and B' (and C'), because no particles can
ever deposit in this valley area since the dendrite A' is formed.
All the evidences collected from this set of numerical experiment reveal a number
of interesting points. First, dendritic growth is caused by including buildup magnetization
into consideration. Otherwise, the buildup would exhibit a smoothly growing front.
Second, it is the wire and the buildup combined that causes multiple dendrites profiles;
the buildup along only causes a single dendrite. By comparison between Figure 3-7(a)
with (b) and (d), we believe that dendrite A' in Figure 3-7(b) share the same origin with
dendrite A in Figure 3-7(a), and dendrite B', C' in Figure 3-7(d) share the same origins
with dendrite B and C in Figure 3-7(a).
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Figure 3-8. Magnetic particle trajectories at different times. On the first row: magnetic
particle trajectories were calculated for Mb =0.132, Re=l, ic =1, L, =4 and
L2 =6; on the second row: trajectories were calculated if buildup magnetization is
assumed zero.
Although not quite the case, we can think of the second test and the last test to be
a decomposition of the first test, which help us understand the onset of dendritic growth
and the reason for the development of multiple-dendrite. To see this in a more intuitive
way, we can look at the magnetic field distribution on buildup surface and magnetic
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particle trajectories as function of time. Figure 3-8 shows the trajectory lines of magnetic
particles at different times. The first row shows the real situations that were obtained for
M = 0.132, Re = , K = I , L 4 and L, = 6. The second row is used for
comparison and shows the cases where we assume zero magnetization of buildup in
calculating the particle trajectories (the buildup profiles are still obtained assuming
M,, = 0. 132). The results indicate that there are no preferential deposition areas if the
magnetization of the buildup is assumed to be zero, even at T* = 0.91 when we already
started to see dendritic growth. However, as shown in the first row, the existence of the
buildup significantly changes the trajectory lines. Up to T* = 0.30, we start to see
preferential deposition area on top of the buildup. At this time, the preferential
deposition area is quite large and almost covers the entire top surface of the buildup.
Later, when T* = 0.73, another two preferential deposition areas emerged on the side of
the buildup. When T* = 0.91, the first preferential deposition areas differentiated from
one big area into three smaller areas, and the total number of preferential deposition areas
reaches five. These areas later on developed into the five dendrites A, B, C, D and E that
we have seen in Figure 3-7(a).
As we can see from this process, the onset of dendritic growth may date back to
the very beginning of buildup growth. As soon as the buildup starts to grow on the wire
surface, it starts to affect the trajectories of incoming particles by influencing the
surrounding magnetic field. When the buildup volume is small, it has small influence on
surrounding magnetic field, and we do not observe prominent preferential deposition
areas. As the buildup grows further, it has more influence on the surrounding magnetic
field. This influence act in the way that it "converges" the trajectory lines on the buildup
surface further and further to form significant preferential deposition area (T* = 0.73).
However, the buildup growth rate is not uniform in the preferential deposition area, with
the rate being higher as it gets closer to the centerline of the buildup. The converging
effect becomes more and more significant as buildup volume keeps increasing, finally
causing a bump on the buildup surface. This bump leads to the development of dendrite
A and later on results in the differentiation of the original preferential deposition area into
more preferential deposition areas.
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Figure 3-9. Magnetic flux density distribution as function of time. An angular coordinate
system is used to denote the position on buildup surface. For Mb =0.132, Re = 1,
cMF = 1, Lj* = 4 and L2* = 6.
After the dendrites developed, the preferential deposition areas will always be on
the top of each dendrite. The reason can be seen directly from Figure 3-9, where we
plotted how the magnetic flux density distribution on the buildup surface evolves with
time and the corresponding buildup profiles. Based on Eq.(3-1), we know that magnetic
force tends to drive magnetic particles to the area with high magnetic field. It can be seen
from this figure that once significant dendritic buildup starts to grow, the surface
magnetic field is greatly influenced. The local maximums in the magnetic flux density
profile correspond to the preferential areas for deposition, while the local minimums
never have chance to capture any more magnetic particles.
(a) T*=0 (b) T*=0.3 (c) T*=0.82
Figure 3-10. Buildup shapes, magnetic field distributions, and magnetic field gradient
along y-axis at different times. Dimensionless numbers used in obtaining above graphs :
Re = 1, M, = 0.132, L = 4 and L2* = 6.
Figure 3-10 shows the magnetic field distribution in the entire region at different
times for Re=l, ic. =l and M =0.132, together with the corresponding
dimensionless magnetic field gradients along the centerline (y-axis: x*= 0 and
y* = [0: 3]). On the dimensionless magnetic field gradient graphs, the gradient inside the
buildup is shown in black, and outside the buildup in red, which is the active region for
particle buildup growth. The first regime of buildup growth can be called wire-
dominated regime. As seen from Figure 3-10(a), initially, the high field gradient is
contributed solely by the wire, and this contribution remains dominant until the buildup
thickness reaches some extent (about the radius of the wire in the case studied, as seen in
Figure 3-10(b), after which the wire and the buildup contribute to the gradient almost
equally. Once the buildup thickness reaches about the diameter of the wire (see Figure
3-10(c)) in this particular case, the buildup growth starts entering into the second regime,
which is the buildup-dominated regime, where the dominant contributor to the field
gradient becomes the buildup itself and the field gradient in the active region is hardly
influenced by the wire. After this point, we believe that the converging effect we
discussed earlier becomes very significant and results in the bump at the centerline,
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(d) T*=1.23 (e) T=2.82
because the buildup begins take on a dendritic configuration, which lasts throughout the
rest of buildup growth process (as seen in Figure 3-10(d) and (e)).
In fact, the primary physical reason for dendritic buildup growth is dipole-dipole
interaction between newly incoming particles and accumulated particles. There is a very
interesting analogy of this kind of dendritic buildup growth to the behavior of magnetic
fluids. When a small magnet is placed under a vial containing a phase-separated mixture
of oil-based magnetic fluid and water, the magnetic fluid is attracted to the magnet due to
the non-uniform magnetic field provided by the small magnet, and a number of primary
dendrites are established at the oil-water interface due to instabilities attributed to
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions and surface tension 32
3.4.4 Parametric study
Figure 3-11(a) shows the influence of effective dimensionless buildup
magnetization (Mb*) on buildup shape evolution. With increasing buildup magnetization,
the buildup becomes thinner in the transverse direction and the onset of dendrite
formation begins earlier. In practice, prominent dendritic buildup growth is not observed
when the magnetic particles have low saturation magnetization, or the particles are not
sufficiently densely packed inside the buildup, in which case the value of Mb* is small. As
stated earlier, there is experimental evidence of dendritic buildup when the magnetic
particles used have very strong magnetization.
Figure 3-11(b) shows the influence of KM, with fixed Re and Mb*. The total
number of dendrites decreases (from 5 to 4) when we increase the value of KCMF, but the
onset of dendritic formation does not change significantly. When KMF is small relative to
Re, e.g. Gr,,=O. 1 while Re= 1, it is not likely that dendritic buildup will occur because in
this case the single-wire capture efficiency is very low and the buildup volume reaches its
upper limit quite quickly and much sooner than we, as we see in the first graph in Figure
3-11(b).
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(d) Re=l; Kw =1; Mb*=0.132; flow field is downward; angle between magnetic and flow
field are n/4, 3n/8, 7/16, 157/32, from left to right. Note that longitudinal configuration
corresponds to 0 angle and transverse configuration corresponds to K/2 angle.
Figure 3-11. Results of parametric study for longitudinal configuration: (a) Influence of
Mb ; (b) Influence of KMF; (c) Influence of Re with fixing KwF; Results of parametric
study for intermediate angles between magnetic and flow field as shown in (d). Initial
geometry: L1 = 4 and L2* = 6; some graphs are replotted for better comparison.
Figure 3-11(c) shows the influence of Re with fixed icMF and Mb*. We do not
observe much difference in the buildup shape among these graphs, which means that the
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dynamic process of particle buildup growth is less dependent on Re than on iMF and Mb*.
This confirms our previous study where we have found that it is KMF that has a key
influence on particle trajectory and capture33
The total number of dendrites observed depends on the area of the growing
surface when build up is in a transition state from the wire-dominated regime to the
buildup-dominated regime. The maximum number of dendrites we have seen in this set
of parametric studies is 7 where the area of the growing surface is large so that the
preferential deposition of particles can occur at a greater number of positions that later on
develop to form dendrites (Figure 3-11(a)), while the minimum number is found to be 4
where the particles could find only four preferential deposition positions during the
transition state (Figure 3-1 (b)). As we can also see from these results, larger Mb* and
IKMF values will lead to fewer dendrites, because under such conditions the initial buildup
is thinner in the transverse direction and provides less area for potential dendritic growth.
The dendrites near the centerline grow faster and thicker than those on the sides, meaning
that the tips of these dendrites are more favorable for particle deposition.
So far, we have only shown the buildup growth process for longitudinal and
transverse configurations. In Figure 3-11(d), we also present cases where magnetic field
is not strictly parallel, nor perpendicular to inlet flow field. Four intermediate angles
were studied: nt/4, 37r/8, 77r/16, 157E/32. When the angle is equal to zero (longitudinal
configuration), we only observe buildup growth upwind and nothing is collected
downwind of the flow (Figure 3-11 (a)-(c)). As we increase the angle from 0
(longitudinal configuration) to 7r/2(transverse configuration), more and more particles are
captured on the wire surface downwind of the flow, and finally buildups grow
equivalently on both side of the wire (Figure 3-4 (d)).
3.4.5 Comparison with Experimental Results
Friedlaender and Takayasu have shown experimentally that the particle buildup
shapes at discrete time intervals depend on the type of magnetic particles, i.e. whether
they are weakly or strongly magnetic 23, 24. We compared their experimental results with
our simulations for the appropriate operating parameters shown in Table 3-3. We choose
these two settings because they cover both longitudinal and transverse configurations,
and both weak and strong magnetic particles.
Table 3-3. Experimental settings and parameters
Parameters
Material
Particle
properties
Wire
properties
Operating
parameters
Dimensionless
Numbers
Magnetic property
Mass magnetization o-,
Density
Average diameter
Radius ratio
Material
Magnetic property
Magnetization, u0 Mw
Diameter
Inlet particle concentration
Inlet velocity 17,
Background magnetic flux
density
Characteristic time for
buildup growth:
( b, /o)(2a/Vo )
Time at which buildup
shape is observed
Re
Mb
Setting 1
Manganese
pyrophosphate
Mn2P207
Paramagnetic
1.014 Am2 /kg
3710 kg/m 3
8 umr
1
Nickel
Ferromagnetic
0.6 Tesla
125 pm
0.4 g/l
3.81 cm/s
I Tesla
16 sec
T=120 s
or T* = 7.5
4.76
0.42
0.0079
Setting 2
Magnetite
Fe304
Ferromagnetic
40 Am 2 / kg
5150 kg/m 3
10 Pm
1
Nickel
Ferromagnetic
0.12 Tesla
125 um
0.1 g/1
1.38 cm/s
0.06 Tesla
244 sec
=120 s
T* = 0.5
1.72
20
1.124
100
Figure 3-12(a) shows the results for the first setting. The simulated buildup
evolution profiles are shown in solid lines while the experimental buildup profile is
shown in dashed lines. The final buildup profiles correspond to time T = 120 s or
dimensionless time T* = 7.5. The simulation result gives a particle buildup pattern quite
similar to the experimental result, with certain differences in the upwind and downwind
areas of the buildup. These differences could be attributed mainly to particle chaining
effect in the feed, but also to particle buildup repacking and restructuring, wake flow,
edge effects, and the polydisperse particle size used in the experiment. Magnetic
flocculation and chaining effect will be studied in Chapter 4. Particle buildup repacking
and restructuring phenomena are observed experimentally, because accumulated particles
always try to pack more densely due to the magnetic force toward the wire, and because
there is some fluctuation in the flow field that generates instantaneous large shear forces
on the buildup that break it, and the broken aggregates find new positions in the buildup
area. In addition, due to the limited size of the simulation block, we were unable to
generate significant wake flow in our simulation, but it seems that wake flow contributes
significantly to capture in the downwind areas in real systems. The magnetic field edge
effects, due to the fact that the wires used in the experiment have one edge exposed in the
surrounding flow and the wires themselves are not infinitely long in axial direction as
assumed in our simulation to make the problem 2-dimensional, also played a role in the
measured buildup profiles. The pictures were taken from the edges of the wires where
the magnetic field gradient is larger, thus leading to larger buildup volumes than that
would be obtained in the absence of edge effects. Finally, our model was developed for
monodisperse particles that are a few orders of magnitude smaller than the wire diameter.
However, in the experiment, the particle size was quite polydisperse and only one order
of magnitude smaller than the wire. For example, the diameter range of the manganese
pyrophosphate particle was reported to be 3-20 micron with average value of 8 micron,
while the diameter nickel wire used was 125 micron.
Figure 3-12(b) shows the comparison result for Setting 2. Due to the strongly
magnetic magnetite particles(M b = 1.124), both experimental and simulation results give
a sharp peak. The final buildup profiles correspond to time T = 120 s or dimensionless
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time T* = 0.5. Although there are still some discrepancies in the buildup shapes, it is
evident that our model can capture the most important features of the buildup and provide
added insight into the dynamic buildup growth process.
Mn2P20 7 particle; transverse
Re=4.76; KMF=0.42; Mb*=O.00 7 9
Experimental profile
Simulation profile
-2 -1 0 1 2
Dimensionless x
(a)
i.
I.
Experimental profile; .
, Simulation profile
I
Fe30 4 particle; longitudinal
Re= 1.72; KMF=20; Mb*=1.1 24
-2 -1 0
Dimensionless x
1 2
Figure 3-12. Comparison of simulation results with experimental
(b) setting 2
results: (a) setting 1;
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3.5 Concluding Remarks
We have developed a dynamic model to study magnetic particle accumulation
processes on a single wire in high gradient magnetic separation. We have coupled the
particle trajectory model with the front-tracking method into a unified dynamic model.
The particle trajectory model is used to simulate the migration and transport properties of
magnetic particles in combined flow and magnetic fields from which the pattern of
magnetic particle accumulation on the growing buildup surface is extracted. The front-
tracking method is then used to track the buildup surface by discretizing this surface into
uniformly distributed marker points and updating these points accordingly. Totally four
governing equations, including an equation for particle motion, the Laplace equation for
the magnetic field, the Navier-Stokes equation for the flow field, and a buildup growth
equation, together with appropriate boundary conditions, are solved in a coupled manner.
All parameters and equations are non-dimensionalized by properly chosen characteristic
quantities. We found that for given geometry and initial conditions, the dynamic buildup
growth process has three degrees of freedom and can be completely described with three
dimensionless numbers.
The model is used to study the evolution of buildup shape with time, and the
influence of buildup on flow field and magnetic field. The results show that the capture
efficiency of particle decreases dramatically as particles accumulate on the wire since the
developing buildup significantly distorts the surrounding flow and magnetic fields. For
the flow field, the buildup growth actually increases the local effective Reynolds number,
contributing negatively to the capture efficiency. One important merit of our model is
that by defining Mb, the dimensionless effective magnetization of buildup, we are able to
study the effect of buildup growth on the magnetic field as well. The simulated buildup
shapes obtained with zero Mb values are very similar to experimental observed buildup
profile where very weak paramagnetic particles are used. More importantly, when finite
Mb values are used in our simulation, we are able to predict the spiky buildup shapes
obtained from experiments when using strong magnetic particles, which could not be
predicted using the static buildup model. We have also shown analytically that the
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buildup influences magnetic field and particle capture efficiency in two ways. On one
hand, the buildup grows in the area with high magnetic field gradient, which has a
negative effect on particle capture; while on the other hand, the buildup itself acts like a
magnet, providing magnetic field gradient that contributes positively to particle capture.
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Chapter 4
Effect of Magnetic Particle Flocculation and
Chaining
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Magnetic Flocculation and Magnetic Particle Chaining
In addition to the fast booming research areas related to using magnetic particles
in biopharmaceutical processing,' 5 there are many application areas where we need to
understand the behavior and be able to predict the migration of trajectories of magnetic
particles, such as magnetic drug targeting,6 blood detoxification,7, 8 magnetic
manipulation of biological molecules or cells. 9' 10 Unlike regular colloidal particles, due
to the dipole-dipole interaction between magnetic particles under external magnetic field,
magnetic particles tend to assemble together to reduce their magnetostatic energy,
resulting in the formation of aggregates or chains of the particles. This phenomenon is
called magnetic flocculation and has been experimentally observed for strongly magnetic
minerals in mining industry. Earlier research on magnetic flocculation has been
pioneered by Svoboda" , 12, Bean' 3 and Lantto14 around 1980. Magnetic flocculation is
used to enhance the settling rate of solids in dewatering equipment and to improve the
performance of centrifuges that remove solids from steel effluent plants.
For superparamagnetic colloidal particles, once get magnetized in an external
magnetic field, the dipole-dipole interaction potential is induced in addition to van der
Waals attraction, electrostatic repulsion and sometimes steric repulsion, which could
easily dominate the other potentials and results in agglomeration of the particles in a
energy minimum. Depending on the operating condition, either primary minimum or
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secondary minimum is expected. Magnetic flocculation in the primary minimum is not
favored as the process is irreversible. In most practical application especially in
biopharmaceutical processing, we prefer a magnetic particle system that can only
agglomerate in the secondary minimum so that the particles can reverse back to well-
dispersed state once external magnetic field is removed.1' 7
without magnetic field
0 0
" particles without
.x magnetic dipole
Sr-r
with magnetic field
aUmax
a7 magnetic particles
- 0 with induced dipole
0
0r-r
secondary minimum
" magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction potential
Figure 4-1. Total potential energy profiles for a pair of interacting magnetic particles.
The second graph shows magnetic particles forming chains in the secondary minimum
The interaction potential energy curves of magnetic particles, for the case without
magnetic field and the case with magnetic field are shown in Figure 4-1. Chin et al has
investigated the secondary-minimum aggregation of superparamagnetic colloidal
particles and found that particle chain formation and breakup can be experimentally
achieved by switching on and off the magnetic field. 18 It is also found that the
secondary-minimum separation between particles decreases with increasing magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction, decreasing electrostatic force, and increasing particle size. After
the removal of the magnetic field, three regimes of chain behavior may be identified: no-
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breakup regime indicating primary-minimum aggregation occurs when the chains are
formed in high-ionic-strength solutions or at the pH of zero charge; slow breakup regime
occurs when the chains are formed under a low-strength magnetic field; and fast breakup
regime occurs when the chains are formed under a high-strength magnetic field.
Many studies have shown experimentally that magnetic flocculation can benefit a
separation process in the way it increases the effective particle size significantly. 
14, 19-21
Stolarski et al has found that the sedimentation velocity of iron oxide particles increase
strongly by magnetic flocculation. This leads to an increase in separation efficiency due
to the acceleration of sedimentation kinetics by imparting a non-chemical interaction to
the physicochemical properties in the feed stream of the separation apparatus. 22  Chin et
al has observed that the majority of magnetic particle aggregates are in the form of singlet
chains, due to relatively low concentration.18 Given higher particle concentration and
geometrical confinement, doublet and triplet chains could also be expected.23' 24 The
structural configurations of various particle chains are shown in Figure 4-2.
Singlet chain Doublet chain Triplet chain Thick triplet chain
Figure 4-2. Various magnetic particle chains formed in magnetic field
Theoretical studies have been focused on the kinetics 16' 25-28 and the
thermodynamics 17, 18, 29-31 of magnetic flocculation. Chin et al has applied Metropolis
Monte Carlo modeling combined with image and statistical analyses to simulate clusters
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of superparamagnetic colloidal particles in a uniform magnetic field, and investigated the
influence of particle size and operating conditions on fractal dimension, distribution of
orientations and radial distribution function. It is found that for micron- and submicron-
sized particles (4 micron and 0.4 micron), chain-like clusters form, oriented around the
direction of the magnetic and having a fractal dimensions of 1.1. Smaller sized particles
(- 40 nm) formed clusters with branched and looped shapes which do not have
preferential orientations on the magnetic field direction. Radial distribution functions of
micron- and submicron-sized particles also confirmed the chain-like particle clusters. 31'32
4.1.2 Magnetic Particle Trajectory Simulation
As we discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, it is of great importance to be able to
model and simulate the trajectories of magnetic particles when designing a magnetic
particle based process or application. Such process or application often involves
complicated geometry, flow field and magnetic field distributions. However, current
theories and models of magnetic particle movement in magnetic field only consider
individual particle. 33-37  Magnetic force on an individual particle is calculated using
F, = uoVrM,VH, where VM, is the magnetization of the particle, and H is the scalar
magnetic field at the location of the particle. Hydrodynamic force is calculated assuming
single spherical particle and using Stokes drag force equation F, = 6rrr, (u - vp). Given
the importance of magnetic dipole-dipole interaction and magnetic flocculation effect, the
single-particle assumption may not be accurate, especially when magnetic particle
concentration is high and particles are highly magnetic where strong magnetic
flocculation and chaining effect takes place. Apparently, current theories underestimate
the effectiveness of magnetic separation processes. It has been reported that the
experimental capture efficiency of strongly magnetic particles can be 3-6 folds higher
than the theoretical prediction using Gerber's analytical equation that is based on single-
particle assumption.22
We have found similar effect in our study. As we shown in Figure 3-12 in
previous chapter, the dynamic buildup growth model can predict the buildup shape quite
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well but at a significantly lower rate. Although the growth rate discrepancy could be
attributed to many reasons, we believe the primary cause is due to particle flocculation
and chaining effect. Preliminary calculation has shown that for a magnetic separation
process using magnetic particles that are larger than 200nm in diameter and volume
concentration about 1%, particle chaining happens very fast: it only takes 10-5 - 10- 2 sec
for great majority of particles to form chains. This small characteristic time is few orders
of magnitude smaller than the operating time scale of most magnetic separation process.
Degre et al have studied the aggregation of superparamagnetic particle chaining in a
microfludic flow cell and found that particles form chains instantaneously as they enter
the flow cell where background magnetic field is provided.3
For a magnetic particle chain, if the size of the particle and the length of the chain
are much smaller than the diameter of wire, and the particles are close to their saturated
magnetization, we can simply calculate the magnetic force on the particle chain using
F, = N (PoVMpVH), where Nc is the number of particles in the chain. However, the
hydrodynamic force does not scale linearly with the number of particles in the chain.
Instead, the hydrodynamic drag force FH  should be much smaller than
N, {6mro (u - vp)}.
In this Chapter, we study the effect of magnetic particle chaining effect on the
separation effectiveness of HGMS. First, a flow cell is made to study magnetic particle
chaining experimentally. Monodisperse magnetic particles are synthesized in order to be
able to compare with numerical simulation. Magnetic particle chaining and buildup
growth process on a single wire are observed with a microscope. Secondly, a
hydrodynamic drag force model that takes into account the magnetic particle chaining
effect is developed with the help of 3-D CFD simulations. Based on the model,
corrections are made to the critical capture radius for single particle and the resulting
critical capture radius are expressed in terms of Re, cMF, and number of particles in the
chain. We constrain our study to singlet chain cluster configuration, which is the leftmost
configuration shown in Figure 4-2, but the same approach can be adapted to study other
cluster configurations.
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4.2 Experiment
4.2.1 Synthesis of Monodisperse Magnetic Microparticles
Previous models in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are all based on monodisperse
magnetic particles. In order for experimental results to compare with model prediction
and exclude the influence of polydispersity, we first need to synthesize monodisperse
magnetic particles. In this chapter, monodisperse magnetic particles are synthesized
using distillation-precipitation polymerization method followed by direct precipitation of
iron salt (FeC12 and FeC13) inside pores of porous monodisperse polymer particles. The
method was developed by Ugelstad39' 40 to make monodisperse magnetite-polystyrene
(Fe 30 4-PS)particles and has been modified to make magnetite-polyacrylic acid (Fe 30 4-
PAA) particles by Huang et al.4 1 The method has two steps:
Step 1: Synthesis of monodisperse PAA microparticles
Preparation of PAA-co-PDVB microspheres followed the distillation-
precipitation polymerization procedure described in literatures.4 ' 42 6.8mL Monomer
(Acrylic acid, AA,), 1.2mL crosslinker (Divinylbenzene, DVB-80), 0.16g initiator (2,2'-
Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile), AIBN) were mixed with 400mL solvent (Acetonitrile) in
a 500 mL double-neck round bottom flask equipped with a fractionation column, a
Liebig condenser, and a receiver. The flask was submerged in an oil bath and the
reaction mixture was heated from room temperature to the acetonitrile boiling
temperature of -820 C within 30 min under gentle agitation. The reaction medium was
kept at boiling state until about 50% of the acetonitrile was distilled out to the receiver.
The mixture was then slowly cooled down to room temperature and the resulting
microspheres were separated out by centrifugation. The collected particles were washed
with acetonitrile, acetone and methanol successively and then dried under vacuum at
50C overnight. The size of the PAA-co-PDVB particle can be controlled by adjusting
the reaction time at boiling temperature. Figure 4-3 shows the SEM pictures of PAA-co-
PDVB particles with different size. The 2micron particles were obtained by reaction of
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about 45min and the 250nm particles were obtained after 15 min reaction. In this
chapter, if not otherwise specified, all particles used are of -2micron in diameter.
(b) (b)
Figure 4-3. Monodisperse PAA-co-PDVB microparticles: (a) -2 micron, (b) -250nm
The resulting PAA-co-PDVB microspheres were suspended in excessive NaOH
solution (3 M) for 6 hours to allow the transformation of the carboxylic acid groups to
carboxylic anions, followed by thoroughly washing with de-ionized water to remove
excess NaOH till relative neural pH (-10). The resulting NaOH treated PAA-co-PDVB
microspheres were then dried under vacuum at 500C overnight for future use.
Step 2: Encapsulation of magnetite nanocrystals in PAA-co-PDVB microparticles
The rich carboxylic groups in PAA-co-PDVB behave like a reservoir for ferric
ions (III) and ferrous ions (II). The PAA-co-PDVB microparticles used in this study
were titrated to obtained a measured carboxylic group concentration of 7.18 x 10- 3 mol/(g
dried particles). Although pure magnetite nanocrystals have a Fe(II)/Fe(III) of 1:2, it is
shown that the optimum value for this ratio in order to get strongly magnetic particles has
to be 68:1, due to the much stronger binding ability of carboxylic group to Fe(III) over
Fe(II). Based on this calculation, 0.0413g FeC13 and 2.0663g FeC12 are dissolved in a
liquid suspension containing 0.1g dried PAA-co-PDVB microparticles under nitrogen
protection.
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The mixture was put on a slowly stirring plate overnight under nitrogen
environment for ion exchange. After a thorough washing with water under nitrogen
atmosphere to remove excess iron salts, the microspheres were re-suspended in water and
then placed in a 50mL two-necked round bottom flask under nitrogen protection. The
mixture was slowly heated to 800 C followed drop-wise addition of an aqueous solution of
NoOH(3M), and then kept stirring under nitrogen environment for 2 h. The magnetic
microparticles obtained were washed thoroughly by water and then suspended in aqueous
HCI solution (0.1 M) to transform -COONa to -COOH, then again washed thoroughly
with water to neutral pH (-10) and dried under vacuum at 500C overnight. The
encapsulation procedure is schematically shown in Figure 4-4.
NaOH Fe3.  (-COO)3Fe(III)
-COOH - -COO + - complex
Fe2+ (-COO)2Fe(II)
NaOH -Coo Magnetite
complex - coo- nanoparticle
COO
Figure 4-4. Encapsulation procedure of magnetite nanocrystals
4.2.2 Characterization of Monodisperse Magnetic Microparticles
The resulting monodisperse magnetic PAA-co-PDVB particles were characterized
by SEM, TEM and VSM. Figure 4-5 shows the TEM and SEM pictures of the
microparticles. The particles are highly monodisperse with average diameter of 2.2
micron in fully swelled state and 1.44micron in dried state. Figure 4-6 is the VSM curve
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of the magnetic microparticles and shows that the particles are superparamagnetic with
saturation magnetization of 5.1 emu/cm3.
P.,p
Figure 4-5. Particle size and morphology: (a) TEM pictures, (b) SEM pictures.
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Figure 4-6. VSM curve of magnetite PAA-co-PDVB microparticles
4.2.3 Flow Cell Design and Magnetic Field Distribution
To experimentally observe magnetic particle chaining and buildup growth
process, we have made a micro flow cell, as shown in Figure 4-7. The dimension of the
flow cell is 20mm x 3.2mm x 0.25mm ( L x W x H ). An iron wire of 250micron in
diameter is place right in the center of the flow cell. Two permanent magnets of size
50mm x 10mm x 10mm (L x W x H ) with intrinsic magnetization of 1.3 Tesla are placed
on the sides. The direction of the magnetization is parallel to the longitudinal direction of
the flow cell so that a longitudinal configuration of single-wire HGMS system is
constructed where magnetic field at the location of the wire is parallel to the inlet flow
velocity. The dynamic buildup growth model developed in previous chapter predicts
buildup on the side facing the incoming flow.
Figure 4-8 shows the magnetic flux density distribution inside the flow cell. The
length of the flow cell was determined by evaluating the spatial variation of magnetic
field. The criterion used here is that the magnetic field must be as uniform as possible in
the absence of the wire inside the flow cell, so that the magnetic particle movement
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caused by the spatial gradient is negligible. This gives a flow cell length of 20mm, which
is what we used in our study.
Flow channel side view
tubing inflow
outl
D Stainless steel wire
Flow channel top view
Outflow
4---
Figure 4-7. Side view and top view of the flow cell
X
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Scale bar
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Figure 4-8. FEM simulation result of magnetic flux density distribution inside the flow
cell (Top view). Magnetic field distribution is fairly uniform within the x range of
0.01-0.01cm, meaning that the optimum flow cell length should be less than 20mm.
4.2.4 Experimental Setup
Figure 4-9 shows the experimental setup. During the experiment, a magnetic
particle suspension is injected into the flow cell using a syringe pump at constant flow
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rate. The particle accumulation and buildup growth on the wire surface is observed and
recorded using the microscope. The size of the particles used here is 2micron and can be
seen individually with the microscope.
(a) (b)
Figure 4-9. Experimental setup. (a) Overall setup, (b) flow sell and magnet holder
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Particle Buildup Growth and Particle Chaining
A movie is recorded to show the dynamic buildup growth process on the single
wire. Figure 4-10 shows some snapshots of the movie taken by the microscope. The
circular areas represent the wire, and the dark areas are the experimentally measured
buildup profiles. The red lines are the predicted buildup profiles using the dynamic
buildup growth model developed in previous chapter. The dimensionless numbers were
calculated based on experimental conditions and magnetic particle properties, and listed
in Table 4-1.
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Figure 4-10. Comparison of experiment results (black areas) with model prediction (red
lines) at different times
Table 4-1. Dimensionless numbers calculated for the experiment
Dimensionless Re KM M
number b
value 0.125 0.36 0.038 0.004
Similar to what we have seen in Figure 3-12 in Chapter 4, once again, we
obtained very similar buildup shapes, but the buildup growth model predicts a slower
buildup growth rate. The reason for higher growth rate in experiments is mainly
attributed to the chaining of magnetic particles. Without external magnetic field, the
particles show very good dispersibility (Figure 4-11 (a)) because of their
superparamagnetic property and negative surface charges. When the feed stream enters
the flow channel, the particles form chains instantaneously due to strong dipolar magnetic
interactions (Figure 4-11 (b)). This can be also seen with a higher resolution microscope
in the buildup growth experiment. Instead of individual particle moving by itself, particle
chains composed of few particles that are aligned with the external magnetic field moved
together towards the buildup surface (Figure 4-12). When particles or particle chains are
far away from the wire where magnetic force is small, their trajectories follows the
streamlines of the flow field. However, when they approach close to the wire or buildup
surface, magnetic forces become larger and particles of particle chains are accelerated to
higher velocities. It can be seen that the magnetic particle chains seem to move faster
than individual particles (Figure 4-12).
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The model calculates the trajectory of individual particle and neglects the
chaining effect. For a particle chain, the total magnetic force scales linearly with the
number of particles in the chain. If the hydrodynamic force on the particle chain follows
the same linear relationship with the hydrodynamic force on a single particle, then the
particle chain will follow the same trajectory as the single particle, and there would not
be any difference in moving velocities. However, the hydrodynamic force is much
smaller the summation of the hydrodynamic forces that particles should experience if
they move individually. This causes the particle chains to be accelerated more than
individual particles.
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Figure 4-11. (a) particle dispersion without magnetic field; (b) particle chaining with
magnetic field; (c) zoom-in pictures of two particle chains with different numbers of
particles
Figure 4-12. Movie snapshots taken showing the movement of particle chains at three
consecutive time points (from left to right). The particle suspension is flowing from right
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to left. Particle chains are always aligned with external field; a particle chain (red circle)
moves much faster than an individual particle (blue circle).
4.4 Trajectory Model for Magnetic Particle Chains
The question now is that can we simulate the trajectories of magnetic particle
chains? Since the particles are very small as compared to the wire, the magnetic force on
particle chains should scale with the total number of particles in the chain, or,
F, = NMVB, with N being the total number of particles in the chain. The difficulty
comes from the calculation of the hydrodynamic force, as it does not obey the simple
linear relationship and there are no exiting theories to calculate it.
On the other hand, if we look back to the trajectory model for single particle and
the definitions of the dimensionless numbers, we can see that particle chaining effect
does not change the Reynolds number of the HGMS system. Therefore, the only way
that particle chaining effect can influence the capture efficiency is to change (increase)
the dimensionless characteristic magnetic force, KmF . The question here is that can we
define a new K parameter for magnetic particle chains so that we could still use the
existing theories for single particle tracking?
In this section, we develop hydrodynamic drag force model for particle chains and
extend our previous single particle trajectory model. Intuitively, based on what we have
found previously, the hydrodynamic force on a particle chain should be a function of the
hydrodynamic force acting on a single particle, and the number of particles in the particle
chain. Correlations will be obtained based on 3-D CFD simulation. The trajectories and
velocities of magnetic particle chains can be simulated with these correlations. The
question as to how much magnetic particle chaining effect can help separation
effectiveness and how we should adjust the current models will be addressed.
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4.4.1 Model Assumptions
A number of assumptions were made in developing the model to simplify the
analysis and calculation. The first one is to neglect the torque generated on particle
chains by shear force from ambient flowing fluid. This assumption is justifiable when
particles are strongly magnetic, background magnetic field is strong, background flow
velocity is small, and the lengths of the chains are not too long. Magnetic particles form
chains under dipole-dipole interaction. The more the magnetization of the particles, the
more rigid the particle chains will be. Particle chains are subjected to two types of
torques: torque by the magnetic field, and torque from the fluid shear force. Our
preliminary analysis has shown that, under the conditions of strongly magnetic particles
(large M), strong background magnetic field (large B0 ), low flow velocity (small UV),
and short particle chain(small N, ), the torque generated by magnetic field is sufficiently
strong that it dominates over the torque from the fluid shear force, This assumption is to
save us from having to deal with particle chain bending and breakage, as shown in Figure
4-13 (b) and (c).
The second assumption is about the orientations of particle chains. The torque by
magnetic field tends to align a particles chain with the magnetic field direction, while the
dipole-dipole interaction forces among particles tend to keep the chain as straight as
possible (Figure 4-13 (a)). Thus, for strongly magnetic particles under strong magnetic
field and low hydrodynamic shear force, it is safe to assume magnetic particles form
straight chains that are always parallel to the magnetic field. We can also verify these
assumptions qualitatively by looking at the microscope pictures shown in Figure 4-11 and
Figure 4-12.
The last assumption is that the size of magnetic particles and the length of any
particle chain are much smaller than the diameter of the wire. So that we can further
assume the changes in magnetic field and flow field over the entire length of a chain do
not vary by much.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-13. Configurations of magnetic particle chains: (a) straight chain, (b) chain
bending, (c) chain breakage. Configuration (a) is assumed in our analysis.
4.4.2 Magnetic Force and Hydrodynamic Force on Particle Chains
Based on the assumptions we made previously, the total magnetic force acting on
a particle chains with Nc particles in the chain is simply calculated as FM = N MVB.
However, we need to carry out numerical simulation to find the hydrodynamic drag
force.
The hydrodynamic force on a particle chain may be well-approximated by the
force on a cylinder. An analytical solution for Stoke's drag force on a cylinder that has
large aspect ratio and moves either along its axial direction or perpendicular to its axial
direction is available. However, this solution requires that the angle between the primary
axis of the cylinder and the direction of relative velocity to be either 0 or z /2. This could
not be used in our case as the angle can take any value from 0 to z /2 in our study. A
semi-empirical treatment of hydrodynamic force on a cylinder is also being used by some
researchers recently.43 This method separates the hydrodynamic force into a drag
component (parallel to the relative velocity direction) and a lift component (perpendicular
to the relative velocity direction). The drag coefficient used in this treatment is obtained
by regression of experimental data. An overall mean error is found to be about 16%.
Considering this, when using this approximation on a particle chain, which is not exactly
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a cylinder, even bigger errors may be expected. In addition, hydrodynamic force on a
cylinder cannot be used to evaluate the behavior of thick chains.
Given all these, direct numerical simulation of the hydrodynamic force on a
particle chain seems to be more feasible and accurate than using the semi-empirical
solution for cylinder. The numerical simulation we did is similar to the idea of the well
know "wind tunnel test" used in aeronautics, but in a much smaller scale and simpler
configuration. We perform 3-D CFD computation to simulate the hydrodynamic drag
force on a chain using commercial FEM software COMSOL Multiphysics. The
modeling block of cylinder shape is shown in Figure 4-14(a) and (b). Uniform upward
velocity on z-direction of magnitude V is applied on the bottom boundary, while zero
pressure boundary (free outlet) boundary condition is applied on the top surface of the
simulation box. Slip/symmetry boundary conditions are applied on the size wall. An
artificially fixed particle chain is placed inside the cylindrical simulation space given the
number of particles in the chain and the angle that chain aligned with the background
flow field. The coordinate system is chosen in the way that the particle chain is in the y-z
plane.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-14. 3-D CFD simulation of a magnetic particle chain immersed in a uniform
flow field: (a) simulation block, (b) flow field surrounding a chain composed of 20
monodisperse magnetic particles, with an angle of y to the background flow filed (z-
direction), (c) streamlines passing around the chain.
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The complete 3-D solution of the flow field inside the simulation box is obtained
by solving the Navier-Stokes equation (dimensionless form),
Re (u Vu*) = -V*P + V*2
*
with
Re 2pV <<1
-<
Note that the Reynolds number here is defined based on particle diameter 2ro.,
which make the Reynolds number much smaller than 1. Everything else is non-
dimensionalize by length scale of 2ro, velocity scale of Vo, time scale of V(/2r o.
The hydrodynamic force can be expressed in the unit-wise form as
Fh = Fhxi + Fhily + F ziz (4-3)
where Fh, Fhy and Fhz are the x, y, z component of the hydrodynamic force, respectively.
ix , iY and iz are unit vectors in the corresponding directions. Each component of the
hydrodynamic force can be calculated by integrating the normal stress and shear stress
over the entire surface of the particle chain on the relevant direction 44,
hj= = ,,z n -P
_z1)
+__ i~ i = x,y,z (4-4)
where Schain is the total surface area of the particle chain. n = nx,n n is the unit vector
normal to the surface.
1
Fhi h 37
Eq. (4-4) can be non-dimensionalized to get
nj -P34y+ + J ds,
* j raw USS.ha)
and Eq. can be further expressed as
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(4-1)
(4-2)
i = x*,y ,z* (4-5)
F, = (Fi x + Fi + Fh*iz) 6,rfo (4-6)
Dimensional analysis shows that as long as the dimension of the simulation
cylinder is much bigger than the dimension of the particle chain, the dimensionless form
of each component, F , F* and Fh, are function only of N, and y. The extreme case is
that for a single particle in the same configuration and at low Re, value, we should have
Fh* = 0, F
~
, = 0, and F,* = 1 (z is the direction of the background flow velocity),
according to Stokes drag equation.
Figure 4-15 shows the dimensionless hydrodynamic force components as
functions of particle chain length Nc and the angle y between chain axis and
background flow velocity. The range of y is from 0 to 7r/2 and the range for N, is
from 1 to 10. As we can see, the dimensionless hydrodynamic force on x-direction F* is
close to zero. F, is small when y is close to zero or f/2 and is maximum when 7
equals n-/4. F* is maximum when particle chain is perpendicular to the background
flow velocity (y = n/2) and minimum when they are parallel (y = 0) to each other.
What we also found is that for single particle, N, =1, both FL and F, are all very close
to zero, while F*z is very close to 1. This is in agreement with the results calculated using
Stokes drag force equation for single particle.
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Figure 4-15. Dimensionless hydrodynamic forc  componentsF
Figure 4-15. Dimensionless hydrodynamic force components
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4.4.3 Correlating Hydrodynamic Force with N, and y
I would be helpful to develop correlation equations that build connections
between particle chain length N, and the angle y, so that people in the future can
directly use these correlations without having to carry out time-consuming CFD
simulations. In order to do so, we first plot the quantitative relations of F with N, and
y, as shown in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16. (a) F*, and F as functions of N, (b) F , and F' as functions of y.
CFD calculation results are shown as scattered dots.
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Based on the choice of coordinate system, we did not plot F,* because it is
always near zero no matter what N, and Y values are used. Two things need to be
noticed in Figure 4-16. F* (both F,*, and F ) increases with Nc linearly, but with a
larger slope when Nc <= 4 than when Nc > 4. This makes sense, considering the edge
effect of the particle chain. When particle chain is short, the increase in hydrodynamic
drag force comes from both the tips of the chain and the center of the chain. However, as
NC increases, the contribution from the tips becomes constant, while the contribution
from center particle should linearly increase with the number of particles in the center.
Another thing we found is the seemingly trigonometric relationship of with F2,
with y. More specifically, F, seems to vary sinusoidally with y while F, z seems to
vary cosinusoidally with y plus an offset.
Table 4-2. Values of constants in Eq. (4-7) and (4-8)
N <4 N >5
C C
A -0.0929 -0.0616
y
B 0.0887 -0.0382
A 0.0955 0.0616
z
B -0.0900 0.0487
z
C 0.3713 0.2264
D 0.6160 1.2241
Based on
following forms:
these finding, we propose the correlations for F, and F* to take the
F,, = (AN, + B, )sin(2y + rc ) (4-7)
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F' = (AN, + B) cos(2y+ z) +C N, + D (4-8)
where get A, B, A, B, C, D are constants and can be found by non-linear regression ofy y Z z z z
CFD results. The results are shown in Table 4-2.
The prediction plots shown in Figure 4-17 indicates that the correlation equations
we obtained capture the CFD results quite satisfactorily.
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Figure 4-17. Prediction plots of the correlation equations.
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4.4.4 Trajectories and Critical Capture Radius of Particle Chains
Now, we can use the hydrodynamic force equations in replacement of the Stokes
drag force equation in the particle trajectory model developed in Chapter 2 and 3.
Specifically, for two-dimensional simulation, the calculation of hydrodynamic force now
becomes very straightforward,
F,= (,;w + .i.i) 6;Tyi, u -v,
(4-9)
= F,,,,*6qr (u - v, )+ F,,* 6Lr (u - V,)Aro,
Aro = ] (4-10)
where u and v. are flow velocity and particle chain translational velocity, respectively.
If we always define the coordinate system based on the particle chain direction and the
velocity direction as described in Figure 4-14 (a) and (b), then F,,/* is equivalent to
F,* while F, * is equivalent to F,*, and we do not have to care about F, * because it is
always zero. Aro
, is a conversion matrix converting iz (i//) to i, (i1 ).
The governing equation for particle chain movement is given if we balance the
magnetic force on a particle chain with the hydrodynamic drag force,
F,/* 6rgro (u - vc) + F,,*67rr (u - ve)Arot = NcMVB (4-11)
which can be solved to obtain particle chain velocity and trajectory.
Figure 4-18 shows the critical capture radius and critical trajectories of magnetic
particle chains of different Nc  for longitudinal configuration and transverse
configuration. All particle chains were released from y* =15. The top subplots show the
critical capture radius for different chains. The capture radius increases as N, increase
for both configurations. The increase in capture radius slows when N, gets bigger.
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Figure 4-18. Critical capture radius and critical trajectories of particle chains of different
N c , in the vicinity of the wire, (a) longitudinal configuration, (b) Transverse
configuration. Re = 50,cMF = 2.
Figure 4-19 compares the terminal velocity and trajectory of a magnetic particle
chain of NC =10 with that of a single particle. Both the chain and the particle were
released from the same location (x* = 0.5,y* = 15) far away in the upstream. As we can
see, the particle chain can move few folds faster than the single particle, which agrees
qualitatively with the experimental find in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-19. Velocities of a magnetic particle chain with NC =10 and a single particle,
longitudinal configuration. (b) is the zoom-in view of (a) in the vicinity area of the wire.
The simulation block is x* = [-15,15],y* = [-15,15]. Only partial simulation block is
shown.
4.4.5 Simplification of the Model
The governing equation(4-11) can be strictly solved to obtain the trajectory and
critical capture radius for the particle chain. However we could make simplification to
this model and extend our previous correlations for single particle critical capture radius.
Longitudinal Configuration
A magnetic particle chain in this case is assumed to be always parallel to the
direction of relative velocity (u - v.), which leads to y = 0 and F,* = 0. Under these
conditions, Eq. (4-11) becomes,
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Then we can define a dimensionless characteristic magnetic force for particle chain as,
K(hi) c(N / F(y,0 ) K
'CM7(ch,,in) -( c/ h//(y=o))K
(4-13)
* Transverse Configuration
A magnetic particle chain in this case is assumed to be always perpendicular to
the direction of relative velocity (u - v), which leads to y = r / 2 and F,) = 0. Under
these conditions, Eq. (4-11) becomes,
Fh/(=,,/2) 6x/ro (u - v.) = N MVB
Similarly, we can define,
Kpf(chain) =(Nc / FhII/(y=/ 2) KM
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Figure 4-20. Comparison of the critical capture radius results solved with simplified
Equation (solid lines, using Eqs.(4-12) and (4-14)) to the results of direction simulation
(scattered points, solved with original Eq.(4-11)). Re = 50 and MF = 2 were used in
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calculation. This graph is used to justify the simplification made in obtaining Eqs. (4-12)
and (4-14).
This assumption has been examined along the trajectories lines of a particle chain
containing 10 particles. The results showed that this assumption holds for a great portion
of the trajectory lines but causes some offset when the particle chain gets close to the
wire. This simplification can be further evaluated by comparing the simplified solution
(solved using Eqs. (4-12)and (4-14)) with the exact numerical solution (solved using
Eq.(4-11)) of critical capture radius, as seen in Figure 4-20, in which, Re = 50 and
KAg = 2. The simplification made in obtaining Eqs. (4-12) and (4-14) does not cause
much offset from the exact solution.
If we accept the approximation of Eqs. (4-12) and (4-14), then the new
dimensionless parameter KW(c,~i,) defined in Eqs. (4-13) and (4-15) can be directly plug
into the critical correlations we obtained in Chapter 2 to calculate the critical capture
radius for particle chains. As an example, for longitudinal configuration with
0.01 < Re <: 2 and iKT F < / 4 , the critical capture radius for single particle and single
wire is given by
(R)i = 0.51 1K704 Re-0014 (2.02 - log Re)-0.234 (4-16)
For particle chains, the critical capture radius will be
(R:)chi n _.511(K(i).704Re_.O14 -0234
Schain = 0.511 cai Re014 (2.02- log Re) 2 34  (4-17)
The ratio of (R )ca to (R) is simply
0.704 -0.704
(_c )chain _ (_F_ )chain0704 (4-18)
CR l Cyi= C (4-18)
(R )single (KMF )single F i(r=
Since Fhi(Y=o)* = -(AJNC + B)+ CNc + D , Eq. (4-18) can be rewritten as
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(R ) chain
(R single
0.704
(4-19)
-(AzNc + Bz)+CzNc +D,
where A, B, C, D can be read from Table 4-2.
For transverse configuration, Fh//(y=r/2)" (AzN, + B )+ CzN, + Dz , we have,
(Rc) chain
(R) 
single
(4-20)
[ N 0.635
Nc
(AzNc +Bz)+CzN, +Dz
(R)hThe value of chain tells us how much particle chaining can benefit the capture
(R ) single
of magnetic particles. It is interesting to see that this ratio does not depend on either Re
or icMF. Instead, it is function only of N . A complete set of (Re )chain is given in
(R single
Appendix, which were derived from the single particle critical capture radius results.
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Figure 4-21. ain/(R) as function of N, , for 0.01 <Re 2 and icmF < J /4
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(Rc)chainFigure 4-21 plots (R ch)in as function of N. for both longitudinal configuration
R:single
(using Eq. (4-19)) and transverse configuration (using Eq.(4-20)). Again, we see that the
critical capture radius increases as N for both configurations, but more prominent for
longitudinal configuration than for transverse configuration. The increase in capture
radius slows when NC gets larger, and seems to reach a plateau when N. -- co. Using
Eqs. (4-19) and (4-20), we can find
R ' 
1 0,
7 0 4
lim chain = 3.56 (for longitudinal conf.) (4-21)
(R single
(R) 1 .635
lim (R)chain - ± =2.20 (for transverse conf.) (4-22)
What this means is that, under the condition with 0.01 < Re 2 and IK . < 2- /4, the
limit that magnetic particle chaining effect can increase the capture radius (and therefore
capture efficiency) is approximately 3.56 fold for longitudinal configuration and 2.20
fold for transverse configuration. We should remind ourselves that this result is based on
the assumption that all only singlet particle chains are formed.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
Magnetic particle chaining and its effect on magnetic particle capture in single-
wire HGMS has been experimentally studied. It was found that magnetic particles form
chains as soon as they enter a background magnetic field and are captured in the form of
particle chain. This effect significantly increase the capture efficiency of the HGMS
separation, implying that traditional modeling and simulation method based on single
particle moving are inaccurate and underestimate the overall efficiency of HGMS
process.
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Theoretical work has also been developed to evaluate the particle chaining effect.
Magnetic force on a particle chain are assumed to be linearly increasing with the number
of particles in the chain, while the hydrodynamic force on the particle chain is calculated
using 3-D CFD simulation. It is found that hydrodynamic drag force on a particle chain
is function of the number of particles in the chain (N c ) and the angle between the chain
the relative velocity of particle chain and fluid flow (y). The results are carefully
investigated and then generalized to correlation equations that can be directly used to find
the hydrodynamic force at any given Nc and y values. The correlations were then used
in particle trajectory model to simulate critical capture radius and particle trajectories.
Further simplification was made to take advantage of the correlations for single
particle critical capture radius previously derived in Chapter 2. New dimensionless
number iKc(ch/in) (named dimensionless characteristic magnetic force for particle chain)
is defined and calculated based on the simplification. It is suggested that MF(chain)
be directly plug into the correlations for single particle to obtain the critical capture radius
for magnetic particle chains. This simplified treatment has been evaluated by comparing
the results using the simplification with direct numerical simulation results without the
simplification, and is proved to be acceptable. The limits that particle chaining (singlet
chain) can benefit HGMS over individual particle were calculated to be 3.56 fold for
longitudinal configuration and 2.20 fold for transverse configuration.
Although the theoretical work developed in this chapter is only for singlet chain,
the methodology can be certainly extended to thick chains. Thick chains are observed
when the concentration of a magnetic particle suspension is relatively high. We
anticipate that thick chains can benefit HGMS process much more than singlet chain.
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List of (R_)chaim ratio correlations applicable for different configurations and parameter ranges. Note that the Reynolds number in this
(R)single
table is defined based on wire diameter, not the particle diameter.
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Chapter 5
Bench-top Magneto-Centrifugal Contactor Experiment
5.1 Introduction
A new type of magnetic separation process, magnetically enhanced centrifugation
(MEC) is proposed and developed, and its potential as an effective unit operation for
biopharmaceutical downstream processing is demonstrated in this chapter. Unlike
traditional batch-mode high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), MEC has an
advantage in that it can be operated continuously as magnetic particles captured on wire
surface are constantly removed by centrifugal force that is parallel to the wires. Starting
from this chapter, we will be discussing three topics: experiment evidence (Chapter 5),
theoretical analysis (Chapter 6), and discrete element modeling (Chapter 7). We aim to
elucidate the working mechanism of MEC completely and to show that MEC is a
promising separation technique for continuous biopharmaceutical downstream
processing.
Recently, supported by EU and DuPont, the first bench-top magneto-centrifugal
contactor has been constructed successfully in University of Karlsruhe and has been
experimentally studied and tested. In this thesis, we are specifically looking at the
theoretical aspects involving understanding the fundamental physics in this new concept
unit operation, developing modeling and simulation tools for the design, evaluation, and
optimization of such processes. In previous two chapters, we have shown the results on
particle tracking in single and multi-wire arrays, and developed a model to study the
dynamic process of magnetic particle buildup growth, investigated the evolution of
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buildup volume and shape with time and its influence on flow field, magnetic field, and
capture efficiency.
Our task now is to study how accumulated magnetic particle buildup respond to
external centrifugal field by means of experiment, theoretical analysis and numerical
modeling. In this chapter, we will show some experimental results describing
phenomena in the bench-top contactor developed in Germany, such as separation
mechanism, efficiency, buildup shape and microstructure, transient and equilibrium
particle buildup height, as well as different scenarios of buildup movement under
centrifugal force. In Chapter 6, theoretical analysis is performed and a set of formulas
is developed to predict buildup structure, the onset and scenario of buildup movement. In
Chapter 7, discrete element modeling (DEM) is performed to study the rheological
behavior of magnetic particle sludge under combined magnetic and centrifugal force
field. Comparison will be made among theoretical analysis results, numerical modeling
results, and experiment results.
5.2 Experiment and Discussion
All experiment described in this section were performed using the bench-top
magneto-centrifugal contactor developed in University of Karlsruhe. Figure 5-1 (a)
shows the overview of the contactor. The yellow part is the electromagnet coil, which
provides vertical magnetic field (relatively uniform) in the center of the coil. With the lid
of the chamber removed, Figure 5-1 (b) and (c) are the view of inside the chamber. The
rotor used in our experiment has three wire layers (Figure 5-1 (d)); each has 15 wires
pointing towards the outer wall. The detailed specifications of this bench-top contactor
are listed in Table 5-1. The outer wall in the current design cannot continuously convey
magnetic particles collected on it out of the chamber. In addition, because the geometrical
design of the inner chamber of this contactor is not optimized for simultaneous separation
of magnetic particle and non-magnetic particle, we have used feeds containing only
magnetic particles. Table 5-2 lists the properties of the magnetic particles used in our
experiment.
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Table 5-1. Specifications of the bench-top MEC
Part Specification
Height
Outer diameter
Electromagnet
Inner diameter
Magnetic field flux density
Number of wire layers
Number of wires on each layer
Rotor Wire diameter
Wire length
Distance between layers
RPM
Centrifuge
Volume of the chamber
Peristaltic pump Volumetric flow rate
Value
20 cm
90 cm
20 cm
0-0.5 Tesla
3
15
1 mm
21 mm
8 mm
0-3000RPM
-500 ml
0-500ml/min
Table 5-2. Magnetic particles used in experiment
Particle properties
Name Volumetric mean diameter Saturation Density*
(micron), and distribution magnetization, (emu/g) (g/cm 3)
Bayoxide ® 1.44 Polydisperse 90 4.9
Chemagen -2 Polydisperse < 20 1.2
PVAc F5 5.73 Polydisperse 27 1.6
PAA coated 1.44 Monodisperse 4.6
* PVAc: Polyvinyl alcohol; * PAA: Polyacrylic acid.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5-1. (a) overview of the bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor; (b) inside of
the contactor with the rotor in place, before separation experiment; (c) inside of the
contactor with the rotor in place, after separation experiment; (d) clean rotor by itself;
(e) rotor with magnetic particle buildup loaded after experiment, weakly magnetic
particle (Chemagen) used; (f) rotor with magnetic particle buildup during experiment,
strongly magnetic particle (Bayoxide) used.
5.2.1 Experiment Procedure
Figure 5-2 shows the flow chart and operating procedure of the bench-top
magneto-centrifugal contactor. Initially, valve A is placed in a position to allow only
clean water to be fed into the centrifuge. The motor for the centrifuge is then adjusted to
desired RPM value. It takes few minutes for water to fill up the chamber before magnetic
field is switched on. Valve B is properly adjusted so that there is always certain level of
liquid inside the glass tube. A set of light sources and diodes are placed outside the glass
tube to measure the turbidity of the fluid inside. The absorbance data are collected using a
PC and converted to concentration data.
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Timing and data collection starts as soon as valve A is switched to magnetic
particle suspension. In order to observe real-time behavior of magnetic particle and
particle buildup formation inside the chamber, a transparent lid and a strobe light that can
flush at the same frequency as centrifugation RPM were used. During experiment,
phenomena such as buildup formation on the wires, particle collection on the outer wall,
as well as buildup breakage and movement under centrifugal force are observed.
Separation efficiency as function of time is obtained from converting turbidity data using
standard curve.
PC
Valve A
Glass
J 
ttube
partie Water Particle
suspension suspension
Feed Peristaltic pump MCC Valve B Waste
Figure 5-2. Flow chart of magneto-centrifugal contactor operation
The contactor is kept running for desired amount of time. During the switching
off period, valve A is first switched back to clean water and then slowly turned off. The
RPM of the rotor is then decreased very slowly to zero in order to prevent the already
formed buildup from breakage due to high shear force generated from RPM difference
between the rotor and the ambient fluid. Finally, after extremely careful removing the
particle-laden rotor, the buildup heights on the first layer wires are measured with a laser
distance meter that has a built-in accuracy of 0. 1micron. The buildup height data are
averaged over 15 wires and expressed in an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The buildups on all
wires and magnetic particles on the outer wall are collected and their dry weights are
measured.
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5.2.2 Buildup Shape
Since the magnetic field is applied vertically, we expect to see magnetic particle
buildup formation on the top surface and the bottom surface of the wires. Based on the
magnetic properties of the particle used, different buildup shape is observed. For weakly
magnetic particles (PVAc F5 and Chemagen), buildups with round smooth surface are
obtained (Figure 5-1(e)), while for strongly magnetic particles, very spiky buildup shape
is formed (Figure 5-1(f)). Figure 5-1 (e) was taken when the contactor was off and the
rotor was taken out of the chamber, while Figure 2 (f) was taken while the contactor and
the electromagnet were still running, because the spiky shape could not be maintained if
magnetic field is switch off. As we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter
7, buildup shape is determined by the interplay among magnetic field force, dipole-dipole
interaction and centrifugal force. Magnetic force is always trying to attract the magnetic
particles as close to the wire surface as possible, while dipole-dipole interaction is always
trying to keep magnetic particles form straight chains parallel to background magnetic
field. Since magnetic force is proportional to the particle magnetization while the dipole-
dipole interaction is proportional to the square of the magnetization, the stronger
magnetization the particles have, the spikier the buildup would be.
Microscopically, we found that spiky layers exist even for very weakly magnetic
particles. Since the spiky shape cannot be maintained once the magnetic field is switched
off, to observe the real time buildup shape in the microscopic scale, instead of using the
MEC, we made a small flow cell and put a small permanent magnet underneath, using a
microscope to observe buildup formation and buildup shape. Figure 5-3 is an optical
microscope picture showing the shape of the top layer of the formed buildup. In this
case, the magnetic field is pointing upward while field gradient is pointing downward to
the magnet. We see that buildup comprises two layers with distinct shapes: a spiky
chain-like structured layer (thickness of -100micron, not naked-eye detectable) with all
chains parallel to the magnetic field, and a densely-packed layer at the bottom. Only a
small portion of the bottom layer can be seen on the figure and the overall length scale of
the densely-packed layer is about Imm. The magnetic particle used in this particular case
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has saturated magnetization only of 5emu/g. The point here is that the more strongly
magnetic is the particle, the more prominent will be the spiky chain-like layer, and vice
versa. Similarly, for the Chemagen particles used in obtaining Figure 5-1 (e), although no
naked-eye detectable spiky layer is observed, there should still be such a layer. Thus, the
first question after seeing the buildup shape and structure is, under given operating
conditions and particle properties, how to calculate the buildup structure, namely the
height of the chain-like layer and the height of the dense-packing layer. This question
will be discussed in great detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
0 -100 micron
- Chain-like
layer
Dense-packing
layer
Figure 5-3. Buildup shape observed for weakly magnetic particle, with the aid of
microscope. The chain-like layer is about 100 micron and the dense-packing layer is
about Imm (only shown partially here).
5.2.3 Buildup Microstructure
We are also interested in seeing the microstructure of the buildup, especially
questions as how magnetic particles are assembled in the buildup layer, and what
differences exist between the buildup microstructure formed with monodisperse particles
and that formed with polydisperse particles. The results presented here are not limited to
the MEC, but also includes particle buildups we collected from smaller scale magnetic
separation experiments.
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Figure 5-4. (a) SEM picture of dried magnetic particle buildup (cross-section) formed on
the rotor wire from polydisperse Chemagen particles; on the right is a zoom-in SEM of
an area close to the wire surface; also shown is the position where the wire was; (b) SEM
picture of dried magnetic particle buildup formed in the flow cell experiment from
monodisperse PAA coated magnetic particles; (c) SEM picture of dried sediment from
monodisperse PAA particle showing hexagonal close packing
Figure 5-4(a) is a SEM pictures of magnetic particle buildup formed using
polydisperse Chemagen particle and Figure 5(b) is that of monodisperse PAA coated
magnetic particles. In the first case, after significan buildups are formed on the wires, the
centrifuge and magnetic field were shut off sequentially, and then the rotor was take out
of the chamber. The rotor with particle-laden wires was placed in a well ventilated area
to allowing the particle buildups to dry at room temperature. After that, the dried buildups
are carefully removed from the wire surface and used to prepare SEM sample of the
buildup cross-section. In the second case, once significant buildup was formed, the feed
was switched to dilute chitosan solution. The flow cell containing the buildup and
chitosan solution was kept overnight under room temperature, allowing chitosan
molecules to diffuse inside the buildup. The final step was crosslinking of the chitosan
molecules by replacing chitosan solution with Glutaraldehyde. The reason for going
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through this procedure is to make SEM sample preparation easier by providing "sticky"
force keeping particles at their original positions and making the particle buildup less
fragile.
As shown in Figure 5-4 (a), the first case resulted in a buildup structure more like
random loose packing (RLP), as there are many dark areas in the picture. In the second
case, we can describe the buildup structure as random close packing (RCP), or maximally
random jammed state. ' We were not able to obtain packing density (volume fraction (p)
data experimentally for each of the cases, but literature shows that RLP packing density
of non-cohesive colloidal particles usually is around 0.56-0.6, and packing density for
cohesive particles is much smaller.2 For the second case, literature says that the packing
density of RCP is about 0.64 for non-cohesive monodisperse spherical particle, which is
moderately lower than hexagonal close packing (HCP) state, where a packing density of
0.74 can be expected. An example of hexagonal close packing structure is shown in
Figure 5-4(c), which is the structure of dried sediment from monodisperse PAA
microparticles under gravitational force. The PAA particle used in Figure 5(c) is same as
the one we used in preparing PAA coated magnetic particle in that they were synthesized
from same material and they all have a negative surface charge about -40mV.
Comparison between Figure 5-4 (b) and (c) indicates that although we used particles with
same size, same material and same surface charge, we did not obtain same particle
assembly for magnetic and non-magnetic particles. The reason can be attributed to the
magnetic property and surface roughness of the PAA coated magnetic particles. Usually,
hexagonal close packing of spherical colloidal particles happens when there is no
attractive interaction force between the particles and the sedimentation process is very
slow so that the "lubricated" particles have sufficient relaxation time to glide around each
other after sedimentation. These requirements are met for the original non-magnetic
PAA particles (Figure 5-4(c)), but not for the PAA coated magnetic particle buildup
formed on magnetizable wire (Figure 5-4(b)). First, there is anisotropic dipole-dipole
interaction that exhibit attractive nature in the direction parallel to external magnetic field
and repulsive nature in the perpendicular direction. This interaction retards magnetic
particles from free movement. Second, the characteristic time of magnetic particle
movement inside the buildup during buildup formation process is very short, about 10-3
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second, as compared to the time scale of I second observed in slow gravitational
sedimentation. Since all SEM experiment had to be done offline without the presence of
magnetic and centrifugal field, we did not see any chain-like structures in these SEM
pictures as particle chains collapse once the magnetic field is removed.
Theoretical analysis in Chapter 6 needs to make assumptions on buildup
microstructure. For simplicity, we assumed all particles are with the same size and the
microstructure of the densely packed layer is hexagonal close packing in order to be able
to describe it mathematically. The cases of polydisperse magnetic particle will be studied
with the aid of discrete element simulation (DEM simulation) and will be discussed in
Chapter 7.
5.2.4 Particle Load inside the Chamber
There are two places inside the chamber, where captured magnetic particles are
retained: the iron wires and the outer wall, as seen in Figure 5-1(c). The particles
captured on the wires are due to magnetic field force while the particles captured on the
wall are due to centrifugation of free particles from the fluid, and more importantly due to
the centrifugation of particle sludge from the tips of wires. This is indicated by striped
particle accumulation pattern on the outer wall as we can see from the picture. The
position of each of the stripes corresponds to the height of each of the wire layers.
Figure 5-5 shows the total weight of retained particles and the weight distribution
on the wires and the wall as function of time. The experiment was done at RPM= 1000, B
= 0.15 Tesla and feed flow rate of 92.6 ml/min. During the first 10 minutes, the amount
of magnetic particles captured on the wire is approximately linearly increasing with time,
and is far more than that on the outer wall during the beginning 15 minutes. No
significant stripe pattern was observed within this period. From 20 minutes on, particles
kept on the wall start increasing faster while the particles on the wires seems to approach
a plateau. What observed inside the chamber was that magnetic particle sludge is released
from the tips of the wires and being centrifuged toward the outer wall. As a result, we
start to see notable stripe pattern formation on the wall. All of these indicate that, during
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the separation process, magnetic particles are first captured preferentially on the wires,
forming magnetic particle buildup. It requires certain time for the buildup to grow to a
critical height, before then there is no significant buildup movement and no stripe pattern
formation on the wall, and after then particle sludge on the top layer of the buildup starts
moving and finally being centrifuged away from the wires, forming stripe pattern on the
wall. The total amount of magnetic particles retained inside the chamber increases very
much linearly with time, proving that steady state constant separation efficiency can be
achieved with this continuous process. In future design, magnetic particles retained on
outer wall need to be continuously discharged out of the chamber, using a mechanism
similar to screw conveyor.
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Figure 5-5. Weight distribution of magnetic particles inside the chamber: Weight of
particles loaded on the wires and on the wall as function of time. Feed flow rate:
92.6ml/min; Background magnetic field flux density: 0.15 Tesla; RPM: 1000;
concentration of particle suspension: 1 g/L, PVAc F5 particle.
Magnetic particles loaded on wires are not evenly distributed among wire layers.
At the beginning of experiment, the first wire layer captures much more particles than the
second and the third wire layers, because the particle concentration decreases once the
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fluid pass the first layer and the amount of magnetic particles available for the second and
third layers is much less than that for the first layer.
This can be intuitively seen in Figure 5-6(a), where the sizes of magnetic particle
buildups are shown for different layers. Figure 5-6(b) quantitatively shows this trend by
plotting the dry weights of buildups on different wire layers at different times. At the
beginning of the experiment(250s and 480s), the amount of particles captured on the first
layers is about twice as much as the amount captured on the second layer, and about four
times as much the particles captured on the third layers. In addition, the amount of
particles captured on every layer seems to increase linearly with time before 480s. From
480s to 760s, the amount of particles captured on the first layer does not seem to increase
linearly with time any more, meaning that the particle load on the first layer is
approaching its plateau, while the amount captured on the second and the third layers
starts to increase even faster than before. As the wires on the first layer become less
"fresh", the particles that are available for the second and third layers to capture becomes
more and more, this cause the increase in buildup growth rate on these two layers. Based
on the experiment evidence and analysis, we believe that if giving sufficiently long time,
the magnetic particle load on all wire layers will become approximately the same.
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Figure 5-6. (a) Magnetic particle buildup variation on different wire layers, 760 seconds
after the experiment starts; (b) Magnetic particle load (dry weight) on different wire
layers. Feed flow rate: 167 ml/min, background magnetic field flux density: 0.25Tesla,RPM: 1000, concentration of particle suspension: 1g/L, for Chemagen particle.
5.2.5 Buildup Height
We used laser distance measurement to obtain buildup profiles along the wires.
Figure 5-7 plots the radial buildup height profiles for different operation conditions. The
upmost subplot shows how buildup profile changes with time. The region with significant
buildup growth is between 12 mm to 25 mm (distance to the rotation axis). The buildup
height growth rate decreases with time, with only a small increase from 10 minutes to 40
minutes. The middle subplot shows that the equilibrium buildup height decreases with
operation RPM, while the bottommost subplot indicates that the equilibrium buildup
height increases with background magnetic field. During the experiment, it is assumed to
reach critical buildup state when notable stripe pattern is observed on the outer wall,
which is varies from 10 to 20 minutes after starting the contactor, depending on the
operating condition.
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Figure 5-7. Influence of buildup growth time, background magnetic field, and centrifuge
RPM on the radial distribution of buildup height. Also shown is the original position of
the wire. Flow rates in all cases were 92.6 ml/ min; concentration of particle suspension:
I g/L, PVAc F5 particle.
Separation efficiency in traditional HGMS is closely related to the particle
buildup height on wires. As a wire is loaded with magnetic particles, its surrounding flow
and magnetic fields are distorted, and the overall separation efficiency decreases
dramatically as the buildup grows. We have studied this problem in great detail in
previous work3 and summarized in Chapter 3. Generally speaking, we always want to
maintain the buildup height at steady state operation as low as possible in order to
maintain high efficiency. In another word, if we could keep the wires as "fresh" (low
buildup) as possible by apply strong centrifugal field, we would alleviate the bottleneck
of separation efficiency in traditional HGMS process. This is where the whole idea of
MEC comes from.
Another noteworthy point in Figure 5-7 is that the buildup height is not radially
uniform, with lower buildup near the rotation axis and higher buildup near the wire tip.
Due to magnetic edge effect, magnetic field gradient near the wire tip is much stronger
than that at other positions; the particle sludge near the tip therefore is held more tightly
on the wire than rest of the sludge. The edge effect becomes negligible as we move
inward from the tip by a length comparable to the wire diameter. In addition, the
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centrifugal field inside the chamber has dramatic radial variation. For example, the
centrifugal field at radial position of 24 mm is four times stronger than that at radial
position of 12 mm.
The modeling of complete buildup profile is achieved by using discrete element
method, which will be discussed in Chapter 7. In this section, we use radially averaged
buildup height to describe the system. The radial range for averaging buildup height
cannot be too wide because of the variation in centrifugal field; and it cannot be too close
to the tip either due to the edge effect. A reasonable range would be from radial position
20 mm to 22 mm, and the rotating arm for this averaged buildup height is 21 mm, which
is the arithmetic mean of 20 and 22mm. In Chapter 6, we will develop models to predict
the averaged buildup height at steady state and compare model prediction with
experimental data.
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Figure 5-8. Average buildup height as function of time. Feed flow rate: 92.6ml/min;
Background magnetic field flux density: 0.15 Tesla; RPM: 1000; concentration of
particle suspension: 1 g/L, PVAc F5 particle.
Figure 5-8 shows the average buildup height as function of time. Each error bar
represents a standard deviation of buildup heights for 15 wires. The buildup height
reaches a plateau after about 15 minutes in this case, which is approximately in
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agreement with the time (12 minutes) we start to see notable stripe pattern on the outer
wall.
5.2.6 Separation Efficiency
The bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor can be operated in three different
modes: magnetically enhanced centrifugation with rotor, magnetically enhanced
centrifugation without rotor, and regular centrifugation. The first mode is the desired
mode where the rotor is placed inside the chamber, and both magnetic and centrifugal
field are applied. In the second mode, magnetic field and centrifugal field are applied but
no rotor with wires is placed inside the chamber. In the last mode, only centrifugal field
is applied so that the contactor works like a traditional decanter centrifuge.
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Figure 5-9. Separation efficiency as function of time. Exp. I: magnetically enhanced
centrifugation with rotor; Exp. II (a): magnetically enhanced centrifugation without rotor;
Exp. II (b): centrifugation. In Exp. II, magnetic field was switched off at 22 minutes.
Feed flow rate: 92.6ml/min; Background magnetic field flux density: 0.15 Tesla; RPM:
1000; concentration of particle suspension: lg/L, PVAc F5 particle.
Figure 5-9 shows the separation efficiency as function of time for two sets of
experiment. Residence time experiment result indicates that it requires about 6 minutes
for the feed to replace the clean water originally inside the contactor at flow rate of
92.6ml/min. Thus, the separation efficiency data during the first 6 minutes is not included
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in calculating average efficiency. After 6 minutes, we see from experiment I where the
contactor was run at magnetically enhanced centrifugation mode with the rotor inside,
that the separation efficiency was clearly maintained at a constant value, meaning that the
MEC can indeed be operated continuously with constant efficiency. This again proves
the most important advantage of MEC over traditional high gradient magnetic separation.
In the first part of experiment II, everything was same as experiment I except that the
rotor was not placed inside the chamber. The resulting separation efficiency profile is
much lower than that in the first case. In addition, we found quite a few downward spikes
indicating sudden drop in separation efficiency in this case. After 22 minutes since
experiment II started, the magnetic field was switched off so the contactor was run just
like a traditional decanter centrifuge. The efficiency dropped significantly after this
change, also showing many downward spikes.
The downward spikes are not desired in terms of good and stable separation
efficiency; and the reason of their formation are not clear. One possible cause could be
from the design imperfection. Inside the chamber or near the outlet of the chamber, there
could be some regions where magnetic particles accumulate temporarily due to
inhomogeneous magnetic field that is generated by the electromagnet. The accumulation
of particles in these regions could potentially changes the pressure distribution inside the
chamber. Occasionally, the accumulated particles were carried out by the flow, resulting
sudden increase in turbidity and decrease in separation efficiency. Downward spikes
happened more often in experiment II than in experiment I where only one spike of much
smaller magnitude is observed. Also shown in Figure 5-9 is the time average separation
efficiency for these three cases. The proposed magnetically enhanced centrifugation with
magnetizable rotor achieved best efficiency that is -30% more than the efficiency of the
traditional decanter centrifugation mode. The efficiency of magnetically enhanced
centrifugation without rotor, although not as good as the one with the rotor, is still much
better than the decanter centrifugation mode. We have discussed the effect of magnetic
flocculation and particle chaining on HGMS efficiency in Chapter 4, and shown that by
applying strong magnetic field, magnetic particle agglomeration is induced and magnetic
particle aggregates that are much bigger than original particle size are formed.4 These
aggregates can respond to centrifugal field much faster than individual particles.
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More extensive separation experiment has been performed by the researchers
from University of Karlsruhe. It was shown that when all other parameters are fixed,
increasing background magnetic field and rotation RPM are both favored by separation
efficiency, while increasing flow rate decreases separation efficiency. As we discussed in
Chapter 3 and section 3.5 of this chapter, when the background magnetic field and the
flow rate are kept constant, the overall separation efficiency of a single wire decreases
with particle buildup height and becomes zero when the buildup reaches its maximum
volume limit. We have already seen in the middle plot of Figure 5-7 that increasing RPM
decreases the buildup height at steady state operation. Figure 5-10 shows that the
separation efficiency increases with increasing RPM. This proves our previous analysis
that in MEC, the centrifugal force helps the separation efficiency in the way that it
removes particle buildups continuously and maintains the buildup height at certain level.
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Figure 5-10. Separation efficiency as function of centrifugal RPM. Feed flow rate:
167ml/min; Background magnetic field flux density: 0.25 Tesla; concentration of
particle suspension: 1 g/L, Chemagen particle.
5.2.7 Buildup Movement under Centrifugal Field
For the proposed magneto-centrifugal contactors to be continuous, particle
buildups formed on wire surface must be remove along the wire under centrifugal force.
In a real separation process, there are two regimes in particle buildup behavior: stationary
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buildup growth regime where the buildup is stationary and its height grows as more and
more incoming particles are captured, and a buildup movement regime where part or
entire of the buildup layer moves under centrifugal field.
Centrifugal force
Rigid body Breakage I Breakage II Velocity gradient
Figure 5-11. Proposed patterns for magnetic particle buildup movement on wires. Warm
color represents high speed and cold color represents low speed. Black color represents
static particles.
We have studied the first regime in depth using our dynamic buildup growth model in
previous chapter. The second regime is quite complicated. In experiment, we originally
expected to be able to see four possible patterns (as illustrated in Figure 5-11) for the
movement of magnetic particle on magnetizable wire, depending on the operating
conditions, described as follows,
I. All particles move at the same speed and the buildup behaves like a rigid body.
This is the ideal case as all materials are processed at the same rate but requires
extremely low friction coefficient between particles and wires. If this pattern were
to happen, we would see the wires being cleaned up occasionally.
II. Upper layer of the buildup moves like a rigid body while the lower layer does not
move. If this were to happen, we would see the wires always being covered with
buildup layers but also see some of particles being detached from the tips of the
wires.
III. Buildup breaks at certain point along the wire. This pattern could be caused by
radial variation in centrifugal field. If this were to happen, we would see a section
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of the wire that is near rotation axis always being covered by buildup but the part
that is far from the rotation axis being cleaned up occasionally.
IV. Velocity gradient along wire radial direction. If this were to happen, we would
observe phenomenon that is similar to pattern II.
Under regular operating condition, which is constant magnetic field, flow rate and
RPM, we found that the wires were always covered by magnetic particle buildups. At this
point, we are not able to tell whether this is pattern II or pattern IV. We can have more
insight with the help of DEM simulation. Neither pattern I nor pattern III has been
observed.
Theoretically, pattern I happens only when the total centrifugal force overcomes
the total friction force between the particle buildup and the wire. Three parameters can be
adjusted to achieve this goal: further increasing RPM; decreasing the friction coefficient;
decreasing the magnetic field. The ideal situation where buildup behaves like a rigid
body has never been observed in regular experiment, even we tried to further increase
RPM and change the wire surface smoothness by coating them with a thin layer of
PDMS. In order to be able to observe pattern I, we first allowed a significant buildup to
form under regular operating condition (flow rate of 167ml/min, background magnetic
flux density of 0.25 Tesla, RPM of 1000), then we switched the inlet from particle
suspension to pure water for better visual clarity inside the chamber. Finally, we
gradually decreased the magnetic field from 0.25 Tesla to zero Tesla and recorded the
movement of particle buildups. Figure 5-12 shows movie snapshots of what we observed
during this experiment. Until background flux density of 0.10 Tesla, magnetic particles
still held tightly to the wires. When the flux density dropped down to about 0.07 Tesla,
the buildup on the first wire layers are discharged and the wires became shiny silver color
in the twinkling of an eye, while the buildups on the second and the third layers still
stayed static. When the flux density dropped even further to about 0.03 Tesla, the
buildups on the second wire layers also got removed by the centrifugal force and finally
buildups on all the layers were centrifuged away when the flux density was decreased
below 0.01 Tesla. The buildups on the first wire layer were removed earlier just because
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of larger buildup volume. This experimental result suggests a possible operating mode for
MEC by periodically switching off the background magnetic field and maintaining the
freshness of the wires.
B-=0.10Tesla B-~=O.7Tesla B-=0.03Tesla B-=0.01Tesla
Figure 5-12. Movie snapshots showing buildups moving like rigid body under a special
operation recipe. Flow rate is 167ml/min; background magnetic flux density is 0.25Tesla
and gradually decreased to 0, RPM is 1000; using Chemagen particle.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
Magnetically enhanced centrifugation (MEC), together with the application of
functional magnetic particles showed great potentials as a new integrated continuous unit
operation for biopharmaceutical downstream processing. With magnetizable wire insets
perpendicularly aligned with external field, magnetic particles can be captured quite
effectively before they are centrifuged away along the wires. It was shown with particle
load and buildup height measurement that there is a critical height for particle buildup at
regular operating condition. Everything above this height will be eventually removed
from the wire surface, while everything below this height will stay on the wire surface
forever. The existence of this static buildup layer causes decrease in separation
efficiency as compared to particle-free clean wires. The higher this critical buildup
height, the lower will be the steady state separation efficiency. It is very important to be
able to estimate the critical buildup height at steady state operation, as it is the key to
determine the overall separation efficiency of the process. Experiment evidence also
showed that under regular operating conditions, buildups never exhibit rigid body
movement pattern, but a question remains here: does the buildup experience a sharp
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breakage, or is there a continuous velocity profile along buildup cross section. We will
discuss in more detail and answer these questions in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Theoretical Analysis on the Dynamics and Onset of
Magnetic Particle Flows along Magnetizable Wire
6.1 Introduction
In previous chapter, we have shown experimental results on the microstructure of
magnetic particle buildups, separation efficiency, and different scenarios of buildup
movement under centrifugal force, using the bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor
(MCC) developed in University of Karlsruhe. The potential of magnetically enhanced
centrifugation as an effective unit operation for biopharmaceutical downstream
processing has been demonstrated experimentally. Unlike traditional batch-mode high
gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), MCC can be operated continuously as magnetic
particles captured on wire surface are constantly removed by centrifugal force that is
parallel to the wires. In this chapter, a theoretical framework for the structure and
behavior of magnetic particle sludge on magnetizable wires is developed based on energy
and force analysis. A set of design formulas expressed in terms of dimensionless
numbers are derived to predict buildup structure and scenarios of buildup movement
under centrifugal force. Analogy is to be made between magnetic particle flow on
magnetizable wires and granular flows on inclined surface under gravitational force.
Buildup height at steady state operation can be predicted using the design formulas to
compare with experimental results.
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When designing future industry-scale MCC, we need to be able to determine the
equilibrium buildup height and calculate steady state separation efficiency. The
experimental data obtained from the bench-top magneto centrifugal contactor cannot be
directly used to predict the performance of larger scale MCC. Thus, it is important to
develop a set of scalable models with which we can predict the trajectories of magnetic
particles, buildup growth dynamics, buildup shape and height at steady state, and the
dynamics of magnetic particle sludge on wires. The models must be verified with the
bench-top contactor and then can be applied in the design, optimization and evaluation of
large scale MEC. In this chapter, we will focus on developing models to predict buildup
structure, equilibrium buildup height, and the onset and different scenarios of buildup
movement. Specifically, the following questions will be addressed in this chapter:
* Forces and their spatial variations inside magnetic particle buildup
* Buildup shape and structure
* Possible scenarios of magnetic particle buildup movement and how to predict
1. Critical centrifugal force required for significant buildup movement at given
buildup height
2. Critical buildup height for significant buildup movement at given centrifugal
force
* Position of buildup breakage and buildup height at steady state operating condition
6.2 Model Development
6.2.1 Dimensional Analysis
When studying the dynamic behavior of magnetic particle sludge on magnetizable
wires, we are particularly interested in two problems. How does the microstructure of the
buildup look like? Can centrifugal force really move buildup continuously along the
wire? To answer these questions, we need to start with the driving forces in this system
which in our analysis is simplified as a 2-D problem, as shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. Magnetic particle buildup on wire surface. In our analysis, we are looking at
the x-y plane and treating the problem as a 2-D problem
We are looking at a small control volume on the wire surface and neglecting the
variation in centrifugal field in the radial direction inside the control volume. Periodic
boundary conditions have been applied on the sides, so that particles move out from one
side will move in from another side. The driving forces in magnetically enhanced
centrifugation process are magnetic field force, magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, and
centrifugal force. A uniform magnetic field is applied on y-direction while a centrifugal
field is applied on x-direction. The magnetic field is distorted by the wire, generating
magnetic field force that first helps capturing magnetic particles onto the wire, and then
holding and compacting particle buildup tightly on the wire surface. This force is
dependent on position and it decays as the inverse of third power of the distance of a
particle to the wire axis, as we discussed in Chapter 2. In another word, the closer is the
particle to the wire surface, the larger magnetic force will be. The magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction not only makes magnetic particles form chains in the bulk solution that are
easier captured than individual particle, but also provides anisotropic interaction forces
being attractive in the direction parallel to the magnetic field and repulsive in the
direction perpendicular to the field. If we assume all particles are close to magnetic
saturation, then the dipole-dipole interaction is not dependent on the absolute position of
a particle, but on the relative position of two particles. The centrifugal force on an
individual particle is usually much smaller than magnetic field force and dipole-dipole
interaction, but particle aggregates and sludge on the wires may respond to the centrifugal
force in a way different from that of individual particles.
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For particles comprised of soft magnetic materials, the magnetic force is given by:
F, = PoV M VH (6-1)
where u0 is the free space permeability, V, is the particle volume, M, is the particle
intrinsic volumetric magnetization, and H is the magnetic field at the location of the
particle. Magnetic field and field gradient generated by a single wire are given by: 2
Hx = 0, HY = H o 1+
[H dH] 2 a'
VH= dH0,-
dx' dy Y'
(6-2)
(6-3)
where Ho is the background magnetic field strength, a is the radius of the wire. r and
y are used interchangeably in above equations, and denoting the position of the particle
of interest to the axis of the wire. The maximum value of magnetic force is present on
particles right on the wire surface ( y = a), and this value is equal to:
(6-4)Ft PoVpMp2Ho iM,max M2 yH
The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction force by particle j on particle i can be
calculated with 3
(6-5)F= n)t+5(ni ti)dd 4 r 4 j)ij +
Yj
where ni and ni are unit vector denoting the direction of the magnetic dipoles, M is
particle magnetization and equal to MpVp, r, is the distance between particle centers.
The centrifugal force acting on a particle is
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x(nj.-tj)tij-[(ni-ti)n i +(n-tij)n
F = V, (p - ,)pO rof (6-6)
where p, is the particle density, Po is the density of the media, Rrot is the length of the
rotation arm, r is a unit vector in the outward radial direction, and Q is the angular rate
of rotation, which can be calculated from rotation per minute,
Q = 30 .RPM (6-7)
All forces are non-dimensionalized by the magnitude of the maximum magnetic
2MpVB,force, which is equal to . With this scale, we can define three dimensionless
a
numbers to characterize the system:
(P. -po)aQ2RroCentrifugal number: Rc  (  ) a2 (6-8)2MPBo
Dipolar magnetic number: Ro = a (6-9)16B ro
All lengths are scaled by wire diameter d, = 2a. Also need to be specified are the
ratio of wire radius to particle radius / = a/r,, and the friction coefficient between
particle and wire surface fe .
Figure 6-2 plotted the local values of dimensionless forces as function of particle
distance to wire surface, for Rc = 0.0081; RD = 0.72 and X = 50. An example set of
parameters satisfying this set of dimensionless numbers is a = 0.5 mm, ro = 10 tm, MP =
182840 A/m, and Bo = 1 Tesla. The dipolar magnetic force is calculated for two adjacent
magnetic dipoles aligned with external field. We can see that the centrifugal force and the
magnetic dipolar force are constant and independent on particle position; while the
magnetic force decreases rapidly as particle stays away from the wire surface. Intuitively,
for magnetic particle buildup to move significantly on the centrifugal field direction, the
centrifugal force must overcome the energy barrier caused by magnetic force and dipole-
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dipole interactions. Significant particle flow seems unlikely to happen in this case as the
centrifugal force is so much smaller than the magnetic force and the magnetic dipolar
force. However, we need to notice that most of the time the centrifugal force is acting on
the direction perpendicular to the magnetic force and the magnetic dipolar force. This
requires careful investigation of the forces present in the buildup.
1 iI I I
() 0.8 ipolar = 0.72; R = 0.0081; X = 50
c) 0.6a)
0 0.4o 0 Magnetic
ID 0.2E
0 0 Centrifugal
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Distance to wire surface
Figure 6-2. Dimensionless force numbers as function of particle distance to wire surface.
6.2.2 Scenarios of Buildup Dynamics
Based on Figure 6-2, we can first get some hints about buildup structure. Since
the magnetic force tries to pull magnetic particles as close to the wire surface as possible,
we can imagine that dense-packing of magnetic particles is expected at the location near
the wire surface. However, since the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction always tries to
keep magnetic particles in the form of chains that are parallel to magnetic field, we can
expect that chain-like structure as we move far from the wire surface where magnetic
field force has less influence on buildup structure than dipolar force. This sort of
structure has been observed experimentally, as we discussed earlier in Chapter 5. Thus,
we propose a simplified two-layered structure for the structure of magnetic particle
buildup, as shown in Figure 6-3. The entire buildup can be divided into two distinct
layers: a dense-packing layer (height of L,*) and a chain-like layer (height of Lc *). The
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summation of Lp and L is the total buildup height. Asterisk sign is used here to
denote dimensionless values. The particle number density in the chain-like layer is
assumed to be half of that in the dense-packing layer. The first question we want to
answer is, given a set of dimensionless numbers and total number of particles, what will
be the values of L and Lc
Chain- L
layer
Lb
L'
Figure 6-3. Buildup structure: chain-like layer and dense-packing layer
As magnetic particle buildup take a two-layered structure, same buildup height
may correspond to different amount of particles on the wire, depending on the relative
sizes of the layers. To describe the amount of particles in a more accurate way, we define
a new parameter HHEX , which is equal to the buildup height if all particles settled down
and form hexagonal closed packing. Clearly,
HI =Lp* + 0.5L* (6-10)
The second question is how magnetic particle buildup or sludge responds to large
centrifugal field. There are basically three distinct scenarios of buildup dynamics that we
expect to happen. The first scenario is that the buildup restructures in the chain-like layer,
i.e. the chains collapse down and form dense-packing of magnetic particles. The second
scenario is buildup breakage in the dense-packing layer, as the bottom layer below the
breakage stays static, while the upper layer moves. The questions here include, what
would be the threshold value of centrifugal field for this scenario to happen, and where
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the breakage or dislocation should be. The third scenario is the ideal situation, where the
entire buildup moves and all particles are processed at the same rate. This scenario not
only requires large centrifugal force, but more importantly also a small slip friction
coefficient between the particles and the wire. All three scenarios are summarized in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1. Three scenarios of magnetic particle buildup dynamics
Scenarios Forces
Forces favored
# Structural change favoStructure by structure B Processing rate
Magnetic field Zero
force
Magnetic
I dipole-dipole Reason:
interaction Centrifugal Everything willforce be static
e= o n/2 eventually
A B
Magnetic Heterogeneous
field force
Centrifugal
II force Reason:
Energy Magnetic Part of the
chnedipole-dipole buildup is
Le = i3 -n12 interaction static
A B
Magnetic Homogeneous
Magnetic dipole-dipole
Ifield force interaction Reason:
Overcome Everything isfriction Friction force Centrifugal processed at
force the same rate
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For simplicity, magnetic particles are assumed to be perfect spherical,
monodisperse and with their dipole moments aligned with background magnetic field all
the time. Also, the dense-packing layer is assumed to be hexagonal close packing (HCP),
and the chain-like layer is comprised of single chains only (a single chain is a chain with
only one particle in its cross-section, contrary to thick chains which is the assembly of
multiple single chains). Electrostatic, van der Waals interactions and friction between
particles are not included in the study, but we will show a simple way to incorporate
these forces into our models. The analysis of polydisperse particles, which is the case in
many real applications, has been discussed and studied with discrete element simulation
method (DEM) in Chapter 7.
6.2.2.1 Scenario I: chain collapse-down and buildup structure
In bench-top MCC experiment, we observed longer chains and thinner dense-
packing layer for strongly magnetic particles, because magnetic dipolar number
dominates more region in the buildup than magnetic number, and vice versa. In the
schematic drawing of first scenario shown in Table 6-1, the total dimensionless potential
energy change At* from structure A to B can be expressed as function of 0 and the
dimensionless numbers. If AQ* profile is a monotonically decreasing as 0 goes from 0
(structure A) to 7/2 (structure B), then the structural change can happen, i.e. magnetic
particle chains collapse down and pack densely to form close hexagonal packing. The
rationale behind this is that only when the total potential energy AFl* is monotonically
decreasing with 0, at any point during the structural change, net driving force (spatial
derivative of the potential energy) leads to energy conversion from potential energy to
kinetics energy and energy dissipation (e.g. hydrodynamic viscous dissipation, however,
energy dissipation due to hydrodynamic force is neglected in this work), pushing the
structural change all the way from 0 = 0 to 0 = r/2.
The total field-dipole interaction energy (magnetic field energy) of N magnetic
particles in a magnetic field B is simply
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NN = - MB, (6-11)
where M, is the magnetization of particle i, Bi is the magnetic flux density at the
location of particle i. The energy change at any given value of 0 from 0 = 0 due to field-
dipole interaction can be calculated as
AM, = -(1-cosO)MVp (BL - BL+L) (6-12)
where BIL and BILe+L are the magnetic flux density at location L and L. + L,
respectively. Substituting the equation for magnetic field (from Eq.(6-2)), we find the
total magnetic energy associated with the structural change is
S- cos 0) M 2 d2 2 (6-13)
AO,, = -(1-cos)MpVB°(d+2L (d+2Lp+2L (6-13)
This energy is non-dimensionalized by the magnitude of the product of the
maximum magnetic force and wire diameter, equivalently, the work done by the
maximum magnetic force on a magnetic particle when the particle moves a distance of
d,. L and L, are the dimensional forms of Lp and Lc*. The dimensionless form of
Eq. (6-13) is therefore
1  1
A(MDI = (cos0-1) 4(2L) 2  4(1+2L 2L*) (6-14)
The total dipole-dipole interaction energy of N-particle system, where all dipoles
are aligned with external magnetic field, is,
D 2I oi ' -3(J m - t)(nj t, j (6-15)
i ji4;'
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Similarly, the energy change profile due to dipole-dipole interaction from
structure A to B can be calculated,
A(,= a (0) (6-16)
where a (0) is a function of 0 only and can be calculated numerically. The calculation
results of a (0) is plotted in Figure 6-4 (a).
The energy change due to centrifugal field from structure A to B is
Ac, = V, (p, -p,0 ) 2 R,, (2o) sin 0 (6-17)
and its dimensionless form is
A'2D, 1 = -L Rc sin O (6-18)
The total energy change during this structural change, by adding up the energy
changes due to magnetic, dipole-dipole and centrifugal field, can be written as
AF = AVt + A ±Vj + AO*
1 (6-19)=-(coso-1) 2 D LRc sinO(cos 4(1+ 2L) 2  4(1+2L+2L* 2*) ) Rcsin
The magnetic, dipolar and centrifugal contributions, together with the total energy
change from 0 = 0 to 0 = T/2 are plotted in Figure 6-4 (b) and (c) for two sets of
dimensionless numbers (Rc = 0.01, Ro/D = 0.009, HIHEX = 2.05; and Rc = 0.032, RD/ =
0.009, HjIx = 2.05). As we can see, the centrifugal energy change and magnetic energy
change are monotonically decreasing functions of 0, while the dipolar energy change
increases with 0 initially and decreases with 0 afterwards, forming a bump in the
energy profile. As a result, at a smaller Rc value, the total energy change AO( has an
energy barrier (Figure 6-4 (b)) which is contributed solely from dipolar interaction
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energy; while as we increase Rc value this barrier disappears and complete structural
rearrangement from A to B is favored (Figure 6-4 (b)).
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Figure 6-4. Scenario I: (a) a (0), (b) Energy profile as function of 0 at low centrifugal
number; a local maximum of A(D* is found, (c) Energy profile as function of 0 at a
higher centrifugal number; AO* is found to a monotonically decreasing function of 0
One extreme case is when Ro approaches infinity. In this case, all magnetic
particles are present in the form of chains. Another extreme case is when RD is zero, all
particles sediment down, forming dense particle packing, just like dense packing of
spherical balls under gravitational field. In general cases, the system is considered to
reach equilibrium when both chain-like layer and dense-packing layer are present, and
the height of neither layer is developing. Using Eq.(6-19) and knowing the values of
dimensionless numbers, as well as the amount of materials(HHEx), we can solve for Lp*
and L.* values at equilibrium.
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6.2.2.2 Scenario II: buildup breakage
In this scenario, dislocation or breakage happens inside the dense-packing layer,
the particles above the dislocation position move while the bottom particles stay static.
To find out the position of buildup breakage, defined as Lm*, we again look at the energy
evolution of structural change. In scenario II, unlike scenario I, strong magnetic field
force is no longer favored by the structural change from A to B, since particles above the
breakage have to be lifted up slightly against magnetic force, which is analogous to
Reynolds dilatancy happening in regular granular flows.
Similarly, the energy change Ai* from structure A to B in this case can also be
expressed as function of 0 and dimensionless numbers. If AC* profile is a monotonically
decreasing function of 0 from 7r/3 (structure A) to n/2 (structure B), then a structural
change of dislocation in dense-packing region takes place.
The magnetic energy change from structure A (0 = /3) to any intermediate state
between A and B is calculated as
AOM,1 =-(sinO-sin3) MV (BLI - IL ) +0.5MpV (BL, - BIL (6-20)
the factor of 0.5 is from the assumption that the particle packing in the chain-like region
is 50% less dense than that in the dense-packing layer.
Eq.(6-20) is non-dimensionalized by the energy scale to derive the dimensionless
form of this energy change, which is
• 1 1 1 1AO e~= sin-s- 2 ,2 2
.3 41+ 2L 4(1+2Lp*) 8(1+ 2Lp*) 8(1+ 2L,* +2L c*)
(6-21)
Similar to scenario I, the energy barrier due to dipole-dipole interaction from
structure A to B can also be expressed as,
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A * = Rd 0 (0)DII 62 (6-22)
where P (0) is a function of 0 only and can also be calculated numerically in a way
similar to what we did for a (0). 8 (0) is plotted in Figure 6-5(a).
In scenario II, the energy change due to centrifugal field is
AC (L - L + 0.5L))
and its dimensionless form is
and its dimensionless form is
- o) Q 2Rr,(2ro) coso - cos 3 ) (6-23)
(6-24)
The total energy change is therefore
AcD* = AcD + A D ,* + Acf,
II MH DII CJIr1 1 1 1
sin O s- + 1 I I
3 4( + 2L.*)2 4(1+2L,)2 8(1 + 2L*) 2 8(1+ 2Lp*+ 2Lc
+ (0) R- (L-L, + 0.5L) Rc (cos 0-0.5)
(6-25)
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Figure 6-5. Scenario II: (a) 6fl(); (b) Energy profile as function of 0 at low centrifugal
number; a local maximum of AO* exist, preventing the system from structural change;
(c) Energy profile as function of 0 at a higher centrifugal number; A* is found to be a
monotonically decreasing function of 0.
The magnetic, dipolar and centrifugal contributions, together with the total energy
change from 0 = r /3 to 0 = z/2 are plotted in Figure 6-5 (b) and (c) for two sets of
dimensionless numbers (Rc = 0.0127, RD/ = 0.0144, Lm* = 0.6Lp*; and Rc= 0.0253, RD/
= 0.0144, Lm* = 0.6Lp*). In both cases, the centrifugal energy change is a decreasing
function of 0, while the dipolar energy change and magnetic energy change are
increasing with 0. At a low Rc value, the total potential energy change A111 has a
barrier (Figure 6-5 (b)). As we increase centrifugal number Rc, A(Dj becomes a
monotonically decreasing function of 0 and we expect buildup breakage happens.
Thus, the criterion for scenario II type movement is that A(D1 is monotonically
decreasing function of 0 from 0 = /3 to 0 = /2. Applying this criterion to the energy
formulas, we can determine the minimum centrifugal number required for buildup
breakage and the position where buildup breakage happens, etc.
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6.2.2.3 Scenario III: rigid body movement
In scenario III, we no longer look at energy change, since there is significant
energy dissipation due to friction force between the magnetic particles and the wire.
Instead, we can look at the forces in the system. For scenario III to happen, two criteria
have to be satisfied: the total centrifugal force on the buildup should exceed the total
friction force; and the centrifugal force does not cause scenario II type of behavior.
-) N Area under Rm curve: AM
SArea under Rc curve: Ac
o
= Magnetic: R,
CCentrifugal: Rc
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Distance to wire surface
Figure 6-6. Dimensionless force number graph used to calculate supporting force,
friction force and centrifugal force.
The total friction force is equal to the supporting force on the buildup by the wire
multiplied by static friction coefficient fc. The supporting force has the same magnitude
as the total magnetic force acting on the buildup but on the opposite direction. Magnetic
force and centrifugal force share the same nature: they are all proportional to particle
volume, however, in our system, magnetic force is position dependent while centrifugal
force is not. From the schematic plot of dimensionless forces (Figure 6-6), it can be
proved that the first criterion for rigid body movement is equivalent to
Ac(o,) + 0.5 Ac (LL+L)]> f FAO i +O.5AMJ(LL+L) (6-26)
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where notation Acl((o,L) means the area under Rc curve in the region(0, L); again, the
factor of 0.5 is from the assumption that the particle packing in the chain-link region is
50% less dense than that of the dense-packing area.
Expressing the above equation using dimensionless numbers yields
Rc )+(L 0.5R (L)] > P 21)3 dl + 0.5 (1 + 2/)3 dl (6-27)
Simplifying and we obtain:
4Rc (2L* + LC*) f. 2 - 2 -(6-28)
( 1+ 2L,* )2 (1+ 2L,* + 2Le*)2 (6-28)
As far as the second criterion is concerned, we solve the above inequality to find
the minimum value of Rc and then substitute it into formula (6-25) for buildup breakage
test. The second criterion is satisfied only when the buildup breakage formula does not
hold. If the buildup breakage formula also holds, then a hybrid phenomenon of scenario
11 and scenario III may be observed, which is called scenario IV in our analysis.
6.2.3 Summary of Design Formulas
We have derived three formulas to describe different scenarios of buildup
movement. Here, we give a summary of these formulas and show how these formulas
can be used to quickly estimate the structure and transport behavior of the magnetic
particle buildup.
1. Buildup microscopic structure
AD, = (cos 1) 1 2 1 )2+a ) RD ,Rc sin (6-29)
4 (1 + 2L,) 4 (1 + 2L,' + 2L * 6A
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Criterion: If A'DI is a monotonically decreasing function of 0, then chain-like
layer becomes thinner (Lc* increases) and dense-packing layer becomes thicker (Lp*
increases). This structural change stops until AV,
decreasing function of 0 .
2. Buildup breakage in dense-packing layer
is no longer a monotonically
sin-sin 3 4(1+2L,,) 4(1+2L*)2 8(1+2L * ) 8(1+2Lp*+2L,*
p(0) -(L; - L,, + 0.5L R (cos O- 0.5)
(6-30)
Criterion: If A(D* is a monotonically decreasing function of 0, then buildup
breakage happens.
3. Rigid-body type buildup movement
4R (2Lp* + Lc)+2 2 - 12L )2(I+ 2L* (I+ 2L + 2Les*
(6-31)
Criterion: If formula (6-31) holds while formula (6-30) does not hold, rigid body
movement is expected; if both criteria of scenario II and III are satisfied, a hybrid
behavior is expected to happen.
After carefully examining these formulas, we found that we only need four
dimensionless groups to determine completely the structure, onset and movement
scenario of a magnetic particle buildup, which are RD/A, Rc , HHLX, and fJ. One
interesting point here is that RD or A does not play a role individually, instead, only their
ratio needs to be specified,
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R-= - a) (a= -
°  (6-32)
A 16 BO ro ro 16Bo
However, this ratio is not a function of particle size. More careful check reveals
that none of the above four parameters is functions of particle size, which tells us that
particle size is an irrelevant parameter in determining the behaviors of magnetic particle
buildup on magnetizable wire. But we do need to guarantee that the particle size is much
smaller than wire size in order for all the integration performed earlier to hold. This is an
important finding and it helps us greatly when we perform DEM simulation. If we were
to simulate particles with size same as we used experiment, the total number of particles
required for a complete 2-D buildup profile would be around 1-10 million, which is
highly infeasible giving the performance of our code.
Using formula Eq. (6-29) we can first determine the structure of a buildup, i.e. the
values of L* and L *. Then, with the second formula (Eq. (6-30)) we can find out
whether buildup breakage happens, and if it happens, at what position Lm" the breakage
is. Finally, with the third formula we can determine whether or not the buildup moves
like a rigid body. All these information can be included in various intuitive graphs, and
the next section will discuss in great detail how these formulas are applied.
6.3 Application of Dimensionless Design Formulas
6.3.1 Influence of Centrifugal Force Number Rc
The first question here is that, suppose at steady state operation, there is already a
buildup formed on a wire, how this buildup responds to a centrifugal field with certain
strength. In this section, we study the influence of centrifugal force on the structure and
dynamic behavior of magnetic particle buildup, with all other parameters fixed. If not
otherwise specified, the parameters used in this section are RD/A = 0.0144 and
H11E = 1.732.
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In Figure 6-7 (a), we chose static friction coefficient fc and centrifugal force
number Rc as two degrees of freedom, while RD/.A and HHEL are kept constant. Similar
to the well-known phase diagram concept used in fluid thermodynamics, the graph here
can tell us how a buildup responds to external centrifugal force field at given condition,
and thus is named "scenario diagram" for magnetic particle buildup movement. There
are four regions in this graph, corresponding to four different scenarios, respectively. In
region I, where friction coefficient is large and centrifugal force number is small, the
graph predicts buildup restructuring and no further moving after restructuring. In region
II, where both friction coefficient and centrifugal force number are large, the graph
predicts buildup breakage. In region III, where friction coefficient is small, rigid-body
type buildup movement is expected. In region IV, the criteria for both scenario II and III
are satisfied and hence we should expect to see a hybrid behavior of the buildup where
breakage still happens while the bottom layer below the breakage position moves like a
rigid body.
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Figure 6-7. (a)scenario diagram of magnetic particle buildup dynamics, with f, and R c
being the degrees of freedom; (b) operating regime diagram; (c) prediction of the
structure of magnetic particle buildup; (d) prediction of the breakage of magnetic particle
buildup.
In fact, we only need to know one critical point on Figure 6-7(a) to determine the
four different scenario regions. The coordinate of this critical point is given by a critical
centrifugal force number and a critical friction coefficient. To obtain these two critical
values, the design formulas must be solved by trial and error. For this particular case
examined, the critical point corresponds to Rc = 0.0248 and f, = 0.18. We can draw a
vertical line through Rc = 0.0248, and draw a straight line passing the origin (Rc = O,f =
0) and the critical point (Rc = 0.0248, f. = 0.18). The resulting two lines divide the entire
graph into four regions, I, II, III and IV.
For our results to be more generally applicable, we can plot an "operating regime
diagram" that is applicable to many RD / values and HIEx values using the design
formulas, as shown in Figure 6-7(b). In this graph, there are a number of blue lines
corresponding to different HHEX values, and a number of red lines corresponding to
different R,/A values. For any given RD/ value and HIEx value, the corresponding
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blue line must have an intersection point with the corresponding red line. This
intersection point will be the critical point that we used to plot a "scenario diagram"
similar to Figure 6-7(a), i.e. the coordinate of the intersection point will be the critical
values for Rc and fc under the given HI EX and RD/i condition. For example, (Rc =
0.0248, f, = 0.18) is just the coordinate of the intersection point of the blue line
corresponding to HEX = 1.732 and the red line corresponding to RD/i = 0.0144.
Figure 6-7 (c) can be used to predict buildup structure: how much of the buildup
is composed of densely packed particles and how much is composed of particle chains.
The only degree of freedom chosen here is the centrifugal force number Rc . When Rc is
equal to zero, the buildup structure is only determined by the competition of magnetic
force number RM and magnetic dipolar number RD, as expressed in design formula Eq.
(6-29). As we increase Rc, the height of chain-like layer decreases while dense-packing
layer increases, because the centrifugal force helps the chain-like layer overcome the
energy barrier required for restructuring and make the chain-like layer collapse down.
Figure 6-7 (d) helps us determine when and where a particle buildup breaks if
subjected to centrifugal force. We find that there is a threshold value of centrifugal force
number Rc below which magnetic particle buildup cannot break. In another words, this
critical value can be seen as the minimum shear that is required to internally dislocate the
densely packed magnetic particle layer. For this particular set of dimensionless numbers
used, the critical value of Rc for buildup breakage is 0.0248, which can also be read
from Figure 6-7 (a).
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Figure 6-8. Energy barrier required at different locations for scenario II movement to
happen
There are three curves in Figure 6-7 (d), dividing the graph into a gray zone and a
white zone. These curves were obtained from design formula (6-30) for buildup
breakage which is a parabolic function of L,*. When Rc is small, there always exist
energy barrier for buildup breakage through the entire buildup layer, and hence no
breakage can happens at anywhere. As we increase the value of Rc, as shown in Figure
6-8, there will appear a region where the energy barrier becomes less than zero, and
hence according to our design formula (6-30) buildup breakage can happen within this
region. Rc =0.0248 corresponds to the situation where the curve has only one
intersection with the line of zero energy change. As we further increase Rc, the region
where buildup breakage can happen increases. The lower limit of this region is L,, .Z and
the upper limit is Lm . Coming back to Figure 6-7 (d), the upper curve is a curve
connecting all L,, values obtained at different Rc values. Similarly, the lower curve is
a curve connecting all Lm,,... values. If we draw a vertical line through any value of Rc
that is larger than 0.0248 on Figure 6-7(c), it would have two intersections with the
curves: L,,, and L,, . Theoretically, buildup breakage could, and would happen at
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certain position between L,,, and the upper limit L,,, . By analogy to crystallographic
defect in material mechanics, defects in the buildup can significantly decrease the energy
barrier for buildup breakage, therefore making the place of the defects the most
vulnerable positions ("epicenter") for buildup breakage. This effect has been observed in
our DEM simulation results.
6.3.2 Influence of Buildup Height
In real magnetically enhanced centrifugation processes, wires are originally free
of particles and the initial buildup height is zero. The buildup height increases with time
as more and more magnetic particles are captured. As we discussed earlier, it is of
particular importance to determine equilibrium buildup height and the condition for
buildup movement for given particle properties and operating parameters. In this section,
we study the influence of buildup height, which is equal to LP* + Lc*, on the structure and
dynamic behavior of particle buildup. Changing buildup height can be achieved by
changing HHEX value. If not otherwise specified, all other parameters are fixed, and
Rc = 0.034, RD/A= 0.0144 were used in obtaining the results.
In Figure 6-9 (a), we chose static friction coefficient f, and buildup height
LP + L,* as two degrees of freedom. Similar to previous "scenario diagram" of Figure
6-7(a), this graph can tell us how a buildup with certain height respond to external force
field. Again, there are four regions in this graph and we only need to know one critical
point to determine these regions. In region I, where friction coefficient is large and
buildup is very thin, the graph predicts no buildup moving or restructuring of the chain-
like layer, and no further movement afterwards. What happens in this region is that
magnetic particle chains are captured by the wire and keep collapsing down and forming
densely packed particle layer. As buildup height increases, the influence of magnetic
field force gets smaller and the system moves to region II or III, depending on friction
coefficient, where the graph predicts buildup breakage if friction is high, and predicts
rigid body type movement if the friction is low. In region IV, criteria for both buildup
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breakage and rigid body moving are again satisfied and thus a mixed behavior of buildup
dynamics is expected.
Figure 6-9 (a) is applicable only for R., = 0.034, RD/2 =0.0144. For more
general cases, we can plot an operating regime diagram that is similar to Figure 6-7(b).
The results is shown in Figure 6-9(b). In this diagram, there are a number of blue lines
corresponding to different Rc values, and a number of red lines corresponding to
different RD/2 values. For any given RD 1/ value and Rc value, a critical point is
uniquely determined as the intersection point of the corresponding blue line and red line.
Then, we can use this critical point to plot a "scenario diagram" similar to Figure 6-9(a).
This operating regime diagram is of particular significance, because it can help us
determine the centrifugal force required for maintaining certain buildup height. For
example, if we were to operate a magneto-centrifuge with RD/A = 0.0144 (this value is
calculated based on magnetic properties of the particle, magnetic field strength, and wire
diameter) under a constraint that the maximum buildup height at steady-state operation
cannot exceed 1.46 (critical buildup height), then based on the operating regime diagram
Figure 6-10(b) we can locate a blue line that intersects with the red line of
RD/A =0.0144 at L*+ Lc = 1.46. This blue line corresponds to Rc = 0.0248, meaning
that the separator has to be operated at Rc = 0.0248 in order to reach the specified goal.
Finally, we can back calculate the corresponding RPM of the centrifuge from the
definition of Rc .
In Figure 6-9 (c), we see that as the height of the buildup grows, the heights of
both the dense-packing layer and the chain-like layer increases. Under the given
conditions (Rc = 0; RD/ = 0.0144), when the total buildup height is small, the dense-
packing layer comprises the majority part of the buildup. As buildup height increases,
magnetic force becomes less and less important than the dipole-dipole interaction force,
the height of the chain-like layer increases faster than the dense-packing layer. To study
more about the interplay between the three dimensionless numbers and their influence on
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buildup structure, we define structural ratio, which is the ratio of the height of dense-
packing layer to the height of the chain-like layer height,
Structural Ratio = (6-33)
This ratio as function of buildup height at various combinations of dimensionless
numbers is plotted in Figure 6-9 (d). It is again shown that low RD/2 ratio is favored for
dense-packing layer; and applying centrifugal force helps chain-like layer convert to
dense-packing layer, resulting in higher structural ratio. Also, we notice that at the
beginning of buildup growth (buildup height is small), the dense-packing layer develops
much faster than the chain-like layer, as indicated by that the structural ratio increases
with buildup height. This trend is replaced by a faster chain-like layer development once
significant buildup layer is formed, due to the fast decay of effective magnetic force
number. The structural ratio keeps decreasing as buildup height further increases if no
centrifugal field is applied. However, if centrifugal field is applied, the structural ratio
can be maintained around certain value, or even starts increasing again (see the black
solid line forRD/,l= 0.0714).
Similar to Figure 6-7 (d), Figure 6-9 (e) can be used to determine the onset and
the position of buildup breakage when buildup height keeps increasing. There is also a
threshold value of buildup height L + L below which the particle buildup layer either
stays static, undergoing restructuring in the chain-like layer, or moves like a rigid body if
the friction coefficient is sufficiently small. This critical value can be regarded as the
onset for buildup breakage, above which the shear force provided by centrifugal field
overcomes the energy barrier required to cause scenario III type structural change. By
analogy to the explanation of Figure 6-7 (d), the position where breakage happens should
lie between L,,, and L7,,U., , with a preferential position being the position of any defect
in the dense-packing layer.
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Figure 6-9. (a) scenario diagram of magnetic particle buildup dynamics, with f, and
buildup height as degrees of freedom, for Rc = 0.034, RD/ = 0.0144; (b) operating
regime diagram; (c) prediction of the structure of magnetic particle buildup, for Rc = 0,
RD/2 = 0.0144; (d) structural ratio as function of particle buildup height; (e) prediction
of critical buildup height and breakage position.
6.4 Analogy to Granular Flows on Inclined Surface
The problem we are trying to address in this chapter has many similarities to
granular flows on an inclined surface. The onset of the flow of granular materials resting
on an inclined surface and the rheological properties of such granular flows have been
extensively studied, as it is the key to understanding many processes in chemical, mining
and pharmaceutical industries, such as conveying seeds and handling pharmaceutical
powders, as well as the description and forecast of geophysical events, such as dune
slides and snow avalanches4.
The onset of granular flows can be triggered either by increasing the angle
between the surface and horizontal plane to a critical value (in most cases, this angle is
called static friction angle), or, by increasing the thickness of the granular material layer5.
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The component of gravitational force parallel to the slope provides shear force, which is
analogous to the centrifugal force in our problem; and the gravitational force component
perpendicular to the slope is analogous to the magnetic force. The rheology of magnetic
particle sludge is more complicated in that the magnetic force is dependent on how far
the particles are away from the wire surface, and that there is anisotropic dipolar
magnetic interaction present in the particle sludge. In the previous two sections, we have
studied the onset of magnetic particle sludge movement and shown the influence of
centrifugal force number Rc and buildup height on buildup behavior, which are
analogous to the granular flow studies of the influence of slope angle and the height of
granular materials.
In 1885, Osborne Reynolds found an interesting phenomenon in granular flow:
the tendency of a compacted granular material to expand in volume as it is sheared. This
phenomenon is therefore named after him as Reynolds' dilatancy 6. It happens because
the particles in a densely packed state are interlocking and therefore cannot freely move
around each other. When subjected to shear force, a relative lift motion occurs between
neighboring particles, resulting in a bulk volumetric increase of the material. This
phenomenon was also observed in our preliminary DEM simulation of magnetic particle
sludge movement. When breakage happens in the dense-packing layer, particles above
the breakage position slide over the particles underneath, resulting in dilatancy effect in
the bulk buildup. In magnetic particle system, the interlocking energy barrier comes from
strong dipole-dipole interaction and magnetic field force. In order for a granular material
to flow, the shear force has to overcome certain energy barrier and break the interlocking.
The energy analysis performed for scenario II in our theoretical development was also
based on the same rationale.
On the other hand, when a granular material starts in a very loose state it may
initially compact instead of dilating under shear. Similar behavior was found in the
chain-like layer of the magnetic particle buildup when centrifugal force is applied. The
centrifugal force helps loose chain-like structure collapse down and form more compact
dense-packing layer. Scenario I proposed in our theoretical analysis is based on this
phenomenon.
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Recent research work about general granular flow has been focused on
developing continuous rheological models (constitutive laws) and discrete computer
simulation., 8 Similar attempts are being undertaken to the rheological properties of
magnetic particle sludge in our current work.
6.5 Model Verification
One of the very useful information provided by the models is the equilibrium
buildup height at steady state operation condition. As shown in Figure 6-9(d), once
buildup height reaches the critical value (1.46 in this case), breakage happens at location
L,," = 0.78 and the particle layer above this location will be detached from static position
and centrifuged away. After that, the buildup starts to grow again and the above-
mentioned cycle repeats endlessly. In another word, theoretically, for a buildup formed
with hexagonal close packing of monodisperse particles, its height observed during
steady state operation should lie between the critical value and the breakage position.
Buildup layer below the breakage position is static and stays there forever under steady
state operation. This is of particular interest because buildup heights at various operating
conditions can be measured experimentally, and therefore a comparison can be made
with the modeling results to verify the validity of the models.
6.5.1 Comparison with Experiment Results
A group of experiments was performed under different RPM and magnetic field
conditions. Buildup heights at equilibrium operation were measured for each run and
compared with modeling results. The results are summarized in Figure 6-10. The upper
solid line (orange) in each graph represents the modeling results for critical buildup
height, while the lower solid lines (blue) represent the position for buildup breakage. As
we discussed in previous paragraph, we expect to see experimental buildup height data
lying in between these two lines. To our surprise, the experimental results (shown in red
square dots) are very close to the lower solid line, indicating that in reality buildup height
at steady state is close to the breakage position predicted by the models. The breakage
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position can also been seen as the height of the static layer. It suggests that everything
above the breakage position cannot stay there permanently, and will be eventually
discharged.
A number of factors can probably contribute this difference between the model
prediction and the experimental results. First, and the most importantly, it is polydisperse
magnetic particles that were used in the experiment, as opposed to monodisperse particles
assumed in developing the models. Our preliminary DEM simulation results have shown
that the structure and rheological behavior of polydisperse magnetic particle (PDP)
sludge are quite different from that of monodisperse magnetic particles (MDP). The
height of dense-packing area Lp* of PDP is larger than that of MDP at the same
simulation conditions. Also, unlike MDP, where a discontinuous velocity profile is
observed across the buildup height, the velocity profile of PDP sludge is continuous,
showing some liquid-like rheology pattern. For same fixed height of buildup, particle
buildup formed with PDP starts moving at smaller RPM than that formed with MDP.
This suggests that the energy barriers required for structural change are much lower for
PDP than MDP.
Secondly, the PVAc particles used in our experiment exhibits slight
hydrophobicity and poor colloidal stability as they are not well suspended in water and
always form naked-eye visible aggregates. When such particles are captured on wires,
they will form less dense particle buildup than well stabilized particles. When buildup
formed with such particle is subject to centrifugal force, it may require smaller RPM to
start moving. In this case, we will have to consider sticky forces present in the system,
such as hydrophobic interaction, van der Waals interaction and friction between particles.
In any case, the difference observed in Figure 6-10 suggests that the critical
buildup height for significant buildup movement is smaller for PDP than for MDP. In
another word, buildup formed with PDP may not have to wait until its height reaches the
critical buildup height predicted for MDP.
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Figure 6-10. Comparison of model prediction and experimental results: (a) RPM =1000;(b) RPM =1500; (c) RPM =2000; (d) re-plot of (c) with CMjI = 0.8 and CD,II = 0.1. The
solid lines are the modeling results with the upper line being the critical buildup height
and the lower line being the buildup breakage position. The range of the magnetic field
flux density is from 0.05 Tesla to 0.60 Tesla, corresponding to RM from 3.44 to 23.09.
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6.5.2 Non-idealities and Model Modification
All above-mentioned non-idealities (properties as opposed to monodisperse,
smooth, spherical, non-sticky, etc) are quite complicated and will not be the focus of this
chapter where we would like to use simple analysis to pick up the most important physics
in our problems. However, these non-idealities can be somehow reflected in our models.
Eqs. (6-34) and (6-35) are the modified version of the "ideal" design formulas (Eqs.
(6-29) and (6-30)), with some constant coefficients (CM, CD,I, CM,I I CD,H ) and terms (
Cnon-,ideal, Cnon-ideal,,) added into the original formulas, e.g. Cs, and CM,, represents
the effect of non-ideality on magnetic energy change, for scenario I and II, respectively.
29 60
20 and 6- are there because we would assume simplest relations where the energy
changes due to non-idealities to be linearly increase with normalized angel.
Qualitatively, the effects of non-idealities on each o the coefficients and terms are listed
in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2. Effect of non-idealities on design formulas
Non-ideality
Coefficients Ideal Polydisperse Sticky Friction Non-spherical
or terms
CM,l 1 < 1
CM,1 1 < 1 -
CDI 1 <
CD,II 1 <1
Cnon-ideal, 0 < 0 < 0 > 0
Cnon-idealI, 0 > 0 > 0 > 0
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SC (os R 2 R
2 4(1) (6-34)
+ CD-a(0) R- LR, sin 0 + Co-idea!20
3 4 (1+ 2L,,,*) 4(1+ 2L,*2  8(1+2L,) 8(1+2L +2Lc)2
+ CD,H, (0 ) - (  -L, + 0.5L) Rc (cos 0 - 0.5)+ Con-da, 60
(6-35)
With these change, we can explain the difference between the model prediction
and experimental results. Using Eqs. (6-34) and (6-35) we found that decreasing CM,I,
would push both the critical buildup height line and the buildup breakage position line
down, while decreasing CD, only affects the critical buildup height line and pushes it
lower. Figure 6-10 (d) is a re-plot of Figure 6-10 (c) with CD.1 = 0.1 and CmH = 0.8.
With this modification, we see that the two prediction lines get closer to each other and
the experiment results are spread within/around these two lines. This hints that using
PDP may decrease CD,II and CM,I. The choice of the two values (0.1 and 0.8) here
does not mean that these are the real values for C,, and CMII, it has been made just
for showing how including the non-ideality effect would improve model prediction. By
setting the coefficients to these values, we assume that the real energy barriers due to
dipolar magnetic interaction and magnetic field are basically 10% and 80% of that of the
ideal case, respectively. Since the constant coefficients (C.M,, CDj, CM,
, CDII) and
terms (Con-iai,,
, C 01on-ideal,l ) are particle-specific and can be regarded as particle
properties, from engineering point of view, it may be possible to obtain these values
using regression method for each applications. However, this is not performed here
because we consider the introduction of these coefficients and terms as more meaningful
on helping us understand the fundamental physics in this system than precisely predicting
buildup height.
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6.6 Concluding Remarks
We have developed a set of design formulas to predict buildup structure, buildup
height, and buildup dynamic behavior. Theoretically, three distinct scenarios are
proposed: chain-like layer restructuring, buildup breakage, and rigid-body movement.
Dimensionless force numbers are defined in model development and analysis, in order
for the models to be applicable for different scales. As a demonstration, the design
formulas were used to study the influence of centrifugal force number on buildup
behavior, and the dynamic process of buildup growth. The onsets of significant buildup
movement in terms of critical centrifugal force number and critical buildup height were
investigated and discussed in detail.
An important capability of our model is to predict a range for the equilibrium
buildup height at steady state operation. The upper limit of this range is the critical
buildup height for buildup breakage, and the lower limit is the position of the breakage.
The experimental results seem to be very close to the lower limit, instead of spreading
within the range predicted with the model. The discrepancy could come from the non-
idealities of the experiment: polydisperse magnetic particles were used in the experiment
while we have assumed monodispersity in model development. After making certain
adjustments to the model, we were able to explain qualitatively the influence of non-
idealities on the equilibrium buildup height and buildup behavior.
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Chapter 7
Discrete Element Modeling (DEM) of
the Dynamics and Onset of Magnetic Particle Flows
7.1 Abstract
In previous chapters, we have proposed a new type of magnetic separation
process called magnetically enhanced centrifugation (MEC). Unlike traditional batch-
mode high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), MEC can be operated continuously as
magnetic particles captured on the wire surface are constantly removed by centrifugal
force that is parallel to the wires. In this chapter, we develop discrete element method
(DEM) simulation package to study the dynamic behavior of magnetic particles on
magnetizable wires in centrifugal and magnetic fields, the onset and scenarios of
magnetic particle buildup movement. In order for the results to be scalable, we have
performed dimensional analysis and defined/used dimensionless numbers. For
monodisperse magnetic particles, the DEM simulation results confirmed four regions in
the magnetic particle "scenario diagram" developed in our theoretical analysis in
previous work: buildup restructuring and particle chain collapse-down, rigid body
moving, buildup breakage and dislocation, and hybrid behavior of rigid body
moving/buildup breakage. For polydisperse magnetic particles, depending on centrifugal
force field strength, the DEM simulation showed that the buildup exhibits behavior
similar to Bingham fluid: solid-like region at low centrifugal field and liquid-like region
at high centrifugal field. In the liquid-like region, buildup composed of polydisperse
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magnetic particles exhibits a continuous velocity profile that is distinct from
monodisperse particle buildups where abrupt discontinuous velocity profiles are
observed. The DEM simulation results about buildup structure and buildup height
showed satisfactory agreement with our previous theoretical prediction. Experimental
results of magnetic particle buildup heights at steady state operation also confirmed the
DEM simulation results. In general, the DEM simulation package developed in our work
showed good versatility in modeling the dynamic behavior of magnetic particles in non-
uniform magnetic field and thus can be used as a tool for the design, evaluation and
optimization of novel magnetically enhanced processing.
7.2 Introduction
The conceptual design and a bench-top magneto-centrifugal contactor have been
introduced in previous chapters. ' 2 In the novel MEC process, as more and more particles
accumulate on the wire surface, at certain point, the centrifugal force starts to play an
important role, sending partial or entire collected particle buildup along the wire towards
the outer wall. At the beginning of the operation, the wires are particle-free ("fresh"). As
more and more particles are captured on wire surfaces, the wires become less and less
"fresh" in that buildup height and volume increase and the separation efficiency
decreases with time.3 At steady state operation, it is found in experiment that wires are
always covered by particle buildups and the overall separation efficiency highly
correlates to the "freshness" of the wires. Thus, it is very important to understand the
dynamics and behavior of magnetic particles on magnetizable wires in combined
centrifugal and magnetic field, and to be able to predict the buildup height (wire
"freshness") at steady state operation.
In Chapter 6, based on energy and force analysis we have performed dimensional
analysis and developed a theoretical framework for the structure and behavior of
magnetic particle sludge on magnetizable wires. By assuming monodisperse magnetic
particles, a set of design formulas expressed with dimensionless force numbers were
obtained. In this chapter, we extend our study by using discrete element method (DEM)
to verify the theoretical framework and obtain more insight into this problem. With DEM
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simulation we should be able to deal with polydisperse magnetic particles as well, which
could not be studied in our previous work.
Discrete element method (DEM), originally introduced by Cundall and Stack in
1979, is numerical method to compute the motion and dynamic behavior of a large
number of interacting particles such as molecules or grains of sand. As an important part
of powder technology, it has been widely applied to study the flow of a wide variety of
granular materials, especially in API processing in pharmaceutical industry, mineral
processing in mining industry, agriculture and food handling and solid processing. In
most cases, the particle sizes are large (in the order of mm to cm) and are usually
immersed in air instead of water. In addition, most DEM simulation packages do not
consider long-range interaction forces such as electrostatic interaction force and magnetic
dipolar force that are usually the most expensive computation cost. In our system, typical
magnetic particle sizes are small, ranging from 200nm to 50 micron. In addition, we need
to include viscous hydrodynamic drag force as the magnetic particles are immersed in
water, and long-range dipole-dipole magnetic interaction force.
In this work, we are particularly interested in and the following problems: how
does the microstructure of the buildup look like? Can centrifugal force really move
buildup continuously along the wire? If it does, what would be the scenarios of particle
buildup movement? We will make a number of assumptions and simplifications in
developing the DEM simulation package for the sake of computation intensiveness while
still being able to pick up the most important physics in our system.
7.3 Simulation Method Description
7.3.1 Magnetic Particle Model and Particle Contact Model
In general, magnetic particles used in bioseparation should have good colloidal
stability, fast adsorption kinetics and large adsorption surface area. Usually, the energy
barrier induced by electrostatic force is not sufficiently large for long-term stability.
There are two ways to further stabilize magnetic particles in aqueous system via strong
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steric repulsion, either coating with a polymer layer, or adsorption of a surfactant bilayer.
4-6 Since the surfactant layers are not covalently bonded and may be removed by
desorption or displaced, and the surfactant layers cannot provide sufficient binding sites
for target molecules, when used in bioseparation process the best stabilization is achieved
by grafting a layer of polymer "brushes" on the surface of magnetic particles.
Polymer substrate Magnetite nanocrystallite (<30nm)
Functional polymer layer
dp
Figure 7-1. Structure of magnetic particle used in biopharmaceutical separation
The ideal structure of magnetic particles used in biopharmaceutical processing is
shown in Figure 7-1. It has an inner core and an outer functional polymer layer. The
inner core is composed of many magnetite nanocrystallite distributed in a polymer
substrate. For the particle to be superparamagnetic, the size of the nanocrystallite has to
be smaller than 30 nm. The outer polymer layer provides both colloidal stability and
desired binding ability to target molecules. In terms of DEM simulation, the particle
model here can lead to two particle interaction models: modified DLVO force model and
soft sphere force model.
The modified DLVO model includes van der Waals, electrostatic, magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction, and steric repulsion. Our previous study has shown that, when
the stabilizing mechanism is dominated by the steric repulsive force, the electrostatic
force and van der Waals force play minimum roles in determining the inter-particle
distance at force equilibrium.
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Another model is so-called soft sphere model. This model has long been used in
DEM simulation. 7' 8 It treats the particle as a soft elastic ball characterized with Young's
module and Poisson's ratio. When two particles come to contact, the repulsive force comes
from the elastic deformation of the material. This contact force can be either first order of the
particle overlap (Hook spring law), 9 or one and half order of the overlap (Hertzian contact
model). 10 The Hertzian contact model between two equal sized particles is expressed as
below (force generated by particle j on particle i),
Fs = - E . (dp- r t (7-1)
3(1 - v2)
where E is Young's module and v is Poisson's ratio, r. is the distance between two
particle centers, (d - ri) is the overlap of two adjacent particles, and t,, is a unit vector
denoting the direction from particle i to particle j.
In our simulation, the Hertzian model shows great stableness and robustness, as it
provides a desired repulsive force profile with a changing slope that is gentle at small overlap
and steep at large overlap. In addition, in terms of magnetic particle dynamics, our
preliminary simulation results also indicated that the soft sphere model requires much less
computation time because only two interaction forces need to be calculated during the
simulation. From these perspectives, the soft sphere model was chosen in our simulation
work to model the direct contact force between particles. This contact model has also been
modified for the contact force between particles and the magnetizable wire, expressed as
Fs, E (o+ )32 t (7-2)
3(1-v2
where Fs,. stands for the contact generated by the wire on particle i, ri, is the distance of
the particle to the axis of the wire, (r + a - r, ) is the overlap of the particle and the wire,
and t,, is a unit vector denoting the direction from the axis of the wire to the center of the
particle.
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In simulation practice, the value for Young's module is chosen based on the magnetic
properties of the particles in the system. This type of treatment is found to have negligible
effect on the final results, and is normally done by many researchers to accelerate the
numerical calculation while still to be able to maintain the results at reasonable level.11' 12
7.3.2 Dimensional Analysis
"- " Periodic boundary y
I * condition
Centrifugal
x
Friction
Magnetic
Figure 7-2. Magnetic particle buildup on wire surface. In our analysis, we are looking at the x-y
plane and treating the problem as a 2-D problem
In this chapter, we are looking at only one wire in the magneto-centrifuge to study
the dynamic behavior of magnetic particles on the wire surface under combined magnetic
and centrifugal field. This problem is simplified and treated as a 2-D problem, as shown
in Figure 7-2. The driving forces in MEC process are magnetic field force, magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction, and centrifugal force. The magnetic field force helps capturing
magnetic particles onto the wire, holding and compacting particle buildup tightly. This
force depends on particle position and decays as the inverse of third power of the distance
of a particle to the wire axis. The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction not only makes
magnetic particles form chains in the bulk solution that are easier captured than
individual particle, but also provides anisotropic interaction forces which are attractive in
the direction parallel to the magnetic field and repulsive in the direction perpendicular to
the field. The dipole-dipole interaction is independent on the absolute position of a
particle, but on the relative position of particles, if we assume all particles reach their
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saturated magnetization. The centrifugal force on an individual particle is usually much
smaller than magnetic field force and dipole-dipole interaction, however, particle
aggregates and sludge on the wires may respond to the centrifugal force in a way
different from that of individual particles. The centrifugal field should be function of the
length of rotating arm, but it is regarded as a constant value in the simulation box for
simplicity.
For particles comprised of soft magnetic materials, the magnetic force is given by:
13
F, = /poVMVH (7-3)
where p 0 is the free space permeability, V, is the particle volume and equal to 4/3; rr,
M, is the particle volumetric magnetization, H is the scalar magnetic field at the
location of the particle, r is particle radius.
The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction force generated by particle j on particle i
can be calculated with 14
FD=3M2 H nj)tij+5(n -tj)x(n-tij)t-[ (nj.t)n+(n tj)nj (7-4)
where ni and nj are unit vector denoting the direction of the magnetic dipoles, M is
particle magnetization and equal to MpVp.
The centrifugal force acting on a particle is
Fc = V (pp - Po) 2Rror c (7-5)
rc (7-5)
where p, is the particle density, p, is the density of the medium, Rro is the length of the
rotation arm, i is a unit vector in the outward radial direction, and Q is the angular rate
of rotation, which can be calculated from rotation per minute (RPM) using
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Q = RPM
30 (7-6)
All forces are non-dimensionalized by 2MPBoV /a, which is equal to the
magnetic force acting on a particle right next to the wire. a is the wire radius. With this
scale, we can define three dimensionless numbers to characterize the system:
Centrifugal number:
Dipolar magnetic number:
Soft-sphere contact number:
S(p, - o) aQ2 R,o
Rc = 2MpBo
RD oM a
16Bo r
E a
2MpBo (1-v2) r
Also need to be specified are the ratio of wire radius to particle radius 2 = a/ro ,
and the friction coefficient between particle and wire surface fl.
7.3.3 Discrete Element Method
In DEM simulation, the positions and velocities of the magnetic particles are
calculated by solving the Langevin equation for the system of N interacting particles 15 :
dv,
d (7-10)
where F, is the hydrodynamic force, F, is the friction force on particle i from its
surrounding particles, FF,, is the friction force between particle and wire and is
calculated using classical Coulomb friction law. FF,, obviously is zero if particle i is not
in contact with the wire. F. is the Brownian thermal force. vi is the velocity of particle
i.
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(7-7)
(7-8)
(7-9)
The hydrodynamic drag force is calculated with Stokes' law:
Fh = 6rrro (Vo - Vi) (7-11)
where v0 is the background flow velocity at the location of the particle. As the magnetic
particle buildup is composed of highly concentrated magnetic particle sludge, Eq. (7-11)
is essentially a rough approximation for hydrodynamic force. It may underestimate or
overestimate the energy dissipation caused by fluid-particle interaction depending on the
configurations and relative velocities among many interacting particles. This choice may
not have significant effect on the onset of buildup movement, but could potentially lead
to offsets in simulating the velocities of magnetic particles. However, it is used in our
study for simplicity, considering the fact that the energy dissipation and exchange among
particles in such highly concentrated sludge are mainly due to direct particle-particle
collisions.
The system we are trying to study contains strongly magnetic particles with size
above 100nm. Our previous calculation showed that the Brownian force term could be
neglected given the fact that the magnetic force and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
force are dominant forces in the system. Thus, all the governing equations are solved in a
deterministic way. In addition, we are assuming that all magnetic dipoles are always
aligned with external magnetic field and rotational motions of magnetic particles are not
included in our DEM simulation.
7.3.4 Numerical Implementation
When implementing the equations into a simulation, we should watch closely to a
number of parameters. The first one is the characteristic time of particle motion, ir,
which is the time required for a particle to move a length scale comparable to its size. z
sometimes also refers to position relaxation time. Usually the time step used in a
simulation has to be much smaller than r to catch particle trajectory details and make
the simulation stable. The second one is momentum relaxation time r, which is the time
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required for a particle to reach a new equilibrium status once subjected to a net force.
The ratio of the momentum relaxation time to the characteristic time is called Stokes
number, S,. These three parameters can be calculated with
r, r 7rFo (7-12)
S F m(7-13)
6 T ro mp 6Fo
6 3 (7-14)
where F is the characteristic force acting on the particle and can be chosen to be
2MB oV/a in our problem, 77 is the fluid viscosity, and m, is the particle mass.
The dimensionless form of the governing Eq. (7-10) for monodisperse magnetic
particles can be therefore written as
___ -dr +R fc +C Rr 1,*4 {ti.±5(n It It .t.))S, =dt* v R + * - i 2t -2(niini
±V*B* ( r rr 2± t..+S ( +R s  - j t j +feRs *"+1 Iy* 2 Y (7-15)
In non-dimensionalizing the governing equation to Eq. (7-15), the velocity scale
F
was chosen to be o ; the length scale is particle diameter 2ro, the time scale is then
12rr02
Zr = ; the force scale F is again 2MB oVp/a, which is the magnitude of
magnetic force acting on a particle right on the surface of the wire.
magnetic force acting on a particle right on the surface of the wire.
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Since dv*i/dt*, (v0* -v , '), V'B' and all other vector terms are order of unity, the
relative importance of each force can be seen from Eq. (7-15) with the aid of
dimensionless force numbers. Table 7-1 shows the dimensionless numbers for some
typical magnetic particle systems.
Table 7-1. Dimensionless numbers for some typical magnetic particle systems*
Parameters Dimensionless numbers
, 2a, BO, M RPM c St Rc  RD RD/2micron mm Tesla A/m sec sec
0.1 1 1 1.6e4 1000 le-3 3e-9 le4 le-6 3.1e-2 12.5 1.3e-3
0.1 0.1 1 1.6e4 1000 1e-4 3e-9 1e3 le-5 3.1e-3 1.25 1.3e-3
0.1 1 0.1 1.6e4 1000 le-3 3e-9 le4 le-6 0.31 125 1.3e-2
0.1 1 1 6.4e4 1000 3e-4 3e-9 le4 le-5 7.7e-3 50.3 5e-2
0.1 1 1 1.6e4 2000 le-3 3e-9 le4 le-6 0.12 12.5 1.3e-3
1 1 1 1.6e4 1000 le-4 3e-7 le3 le-3 3.1e-2 1.25 1.3e-3
10 1 1 1.6e4 1000 le-5 3e-5 le2 3 3.1e-2 0.125 1.3e-3
10 1 1 6.4e4 1000 3e-6 3e-5 1e2 10 7.7e-3 0.5 5e-3
* Results were obtained for rotation arm of 30cm and particle density of 1600Kg/m3
Stokes number is very important because it determines what type of integration
scheme to choose. When St is much smaller than 1, the particle reaches new velocity
much sooner than it reaches new position. In such case, it is possible to consider only
time intervals much longer than the momentum relaxation times; and during each
simulation step, we can always neglect the acceleration term (or inertial term, LHS of Eq.
(7-15)). This treatment is given by Ermak and McCammon and referred as Ermak-
McCammon algorithm. 16
For most colloidal systems, the Stokes number is much smaller than 1 and thus it is
safe to neglect inertial term and use the Ermak-McCammon algorithm. 17 Another advantage
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of Ermak-McCammon algorithm is that it can easily incorporate hydrodynamic interactions
through the use of resistance and mobility functions and additivity of velocity algorithm. 18, 19
When Stokes number is not small (-I1 or >>1), the LHS of Eq. (7-15) cannot be neglected
and thus the Langevin equations has to be strictly solved. Since hydrodynamic force is
velocity-dependent, we choose the Predictor-Corrector modification of Beeman's
integration algorithm which has been proved to be suitable for the system where forces
are function of particle velocity. 20, 21 This algorithm provides fourth order accuracy for
velocity and third order accuracy for position. The algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1: r(t+ At) = r(t)+v(t)At+ -[4i(t) - i(t - At)] At +O(At4) (7-16)6
Step 2: v(") (t + At)= v(t)+ 1 [3i (t)- i(t- At)] At + O(At) (7-17)2
Step 3: mi (t + At) = F(r(t + At),v() (t + At)) (7-18)
Step 4: v() (t + At)= v(t)+ [2(t + At)+ 5;c(t)- i-(t - At)]At + O(At 3) (7-19)6
Step 5: Replace v(P) with v(c) and goto Step 3. (7-20)
The dominant forces in magnetic colloidal systems, which are usually magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction or magnetic field force, are usually 3-5 orders of magnitude
larger than the forces in regular colloidal systems. The Stokes number as function of
particle size for regular colloidal system and magnetic particle system is plotted in Figure
7-3. For regular colloidal systems, up to particle size of 20 micron, the Stokes number is
much smaller than 1; while for magnetic colloidal systems, the Stokes number changes
from <<1 to >>1 as particle size increases over -5 micron. In our simulation package,
different integration algorithms need to be adapted to different particle sizes and Stokes
numbers. However, all results reported in this chapter were obtained considering the
acceleration term and using Beeman's algorithm.
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Figure 7-3. Stokes number as function of particle size. Bo = 1Tesla, M= 257500A/m, a=
0.0005m, pp = 1600Kg/m3, ambient flow velocity of 0.01m/s are used in obtaining this
graph.
7.3.5 Simulation procedure
Simulations for two different geometries were conducted. In the first case, we are
only looking at a repeating control volume (simulation box), as shown in Figure 7-2.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied at the side boundaries. In the second case, we
are looking at an entire wire and trying to simulate and compare the buildup profiles
along the wire with experimentally measured data. In both case we have used the
following simulation procedure:
1. Randomly generate a number of magnetic particles in the simulation box;
2. Switch on magnetic field and centrifugal field to allow particles to move;
3. Track particle positions and velocities and render these information to pictures;
4. Determine buildup shapes, structures, height profiles, as well as the scenarios of
particle buildup movement.
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7.4 Results and Discussions
7.4.1 Scenarios of Buildup Movement
Experimental data suggest that magnetic buildup takes a two-layered structure. Based
on this, we have proposed five scenarios for the dynamic and rheological behavior of
magnetic particle buildup (Figure 7-4):
I. Chain-like layers collapse down/ restructuring, and formation of more dense
packing structure
II. Buildup breaks in the dense-packing layer: top layer of the buildup moves while
bottom layer stays static;
III. Buildup moves like rigid body;
IV. Mixed behavior of II and III: breakage happens, while top layer moves faster than
bottom layer (bottom layer also moves)
V. Buildup flows like liquid and exhibits continuous velocity profile.
Chain-
layer
Static buildup structure II Ill IV V
Figure 7-4. Hypothetical buildup structure and scenarios of buildup movement. Cold
color represents low velocity and warm color represents high velocity.
In previous chapter, we have obtained a set of design formulas to predict buildup
structure and buildup movement scenarios. Given a set of dimensionless numbers, we
were able to plot a "scenario diagram" to predict buildup behavior. With the help of the
DEM simulation package, we are able to test and confirm the buildup movement
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scenarios and the "scenario diagram" for monodisperse magnetic particle. In this section,
we study the influence of centrifugal force number Rc on the dynamic behavior of
magnetic particle buildup. All other parameters are fixed: RD = 0.719, A = 50, HE =
1.732 (HHEX is defined as the buildup height if all particles were to settle down and form
perfect hexagonal closed packing. It is used to describe the amount of particles in the
simulation box) were used in obtaining the results. An example set of parameters
satisfying this set of dimensionless numbers is: a = 0.5 mm, ro = 10 pm, M = 182840
A/m, Bo = 1 Tesla). The width and height of the simulation box is fixed at 0.4 and 3.2
(scaled by wire diameter 2a), respectively.
0.000 ms 0.150 ms 22.000 ms
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 7-5. DEM simulation results of test #1, Rc = 0: (a) initial configuration of
randomly distributed particles; (b) magnetic field is applied, and particles are depositing
on wire surface; (c) static buildup is formed; (d) average speed of particles as function of
time
In the first numerical test, we applied zero centrifugal field, Rc = 0. This can
show us how magnetic particles settle and how magnetic particle buildup structure
develops with time. Figure 7-5(a) shows the initial configuration, where 2000
monodisperse magnetic particles are randomly generated within the simulation block.
Under dipole-dipole interaction force and magnetic force, these particles form chains and
collapse down on the wire surface, as shown in Figure 7-5(b). At the end of the
simulation, all particles find their final destination, and a static buildup is formed, as
shown in Figure 7-5(c). All particles are colored with their speeds: warmer colors
represent higher speed and cooler colors represent lower speed. The final static buildup
has two distinct layers: a densely packed layer and a chain-like layer. This agrees
qualitatively with the buildup structure we observed in experiment and the structure we
proposed in previous chapter.
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We have also plotted the average speed of all particles as function of time in
F
Figure 7-5(d). For the purpose of comparison, velocities are non-dimensionalized F
6;T77ro
and times are non-dimensionalized by the characteristic time we defined earlier 122z2F0
For the particular set of parameters used in the test, the characteristic velocity is equal to
16.3m/s and the characteristic time is 1.23 microsecond. As we can see, the
sedimentation speed is very high at the beginning, decreasing as time goes, and finally
reaches zero as all particles settle down and become static.
1.5 02.5
0 12 2
-1 -0.5 0 -1 -05 0
2.100 ms Velocity in x direction 17.000 ms Velocity in x direction
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 7-6. DEM simulation results of test #2, Rc = 0.0081, fc = 1: (a) particle chains
moves and collapse down under centrifugal field; (b) x-direction velocity profile for (a);
(c) final buildup structure; (d) velocity profile for (c); (e) average speed of particles as
function of time
After the static buildup is formed, we start to apply a non-zero centrifugal field. In
the second numerical test, we increase Rc from 0 to 0.0081, while keep the friction
coefficient between particle and wire at 1. Rc = 0.0081 corresponds to a RPM of 1000
for a 0.3m rotation arm in this case. Figure 7-6(a) shows the buildup structure at t =
2.1ms (dimensionless time 1.71) and Figure 7-6(b) shows the cross-sectional x-direction
velocity profile. The velocity data presented here is the dimensionless x-direction
velocity divided by Rc . A velocity value that is magnitude of 1 on this graph corresponds
to the terminal velocity of a single particle in a centrifugal field with strength Rc . This
treatment has been made to similar velocity profile graphs in this chapter. In this test,
we see that as soon as we apply a centrifugal field, the particle chains on the top layer
start moving on the centrifugal field direction, meanwhile these chains collapse down to
form densely packed structure under magnetic force. The bottom layer stays static and
does not move at all. At the end of the simulation, all particles become static and no
further movement is incurred. Figure 7-6(c) and (d) are the final structure of the buildup
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and the final velocity profile. Figure 7-6(e) plotted the average speed of all particles as
function of time. As we can see, Rc = 0.0081 is not sufficiently strong to significantly
dislocate the magnetic particle buildup, but rather to restructure the chain-like layer to
form more densely packed buildup (net change in structure can be seen from Figure
7-5(c) to Figure 7-6(c)). This numerical test confinns scenario type I of movement.
Velocity in x direction
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Figure 7-7. DEM simulation results of test #3, Rc = 0.0339, f, = 1: (a) particle buildup
breakage happens in densely packed layer; (b) x-direction velocity profile; (c) average
speed of particles as function of time.
In we keep increasing Rc value, a difference buildup movement scenario is
observed. In numerical test #3, we have kept all parameters the same as in test #2, but
have increased Rc from 0.0081 to 0.0339(RPM=2000). We can see from Figure 7-7(a)
and (b) that the buildup breaks at certain height. The top layer moves under centrifugal
force just like a rigid body, while the bottom layer sits tightly. The average speed of all
particles is plotted in Figure 7-7(c). For this particular case, the centrifugal force is
sufficiently strong to remove a significant part of the magnetic particle buildup layer.
This confirms scenario type III.
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Figure 7-8. DEM simulation results of test #4, Rc = 0.0468, f = 0.3: (a) buildup
breakage happens in densely packed layer. Hybrid behavior of rigid-body movement and
buildup breakage; (b) x-direction velocity profile. Upper layer moves faster than lower
layer; (c) average speed of particles as function of time.
In numerical test #4, we have further increased Rc value to 0.0468(RPM = 2350)
while decreased the friction coefficient f, down to 0.3. A mixed movement scenario is
observed that buildup breakage still develops inside the dense-packing layer, and the
bottom layer also moves but at a lower rate, as shown in Figure 7-8. This is in accordance
with the proposed scenario type IV.
We have also carried out another numerical test where f, was decreased to only
0.1 while Rc was maintained at 0.0339 (RPM=2000). In this case we found that since the
friction between the buildup layer and the wire is so week, the entire buildup layer moves
just like a rigid body and no buildup breakage is observed. This case belongs to scenario
type II.
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7.4.2 Buildup Shape
In previous chapter, we have shown experimental observation of the shape and
structure of magnetic particle buildups. Based on the magnetic properties of the particle
used, different buildup shape is observed. For weakly magnetic particles, buildups with
round smooth surface are obtained. For strongly magnetic particles, very spiky buildup
shape is formed. Experimental evidence using microscope suggests that magnetic
particle buildup takes a two-layered structure: a chain-like layer and a dense-packing
layer. Buildup shape can be characterized with three values: L is the height of the
dense-packing layer, L: is the height of the chain-like layer, and L* =L + L is the
overall buildup height.
When a wire is loaded with certain amount of magnetic particles, the buildup
shape and structure are determined by the interplay among magnetic field force, dipole-
dipole interaction and centrifugal force. Magnetic force is always trying to attract
magnetic particles as close to the wire surface as possible, while dipole-dipole interaction
is always trying to keep magnetic particles in the form of straight chains that are parallel
to background magnetic field. At the area close to wire surface, magnetic field force take
the dominance and the buildup is closely packed with magnetic particles. As we move
away from the wire surface, magnetic field force decays dramatically, and dipole-dipole
interaction force becomes dominant, which keeps the buildup in chain-like structure. In
addition, since magnetic force is proportional to particle magnetization and dipole-dipole
interaction is proportional to the square of the magnetization, the stronger is the particle
magnetic property, the spikier will be the buildup.
The theoretical analysis performed in previous chapter has shown that the design
formulas can be exactly solved to obtain Lp, L and L values at any given set of
dimensionless numbers. In this section, we use DEM simulation results to verify the
theoretical predictions.
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Figure 7-9. Buildup structure: chain-like layer and dense-packing layer
Figure 7-9 explains how we extract buildup structure information from DEM
simulation. Once a steady buildup structure is obtained (the word "steady" means that
neither the chain-like layer nor the dense-packing layer is developing in height), particle
number density distribution data is plotted as function of distance to wire surface. A
number density value of 1 corresponds to close hexagonal packing. As we can see from
this graph, the particle number density changes from I to 0 as we move away from the
wire surface, indicating that there are two distinct layers: dense-packing layer where
particle number density is 1, and chain-like layer where particle number density is
approximately 0.5. There is also a transition layer between the two distinct layers where
particle number density changes rapidly from I to 0.5. In order to compare with the
results predicted with theoretical analysis, we have to decide how to assign the transition
layer. Figure 7-9 also plotted two ways to do this. The first way is to assign the entire
transition layer to L,, and the second way is to assign half of the transition layer to Lp
and the other half to L.
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Figure 7-10. Prediction of buildup structure: scattered points are DEM results, solid lines
are theoretical prediction. (a) buildup structure as function of buildup height; (b) buildup
structure as function of R,/2; (c) buildup structure as function of centrifugal force
number Rc. Spherical dots: L, square dots: L.; hollow dots: results obtained by
assigning entire transition layer to L,, solid dots: results obtained by assigning half of the
transition layer to L and the other half to L .
Figure 7-10 plotted and compared buildup structure (L and L: values) obtained
from DEM simulation (scattered points) with the results from theoretical prediction (solid
lines). As buildup height increases, both L and L: increase but L increase faster than
L (Figure 7-10(a)), due to the fast decay of magnetic force from the wire surface.
When the amount of particle (HHEX ) is fixed, increasing RD,/ value would increase L
and decrease L, (Figure 7-10(b)). There are two extreme cases here. The first one is when
RD/2 -- 0, all particles settle down to form close hexagonal dense packing and no
particle chain can be maintained. The Lp value in this case is how we defined HHEx .
The second case is when RDl/ - oo , particles exist in the form of chain and no close
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packing can form, which can be seen as if there is no wire. Centrifugal force is also
favored by the conversion from chain-like structure to dense-packing structure, as shown
in Figure 7-10(c). When we increase Rc , particle chains collapse down to form dense
packing, L increases while L, decreases. This can also be seen directly from Figure
7-6(a) and (c).
DEM simulation results agree well with theoretical predictions. Hollow dots are
results obtained from DEM simulation by assigning the entire transition layer to dense-
packing layer, which showed even better agreement with theoretical prediction than solid
dots that are obtained by assigning the transition layer equally to L, and L(.
7.4.3 Verification of Theoretical Scenario Diagram
To verify the scenario diagram we obtained in previous chapter, we have run the
simulation codes for many sets of dimensionless numbers. The DEM simulation results
are plotted as scattered points in Figure 7-11(a), where blue spherical dots represent
scenario I, red triangle markers represent scenario II, green cube markers represent
scenario III, and purple cube markers represents scenario IV. The scenario boundary lines
are predicted using the design formulas we developed in previous chapter. All the results
are obtained for HHEX = 1.732 and R/2 = 0.0144.
As we can see, the DEM simulation results agree quite well with the theoretical
analysis both qualitatively and quantitatively, except that the boundary line between
scenario I and II predicted by DEM simulation seems to be offset by a noticeable amount
from the boundary line predicted with the design formulas. The reason is due to defect
points inside the dense-packing layer. Perfect hexagonal dense packing was not usually
achieved in our DEM simulation and we sometimes obtain defects in the dense-packing
layer, as seen from Figure 7-6(a). We have discussed in previous chapter that, by analogy
to crystallographic defect in material mechanics, defects in the buildup could
significantly decrease the energy barrier for buildup breakage, therefore making the place
of the defects the most vulnerable positions ("epicenter") for buildup breakage.
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Therefore, the critical centrifugal force number (critical Rc can be seen as the onset of
significant buildup movement) is much lower if there are any defects in the buildup than
if it is perfect hexagonal dense packing. This causes the shift of the boundary line
between scenario I and II to lower value of Rc.
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Figure 7-11. "Scenario diagram" of magnetic particle buildup movement, for fixed
HHEX =1.732 and Rd,/2 = 0.0144: (a) for monodisperse particles; (b) for polydisperse
particles with STDEV = 0.3ro.
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7.4.4 Buildup Structure and Movement of Polydisperse Particles
In previous sections, we have seen the DEM simulation results for monodisperse
magnetic particles. Due to the cost associated with making monodisperse magnetic
particles, many magnetic separation processes utilize polydisperse particles. In our DEM
simulation, we use arithmetic mean particle size and standard deviation to characterize
polydisperse magnetic particles (assuming Gaussian distribution), and investigate the
influence of polydispersity on the structure and dynamics of the particle buildup.
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Figure 7-12. DEM simulation results, for HHF 1.732, RD= 0.719; ,{ 50; Rc 0;.
Static buildup structures for (a) monodisperse particles; (b) polydisperse particles with
STDEV = O.05ro; (c) STDEV = O.iro; (d) STDEV = 0.2ro. And, the corresponding
particle number density distributions for (e) monodisperse particles; (f) polydisperse
particles with STDEV = 0.05ro; (g) STDEV = O.1ro; (h) STDEV = 0.2 ro. Mean particle
sizes are same for all cases.
Figure 7-12 (a)-(d) show the variation in static buildup structure with increasing
polydispersity. Monodisperse magnetic particles form close hexagonal packing in the
dense-packing layer. This structural regularity decreases when magnetic particles become
more polydisperse. Particles with large polydispersity form structure more like random
close packing. Figure 7-12 (e)-(f) are the number density distribution of magnetic
particle buildups with different polydispersity, corresponding to the cases in Figure 7-12
(a)~(d). For polydisperse magnetic particles, although not too much difference, it seems
that the transition layer is slightly thinner than the case of monodisperse magnetic
particles and there seems to be a prominent abrupt change in the particle number density
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profile from dense-packing layer (number density of 1) to chain-like layer (number
density of 0.5). In addition, the height of dense-packing layer L seems increasing
slightly with increasing polydispersity, indicating that using polydisperse magnetic
particles could possibly decrease the energy barrier required for particle chain collapsing.
Another prominent difference is that, as we can see from Figure 7-12 (e) and (f),
the buildup formed with polydisperse magnetic particles exhibits a continuous velocity
profile when subject to centrifugal force (Rc =0.0081 in this case). This is in accordance
with the proposed scenario V, which has never been observed for monodisperse magnetic
particle in our DEM simulation. There also seems to be a static buildup layer that is not
flowing at all. For the particular case tested here, the thickness of the static layer is about
0.5. In addition to continuous velocity profile, another difference we found between
monodisperse and polydisperse particles is the critical centrifugal force required for
significant buildup movement. For buildup formed with monodisperse magnetic particle,
a Rc, value of 0.0081 can only restructures the chain-like layer and cannot sustain
significant buildup movement, as we have seen in Figure 7-6(c). However, this Rc value
is sufficiently strong to cause a sustained continuous flow of magnetic particles with
polydispersity (particle size standard deviation) of 0.2ro. In another word, the centrifugal
force required for significant buildup movement is much lower for polydisperse particles
than for monodisperse particles.
The theoretical analysis we performed and the scenario diagram we obtained in
previous chapter are not applicable for polydisperse magnetic particles. However, we
would still like to see the difference in movement scenarios caused by polydispersity. A
set of parametric DEM simulations has been carried out to plot a scenario diagram for
polydisperse magnetic particles with polydispersity of 0.3ro, as shown in Figure 7-11(b).
Two important movement scenarios are observed on this diagram and the scattered points
represent the DEM simulation results, with blue spherical dots being scenario I and red
square dots being scenario V. The dividing line in this graph is drawn based on the DEM
simulation results instead of theoretical analysis. On the left part of the diagram where
Rc is small, the buildup movement behavior follows scenario I where only buildup
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restructuring occurs and the entire buildup returns static once restructuring finishes. On
the right part, the buildup movement exhibits scenario V type of behavior and a clear
continuous velocity profile is expected.
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Figure 7-13. (a) buildup movement for polydisperse magnetic particles with STDEV =
0.2ro and Rc = 0.0081; (b) velocity profile of polydisperse magnetic particle buildup
movement in x-direction.
Similar to the case of monodisperse magnetic particle, the dividing line in Figure
7-11(b) corresponds to a critical centrifugal force number required for significant buildup
movement. For this particular case where HHEX = 1.732, RD/ 2 = 0.0144 and STDEV =
0.3ro, this critical value is 0.00367. Figure 7-14(a) shows how critical centrifugal force
number varies with magnetic particle polydispersity for a fixed amount of particles (
HHEX = 1.732). Initially, a small increase in polydispersity (relative to monodisperse
magnetic particles) can cause significant drop in the centrifugal force number required for
significant buildup movement. Further increase in particle polydispersity beyond 0.1 (up
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to 0.3) does not cause much further drop in critical Rc . It can be read from this figure
that for monodisperse magnetic particles, Rc=0.0081 is not sufficient to significantly
dislocate a particle buildup with HH; = 1.732, but is strong enough to move a buildup
with particle polydispersity of 0.2ro, which confirmed our previous findings in DEM
simulation .
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Figure 7-14. Critical centrifugal force number Rc as function of (a) magnetic particle
polydispersity, and (b) buildup height. Scattered points are the DEM simulation results;
solid lines are just to show trends. All data are obtained for RD/2 = 0.0144 and f. = 1.0.
By analogy to granular flows on inclined surface, where the onset of significant
granular flows can be triggered either by increasing the angle between the surface and
horizontal plane to a critical value or by increasing the thickness of the granular material
layer, the onset of magnetic particle buildup movement under centrifugal force can be
achieved either by increasing the centrifugal force number Rc to a critical value, or by
increasing the buildup height. With the aid of DEM simulation, a one-to-one relationship
between the critical centrifugal force number and the critical buildup height has been
established for magnetic particles with polydispersity of 0.3ro and plotted in Figure
7-14(b) for a fixed RD/2 value of 0.0144. It is shown that critical Rc decreases with
increasing buildup height. Similar relationships could be obtained with DEM simulation
for different RD/2 values, which could be of particular importance when designing and
optimizing a magneto-centrifuge. Sometimes we might need to determine the operating
RPM of a centrifuge if we would like to maintain buildup heights on wires at certain
level; or at some other times, we might need to estimate the buildup heights at steady-
state operation when rotation RPM is constrained.
7.4.5 Comparison with Experiment Results
In Chapter 5, we used laser distance measurement to obtain buildup profiles along
the entire wires for different operation conditions. In this chapter, the DEM simulation
package allows us to simulate buildup movement scenario and buildup height profile
along the entire wire, with the consideration of variation of centrifugal field and magnetic
field, so that we can directly compare our simulation results with experimental results.
Two issues have to be considered and addressed before we perform the
simulation. The first is the edge effect of magnetic field. At the region near the tip of the
wire, the magnetic field cannot be evaluated using the analytical solution for the magnetic
field surrounding an infinitely long wire. To save computation time while maintain
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calculation accuracy, we adopt different methods for calculating magnetic field. At the
region far from the tip (distance that is larger than two wire diameters), we still use
analytical solution; while at the region near the tip, we first solve the complete 3-D
solution of magnetic field using FEM package and then feed the DEM simulation code
with interpolated data. The results showed that magnetic field gradient and magnetic
force are much larger at the tip area then rest of the wire surface.
The second problem is the number of particles we have to simulate. In
experiment, the average particle size is in the range of 2-10micron, which corresponds to
A value of 500-100. If we were to use the same particle size in DEM simulation, we
would have to simulate at least 1 million particles in order to be able to compare with
experiments. As we have discussed in Chapter 6, none of the design formulas is
dependent on particle size, which tells us that particle size is an irrelevant parameter in
determining the behaviors of magnetic particle buildup on magnetizable wire, as long as
the particle size is small relative to the wire diameter. Although particle size enters
dipolar magnetic force number RD and size ratio 2, we found that it is RD/A that plays
a role. Once R,/2 is specified, we do not have to worry about the particle size. We
believe that this is the case for DEM simulation too. With this consideration, we choose
particle size of 100 micron and only have to simulate few thousands particles in order to
compare with the experiment results. The size ratio 2 in this case is 10, which is still
much larger than 1, and R,/A value used in simulation has to be the same as that in
experiment. Although the particle size distribution used in experiment does not strictly
follow Gaussian distribution, and particle size is quite widely distributed, the
polydispersity of magnetic particle is chosen to be 0.2 ro in our simulation for numerical
simplicity, by considering that further increasing standard deviation would not change the
critical centrifugal force by much.
The simulation procedure is similar to before: we first generate significant amount
of particles above the wire and then switch on magnetic field and centrifugal field to
allow magnetic particles relax, form buildup, and move under centrifugal force. The
simulation block is shown in Figure 7-15.
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Centrifugal
Figure 7-15. Simulation block for magnetic particle buildup movement along entire wire
Once magnetic field and centrifugal field is turned on, what we found was always
that the particles first form chains and then collapse down to form static buildup on the
wire surface. In the first test, the DEM simulation was run at 500 RPM and 0.05 Tesla.
We found from Figure 7-16 (a) that the buildup restructures slightly and then becomes
static, and nothing is leaving the wire on the centrifugal field direction, meaning that the
RPM is not sufficiently strong to discharge the buildup. If RPM is increased to 1000
(Figure 7-16(b)), some of materials were removed by the centrifugal field and remnant
particles stay static on the wire surface. As we further increase centrifugal field, the
amount of remnant particles becomes less and less, as seen in Figure 7-16 (c) and (d).
lull)!~ffl I
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Figure 7-16. Buildup profile along wire for RD/A = 0.019: (a) RPM=500, particles form
static buildup with two different structured layers; (b) RPM =1000; (c) RPM = 1500; (d)
RPM = 2000.
Comparison between DEM simulation and experiment result is shown in Figure
7-17 for different operation RPM. The blue dots represent simulation result, while red
lines depict the experimental buildup profiles. This is a quite satisfactory agreement,
considering the assumption we have made in DEM simulation: 2-D simulation plane,
soft-sphere contact model, no inter-particle friction, and large particle size.
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Figure 7-17. Comparison of DEM simulation with experiment results, RD/A = 0.0086 is
kept same for both DEM simulation and experiment: (a) RPM = 1500, RPM = 2000
7.5 Concluding Remarks
When designing magneto-centrifugal contactors, it is of great importance to be
able to predict the dynamic behavior of magnetic particles and the buildup height at given
operating conditions. In this work, we have developed a DEM simulation package that
is suitable for highly concentrated magnetic particle systems. Although some
assumptions and simplifications have been made in the algorithm, the DEM simulation
package showed good versatility and satisfactory computational performance in dealing
with different problems related to magnetic particles.
DEM simulation of monodisperse magnetic particles confirmed the scenario
diagram and buildup structure we predicted in previous theoretical analysis. Four
different scenarios have been observed for monodisperse magnetic particles: chain-like
layer collapsing down (I), rigid body movement (II), buildup breakage (III), and mixed
behavior of rigid body movement and buildup breakage(IV). For polydisperse magnetic
particles, essentially two different scenarios have been observed: chain-like layer
collapsing down (I), and liquid like flow with continuous velocity profile (V). The onset
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(critical centrifugal force number) of significant buildup movement shifts to lower values
with increasing particle polydispersity. Without a single adjustable parameter, the DEM
simulation was able to predict buildup profile when radial variation of centrifugal field
and magnetic field edge effect is considered.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Research
Effective separation and purification of biopharmaceutical products especially
recombinant proteins from production media continue to be a challenging task. It usually
involves multiple steps and the overall products loss can be significant considering the
many steps used in the downstream processing. As an integrative technique, high
gradient magnetic separation, together with the application of functional magnetic
particles, provides many advantages over traditional techniques. However, HGMS has a
number of drawbacks and its application is limited because of the batch mode operation
and the difficulty of recycling magnetic nanoparticles caused by ferromagnetism of the
wires.
We propose to exploit the interactions of magnetic particles with magnetic field
gradients, forced convective flows and large centrifugal forces to facilitate the recovery
of biopharmaceuticals from the media in which they are manufactured. A new type of
magnetic separation process, magnetically enhanced centrifugation (MEC) was proposed
and developed, and its potential as an effective unit operation for biopharmaceutical
downstream processing has been demonstrated in this work. The net effect of combining
high gradient magnetic separation with centrifugation is that the existence of
magnetically susceptible wires in a uniform magnetic field facilitates the capture and
aggregation of magnetic particles on wires and then centrifugal force that is acting on the
perpendicular direction of magnetic force helps conveying of the particle sludge. Unlike
traditional batch-mode high gradient magnetic separation (HGMS), MEC has a great
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advantage in that it can be operated continuously as magnetic particles captured on wire
surface are constantly removed and the separation efficiency is maintained at certain
level. Figure 8-1 compares the scenarios of buildup height and separation efficiency
evolutions for HGMS and MEC during typical operations.
HGMS Magneto-centrifugation
I '
Time Time
Time Time to reach Time
steady state
Figure 8-1. Comparison of MEC with HGMS. For HMGS, magnetic field has to be
switched off for particle recovery when buildup reaches maximum limit, while MEC can
be operated continuously. Centrifugal force helps remove magnetic particle sludge and
maintain separation efficiency from dropping to zero
The kernel of my thesis is detailed multi-scale modeling and simulation to
understand the underlying physics of MEC processes. Based on the length scale and time
scale, the multi-scale modeling work has been divided into two parts:
1. Capture of particles on to wires
The length scale in this case is equal to the entire MEC equipment (-m) and the
time scale is also very large and in the order of -min. As we have already seen, on
individual particles, centrifugal force is much smaller than magnetic force, hydrodynamic
drag force, and dipole-dipole magnetic interaction. Thus, when studying particle capture,
we can put aside the centrifugal force and only study the influence of magnetic force,
dipole-dipole force, and hydrodynamic drag force on the capture of magnetic particles.
This makes it possible to treat the problem in 2-D, as the centrifugal force on the radial
direction (the direction of centrifugal field) does not contribute to the capture of particles
on to the wires. This part of work has been discussed in detail in Chapter 2, 3, and 4.
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We started with developing a dimensionless model for simulating the trajectory of
magnetic particle in combined magnetic and flow field with numerical calculation of the
field distributions. The model was first applied to single wire configurations and
adjustment were made and suggested to existing correlations to account for the non-
ideality of flow field, and then extended to study multi-wire arrays. Given the geometry
and wire configurations, only two dimensionless numbers are required to determine the
capture effectiveness. It was shown that modified rhombic arrays can provide high
capture efficiency while maintaining low pressure drops. Correlation equations were
obtained with non-linear regression of simulation results and can be readily used in the
design, scale-up and optimization of future magnetic separation processes.
However, we also realized that capture efficiencies based on results for clean,
particle-free wires, may be seriously in error because the particle buildup that
accumulates on the wire distorts the flow and the magnetic fields significantly, and thus
influences the capture efficiency of the wire. In Chapter 3, a numerical model is
developed in which the dynamic buildup growth process is treated as a moving-boundary
problem. The growing front is tracked explicitly by marker points evenly distributed on
its surface. The flow field and magnetic field are calculated by using a finite element
method (FEM). A particle trajectory model is used to calculate the particle flux on the
buildup surface, and the marker point distribution and the buildup shape are updated at
each simulation step. It is found that, for weakly magnetic particles, resulting buildups
exhibit smoothly growing front whereas, for strongly magnetic particles, instability
occurs, leading to dendritic buildup shapes. Simulation results have also shown that the
capture efficiency of single-wire HGMS decreases dramatically as particle buildup
volume increases.
The separation efficiency and buildup growth rates observed in experiment are
much higher than that predicted from modeling and simulation. It is believed to be
mainly caused by magnetic particle chaining and flocculation effect. The influence of
particle chaining on separation efficiency has been studied in Chapter 4 through
experiment and numerical modeling. We found that magnetic particles form chains as
soon as they enter a background magnetic field, and are captured in the form of particle
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chain. Theoretical work has shown that the magnetic force on a particle chain is linearly
increasing with the number of particles in the chain, while the hydrodynamic force on the
particle chain that is calculated using 3-D CFD simulation is found to be much smaller
than the summation of the hydrodynamic forces that particles should experience if they
move individually. The total hydrodynamic force on a particle chain is a function of the
number of particles in the chain (N c ) and the angle between the chain the relative
velocity of particle chain and fluid flow (y). The limits that particle chaining (if
assuming all singlet chains) can benefit HGMS over individual particles were found to be
approximately 3.56 fold for longitudinal configuration and 2.20 fold for transverse
configuration.
2. Removal of particle buildups from wires using centrifugal field
When magnetic particles form large aggregates and buildups on the wire surface,
the centrifugal force starts to play an important role. As more and more particles build up
on the wire surface, the total centrifugal force at certain point can overcome the energy
barrier or friction force required for significant buildup movement. The length scale in
this case is about the diameter of the wire (-mm), and the time scale is very small and is
in the order of -s. Within the buildup region, hydrodynamic drag force becomes
negligible, and the only important forces are centrifugal force, magnetic force, dipole-
dipole interaction force, and friction force. Under these forces, the structure, dynamic
behaviors and rheological behaviors of magnetic particles on the wires become the key
questions and were discussed in great details in Chapter 5, 6, and 7.
Bench-top MEC experiments ware performed and the results are presented in
Chapter 5. It is found that magnetic particle buildup generally comprises two layers with
distinct structures: a spiky chain-like layer with all chains parallel to the magnetic field,
and a densely-packed layer at the bottom. This unique structure is the results of the
competition between magnetic force and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. The
magnetic force always attracts the magnetic particles as close to the wire surface as
possible, while the dipole-dipole interaction tends to keep magnetic particles form
straight chains parallel to background magnetic field. The stronger magnetization the
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particles have, the spikier the buildup will be. Particle load and buildup height
measurements have shown that there is a critical height for particle buildup at regular
operating condition. Everything above this height is eventually removed from the wire
surface by centrifugal force, while everything below this height will stay on the wire
surface forever. The existence of this static buildup layer causes decrease in separation
efficiency as compared to particle-free clean wires. The higher this critical buildup
height, the lower will be the steady state MEC efficiency
The scenarios of magnetic particle buildup movement under centrifugal force
have been investigated and a set of design formulas expressed in terms of dimensionless
numbers were derived to predict buildup structure and the different scenarios. For the
entire MEC process to be continuous, significant buildup movement (or particle sludge
flow) along the wire must happen under steady state operation. By analogy to granular
flows on inclined surface, the onset of significant magnetic particle buildup movement
under centrifugal force can be achieved either by increasing the centrifugal force, or by
increasing the buildup height. With the design formulas, we are able to find the critical
centrifugal force required for significant buildup movement at given buildup height or the
critical buildup height for significant buildup movement at given centrifugal force. In
addition, one of the great capabilities of the models is that it is able to predict the position
of buildup breakage and the range of buildup height under steady state operation. The
upper limit of this range is the critical buildup height predicted for buildup breakage, and
the lower limit is the position of the breakage. It is found that experimental results seem
to be very close to the lower limit, instead of spreading within the range predicted with
the model. The discrepancy is mainly attributed to the non-idealities of the experiment:
polydisperse magnetic particles were used in the experiment while we have assumed
monodispersity in model development.
We developed DEM simulation package to study the dynamics and rheological
behavior of highly concentrated magnetic particle system. For monodisperse magnetic
particles, simulation results confirmed four regions in the magnetic particle "scenario
diagram" predicted using the design formulas: chain-like layer collapsing down (I), rigid
body movement (II), buildup breakage (III), and mixed behavior of rigid body movement
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and buildup breakage (IV). For polydisperse magnetic particles, depending on
centrifugal force field strength, the DEM simulation showed that the buildup exhibits
behavior similar to Bingham fluid: solid-like region at low centrifugal field and liquid-
like region at high centrifugal field. In the liquid-like region, buildup composed of
polydisperse magnetic particles exhibits a continuous velocity profile that is distinct from
monodisperse particle buildups where abrupt discontinuous velocity profiles are
observed. When considering the edge effect of magnetic field and the radial variations in
centrifugal field, DEM simulations were able to predict the entire buildup height profiles,
showing good agreement with experimental measurement.
8.2 Contributions of Ph.D. Work
In my work, all theoretical analyses and numerical tools were performed and
developed in dimensionless form. Dimensionless numbers were defined in order for our
results to be scalable. Although we have only tested our theories and modeling tools with
one bench scale MCC, these theories and tools should be useful and informative when
scaling up and optimizing the processes.
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Figure 8-2. General strategy for MCC design
The general strategy for magneto-centrifuge design and process development can
be illustrated in Figure 8-2. For a specific application in biopharmaceutical processing,
we will be given certain objectives and limitations, such as separation efficiency,
selectivity, handling capacity, etc. There are many degrees of freedom that need to be
specified, including materials properties (such as particle size, radius, magnetization,
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density, etc.), operating conditions (such as magnetic field strength, flow rate, magnetic
particle concentration, centrifugation RPM, etc.), and separator specifications (such as
wire length and diameter, number of wire layers, geometrical arrangement of wires, etc.).
The theoretical analyses and numerical tools in my Ph.D. work form a core part of the
strategy as it provides detailed network among the many degrees of freedom.
Surrounding this strategy, more research work can be done to further study this new
technique and process.
Specifically, the contributions can be summarized as follows:
* Elucidated the mechanism and fundamental physics of magneto-centrifugal
contactor,
* Developed various numerical methods and simulation tools to study the transport
of magnetic particles and particle chains,
* Developed a front-tracking simulation method to study the dynamics and
geometry changes (moving boundaries) of magnetic particle buildup growth
process,
* Demonstrated that DEM is a powerful tool to study the dynamic and rheological
behavior of highly concentrated magnetic particles,
* Experimentally verified the numerical and modeling tools,
* Provided a theoretical framework and strategy for the design of future
magnetically enhanced unit operations.
8.3 Suggestions on Future Work
8.3.1 Separation of Magnetic Particles from Non-magnetic Substances
Another potential advantage of MEC over HGMS is the ability to simultaneously
separate non-magnetic substances such as cell membranes, organelles, salts and other
molecules in fermentation broth from the protein-laden magnetic particles. If this feature
could be achieved, the number of pretreatment steps such as filtration and centrifugation
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in pharmaceutical processing would be greatly cut down. This potential, although not
investigated in detail through experiment due to the current design of the bench-top
MCC, we have given it some thought. The current design is not optimized for
simultaneous separation of magnetic particles from non-magnetic substances.
Collecting
wall
Figure 8-3. Schematic drawing of axial cross-section of magneto-centrifuge. Wires are
perpendicular to the flow field and magnetic field; red lines represent the flow
streamlines.
As we can see from Figure 8-3, the successful separation of magnetic particles
from non-magnetic substances relies on many design factors. First, the centrifugal force
must have as small influence on non-magnetic substances as possible. This requires large
density difference between magnetic particles and non-magnetic substance, and short
resident time in the separator. The smaller the density of the non-magnetic substances,
the closer they will follow the streamlines of the flow field. The design shown in Figure
8-3 indicates that at stead state, incoming fluid almost completely flows out of the
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chamber, while the fluid in the right half area exhibits circular flow but does not leave the
chamber, forming a dead zone near the collecting wall. If the density of the non-
magnetic substances is much lower than magnetic particles, and the flow velocity is
sufficiently large, then this type of design lowers the possibility of collecting non-
magnetic particles on the outer wall. However, on the other hand, strong magnetic
properties and large density of the magnetic particles, as well as optimized design of the
wire arrays need to be considered, so that the magnetic particles can be effectively
captured onto the wire surface and then being discharged from the wire under centrifugal
force.
8.3.2 Tribology between Magnetic Particles and Wires
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Figure 8-4. Re-plot of the scenario diagram obtained in Chapter 6. Two operating lines
are drawn to indicate different situations depending on the friction coefficient between
the wire and the particles.
Another area that should be studied further is the surface properties of the wires
and the magnetic particles. We have shown that rigid body movement of magnetic
particle buildup requires small friction coefficient. If the friction coefficient is large, the
wires will always be covered by magnetic particle buildups, which is not the ideal case
because the resident time of certain amount of material is infinite. As shown in Figure 8-
4, when the friction coefficient is smaller than the critical value, then buildup can be
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discharged completely and the wires can be cleaned up periodically under steady state
operation of the MEC. In experiment, we have never observed the operating curve
taking pathway represented by the red line, which probably means that the friction
coefficient is not sufficiently small.
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Figure 8-5. SEM picture of uncoated wire and PDMS-coated wire.
The surface roughness of uncoated/uncoated nickel/steel wires is order of few
microns, which is larger or equal to regular magnetic particles used in magnetic
separation. In this case, the magnetic particles are difficult to move because of being
locked in the rough surface, and also due to that huge local magnetic field gradient is
generated on the rough asperities, resulting in very strong magnetic force that holds
magnetic particles. Coating of certain polymer materials (such as PDMS) can be
significantly helpful in molding the rough surface of the wires, screening local magnetic
field gradient, and making the surface hydrophobic and repulsive to the particles. This
treatment is performed in our study, and the uncoated and coated wires are shown in
Figure 8-5. However, with the coated wires, we were still out of luck to observe rigid-
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body type of movement. Improvement on the coating can be an interesting topic and
needs to understand the friction mechanism between the magnetic particles and the wire.
Systematic investigation can be further carried out and different coating techniques may
be applied, such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). In addition, the tribology of magnetic particles on coated wire can be studied in
detail with the aid of atomic force microscopy (AFM).
8.3.3 Expanding 2-D DEM Simulation to 3-D and Other Applications
All simulation results and theoretical analyses in my work were based on 2-D
assumption. Although satisfactory agreement was obtained with current 2-D simulation
when compared with experimental results, it is expected that 3-D simulation will add
more insight to this problem, as angular variation in magnetic field will have to be
considered. Preliminary attempts were carried out to develop a 3-D DEM simulation
package based on C# language. Current progress includes optimized computation speed
that allows the simulation of up to 20,000 particles with single CPU. Figure 8-6 shows
the simulation window of this package, where magnetic particles are depositing on the
wire surface.
In the future, we are aiming to realize the capability of parallel computing and
more complicated geometries (e.g. more than one wire is present) and adopting different
contact force models. This 3-D simulation will also have the flexibility to deal with other
applications that use magnetic particles. Currently, the package is test to design magnetic
particle pinch for biological substances handling in micro/nano scales. In addition, our
collaboration with University of Karlsruhe is dedicated to apply the DEM simulation
technique to magnetically enhanced filtration process. Many other applications can be
envisioned that requires the modeling and simulation of magnetic particles in
complicated geometry and force field. My thesis can be a start point for that.
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Figure 8-6. Snapshot of the simulation window of the 3-D DEM simulation package.
Magnetic particle sedimentation induced by magnetic force is shown in this case.
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